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We present a measurement of the mass of the top quark using data from proton-
antiproton collisions recorded at the CDF experiment in Run II of the Fermilab
Tevatron. Events are selected from the single lepton plus jets ﬁnal state (tt¯ →
W+bW−b¯→ νbqq¯′b¯). The top quark mass is extracted using a calculation of the
probability density for a tt¯ ﬁnal state to resemble a data event. This probability
density is a function of both top quark mass and energy scale of calorimeter jets,
constrained in situ with the hadronic W boson mass. Using 167 events observed
in 955 pb−1 integrated luminosity, we achieve the single most precise measurement
of top quark mass to date of 170.8 ± 2.2 (stat.) ± 1.4 (syst.) GeV/c2, where the
quoted statistical uncertainty includes uncertainty from the determination of the
jet energy scale.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
High energy particle physics studies the fundamental constituents of matter and
their interactions. A subset of the fundamental particles, quarks, combine to
form particles such as the proton and neutron. The recently discovered top
quark is the most massive known fundamental particle. Experimental particle
physics collides common particles at speeds near that of light. Currently, top
quarks have only been directly produced at the highest energy particle accelerator
operating in the world to date, the Tevatron, located at the Fermi National
Accelerator Laboratory. Specialized detectors and electronic systems, such as
the Collider Detector at Fermilab, collect experimental data from these collisions.
This analysis applies a sophisticated statistical technique to CDF data, resulting
in a precise measurement of the top quark mass.
Chapter 2 brieﬂy outlines the underlying theory of particle physics, known as
the Standard Model, and elaborates on the expected properties of the top quark.
Particle acceleration and data collection apparatus is discussed in Chapter 3, and
event reconstruction, calibration and selection are discussed in Chapter 4. A full
description of the data and simulated datasets is the subject of Chapter 5. The
analysis method is described in Chapters 6 and 7. Results of the analysis are
presented in Chapter 8, and systematic uncertainty is presented in Chapter 9.
Conclusions from this analysis are the subject of Chapter 10.
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CHAPTER 2
The Top Quark
2.1 The Standard Model
Physicists have discovered four fundamental forces governing the physical world,
electromagnetism, gravity, and the weak and strong nuclear forces. All but grav-
ity are described in the Standard Model, a gauge symmetry group described
by SU(3)CxSU(2)LxU(1)Y. SU(3)C corresponds to Quantum Chromodynamics
(QCD) and governs the strong nuclear interactions. SU(2)LxU(1)Y corresponds
to the Glashow-Weinberg-Salam (GWS) theory governing uniﬁed electroweak in-
teractions [1]. GWS electroweak symmetry is broken into the weak nuclear force
and Quantum Electrodynamics (QED).
Fundamental particles can be separated into fermions, which are spin-1
2
and
obey Fermi-Dirac statistics, and bosons, which are spin-1 and obey Bose-Einstein
statistics. The fundamental fermions are divided into six known quarks and six
known leptons, each separated into three sets of couplets and each having a
corresponding anti-particle. Table 2.1 summarizes the fundamental Fermions.
The fundamental bosons mediate interactions between fermions or other bosons.
There are 12 force mediators, known as gauge bosons: 8 gluons in the strong
nuclear force, 3 bosons in the weak nuclear force, and the photon in electromag-
netism. Gluons couple to color, a quantum property only quarks and gluons
contain, so the strong nuclear force does not apply to leptons. Photons couple to
2
Table 2.1: Fundamental fermions in the Standard Model
First Second Third Charge
Leptons electron (e−) muon (μ−) tau (τ−) -1
e-neutrino (νe) μ-neutrino (νμ) τ -neutrino (ντ ) 0
Quarks up (u) charm (c) top (t) 2
3
down (d) strange (s) bottom (b) -1
3
charge, so electromagnetism does not directly aﬀect neutrinos. All Fermions in-
teract via the weak nuclear force. Table 2.2 summarizes the fundamental bosons.
Table 2.2: Fundamental bosons in the Standard Model
Name Force Charge
photon (γ) EM 0
W , Z boson weak ±1, 0
gluon (g) strong 0
The Standard Model accurately describes all physical measurements, with
the exception of non-zero neutrino mass, to date, but one component has yet
to be observed. The Higgs boson scalar ﬁeld is predicted as a mechanism to
break GWS electroweak symmetry by which the weak nuclear force gauge bosons
acquire mass [2][3]. Fermions also acquire mass via this ﬁeld. Masses of quarks
and leptons vary due to their unique coupling to the ﬁeld. Table 2.3 lists the
experimentally determined masses of the fundamental particles [4]. Note that
measured neutrino oscillations mean neutrinos have small masses.
Coupling strength in the strong nuclear force decreases with increasing mo-
mentum transfer, Q2, the amount of momentum given to a particle created in
3
Table 2.3: Masses of fundamental particles in GeV/c2
Quarks Mass Leptons Mass Bosons Mass
u 0.005 e 0.0005 γ 0
d 0.01 μ 0.1 W 80.4
s 0.15 τ 1.8 Z 91.2
c 1.2 νe < 0.003 g 0
b 5.0 νμ < 0.002
t 175 ντ < 0.018
scattering or decay. At high Q2, quarks behave as essentially free particles, but at
low Q2, quarks are bound into quark/anti-quark pairs (mesons) or quark triplets
(baryons). Mesons are bosons and baryons are fermions, and both have integer
charge and are color neutral. These particles decay via the weak nuclear force into
stable particles, such as protons, electrons, and photons, composing the majority
of the visible universe today.
2.2 Top Quark Production and Decay
Top quarks are far too massive and unstable to be observed in the natural world.
They are produced via hard scattering processes in particle colliders. Currently,
the only collider with enough energy to directly produce top quarks is the Teva-
tron at FNAL, discussed further in section 3.1. Top quarks were ﬁrst conclusively
observed at FNAL in 1995 [5][6]. Due to its large mass, the top quark decays
almost immediately after production, so quickly that it does not hadronize and
form bound states as other quarks do.
The largest number of top quarks at the Tevatron are produced via pair
4
Figure 2.1: Feynman diagrams describing leading-order top quark pair production
at hadron colliders.
production with the strong nuclear force. Figure 2.1 shows Feynman diagrams
describing leading-order pair production processes. Leading order calculations
estimate top quark pairs are produced 95% by quark-quark collisions and 5%
by gluon-gluon interactions. Solo top quarks are produced via a charge-current
weak interaction, but the predicted cross-section for this process is lower than
pair production. There is evidence for single top production at the Tevatron, but
it has not yet been conﬁrmed.
Figure 2.2: A Feynman diagram describing top quark pair production and decay.
Top quarks decay via the weak force almost consistently into a W boson
and a b quark. Decays into a W boson and a d or s quark are suppressed by
5
the CKM matrix. Flavor changing neutral current decays are suppressed by
even larger amounts. Figure 2.2 gives the prominent Feynman diagram of top
quark pair production and decay. The W bosons then decay hadronically into a
quark-antiquark pair or leptonically into a lepton-neutrino pair. Electrons and
muons from these decays are ﬁnal state particles observed by the CDF detector.
Tau leptons, due to their large mass, are not stable and generally decay within
the detector. Quarks produced in these decays interact via QCD. At high ener-
gies, these interactions are described by perturbative QCD, but at lower energies,
quarks hadronize, creating quark-antiquark pairs from the vacuum to form stable
particles. This process is described phenomenologically. The collective perturba-
tive QCD and hadronization is termed fragmentation and results in showers of
long-lived hadrons in the detector.
Top quark pair production decays are topologically classiﬁed according to the
hadronic or leptonic decay of the W bosons. In tt¯ pair production the possible
conﬁgurations are two hadronic decays (all hadronic), two leptonic decays (dilep-
ton), and one hadronic and one leptonic decay (lepton + jets). Taus from W
boson decay are ineﬃciently identiﬁed in the CDF detector, see Chapter 4, so τ
decay channels are not included. The relative branching ratios for these decays
are 44%, 5% and 30%, respectively. This analysis selects events consistent with
the lepton + jets decay channel, retaining a relatively large branching ratio but
with much smaller background than the all hadronic channel.
Events with the same decay signature as the lepton + jet tt¯ signal but pro-
duced via a diﬀerent process are background. The main background is produced
by processes such as that shown in Figure 2.3 in which a real W boson is cre-
ated as well as extra partons. Partons are quarks or gluons created directly from
hard scattering processes. Other backgrounds include single top quark produc-
6
Figure 2.3: A Feynman diagram describing W boson + jets production.
tion, other electroweak interactions producing a real W or Z boson, and QCD
interactions mimicking the decay signature of a W boson (“non-W”).
2.3 The Significance of Top Quark Mass
The top quark mass is a fundamental parameter in the Standard Model. Due
to its relatively large value, it has a more critical inﬂuence on Standard Model
calculations than the other quarks. It inﬂuences non-leading order (radiative)
corrections to electroweak processes. It also helps to constrain the mass of the
as yet unobserved Higgs boson via the radiative correction to the mass of the W
boson. Figure 2.4 shows two diﬀering views of the constraint on the Higgs boson
mass [9] using precise electroweak measurements, such as the W boson mass,
from LEP [10], and of the top quark mass from FNAL [11]. The uncertainty in
the top quark measurement includes the result of this analysis, see Chapter 10.
As indicated in Figure 2.4, the most likely value of the Higgs boson mass is
ruled out by lack of direct observation at LEP. Failure of the Standard Model
to properly describe these results may indicate new physics yet to be discov-
ered, such as the Minimal Supersymmetric extension to the Standard Model
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Figure 2.4: Electroweak constraints on the Higgs boson mass using current best
measurements of W boson and top quark mass (left). Global ﬁt of Higgs boson
mass to several electroweak parameters (right).
(MSSM) [12][13]. Figure 2.5 shows regions of top quark and W boson mass pa-
rameter space consistent with the Standard Model and MSSM. The current best
measurements and corresponding uncertainty are described by the blue ellipse,
which lies predominantly in the MSSM region. The one sigma level hints at pos-
sible physics beyond the Standard Model. Note that the measurement made by
this analysis decreased the world-average estimate of the top quark mass, thereby
increasing the discrepancy with the Standard Model. It is uncertain if the Teva-
tron will have enough center of mass energy to probe for this physics, but a new
collider at CERN (LHC) will be operating in the near future with seven times
the center of mass energy. Many expect the discovery of the Higgs boson and
supersymmetric particles at LHC.
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CHAPTER 3
Apparatus
The Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory (FNAL) has been running in its cur-
rent phase of operation since 2001. Located near Batavia, IL, the pp¯ synchrotron
accelerator supports several experiments, including two collider detectors, one of
which, the Collider Detector at Fermilab (CDF), collected data for this analy-
sis. The accelerator also provides protons to ﬁxed target experiments. CDF is
a general purpose hard scattering detector supporting a wide variety of physics
analyses. One of the priorities of FNAL is a precise measurement of the top quark
mass. Several hundred people support the operation of the accelerator and an-
other several hundred are responsible for the commissioning and operation of the
CDF detector. A competing collaboration, DØ, independently measures similar
physics quantities. Combined results from these two collaborations have resulted
in increasingly precise measurements of the top quark mass and other interesting
physical phenomenon. This chapter outlines the basic operation and structure of
the accelerator and detector.
3.1 The Tevatron Accelerator
The main accelerator at FNAL, the Tevatron, accelerates protons and anti-
protons, colliding them at a center of mass energy of 1.96 TeV. Several stages
of acceleration are necessary before protons and anti-protons can be brought to
10
Figure 3.1: Diagram of Tevatron acceleration complex.
this energy. Since no readily available source of anti-protons exists, they must
be produced using energetic proton collisions. Figure 3.1 schematically describes
the Tevatron acceleration complex.
3.1.1 Acceleration Chain
Protons colliding in the Tevatron start out as hydrogen gas. The hydrogen is
ionized by adding an electron and then fed to a Cockcroft-Walton direct current
electrostatic accelerator. Exiting the Cockcroft-Walton with 750 keV, the hydro-
gen ions are fed into a RF linear accelerator, the Linac, and ramped to 400 MeV.
The hydrogen ions then strike a stationary target of carbon foil, stripping the
11
two electrons from the ions and leaving bare protons.
Protons are collected and accelerated to 8 GeV in the Booster, a 475 m
circumference synchrotron. The Booster then injects them into the Main Injector,
a 3 km circumference synchrotron. The Main Injector has several purposes. It
accelerates protons and anti-protons from 8 GeV to 150 GeV, preparing them
for injection into the Tevatron; and it also accelerates protons to 120 GeV for
anti-proton production, as described in section 3.1.2.
The Tevatron is a 6.3 km circumference synchrotron using superconducting
magnets with a peak ﬁeld of 4.2 T. Protons and anti-protons are injected into
the Tevatron forming a beam containing 36 discrete packages of particles known
as bunches and are accelerated from 150 to 980 GeV. Protons and anti-protons
rotate in opposite directions in the ring and are held in separate helical orbits.
Focusing quadrupole magnets at two collision points bring the proton and anti-
proton beams to intersection. Bunches pass a given collision point every 396 ns.
Each bunch collides approximately 2.6x1011 p and 3.5 x 1010 p¯. These numbers
contribute to the instantaneous luminosity of the beam [14]
L = 3γfoNBNpNp¯F
β(p + p¯)
, (3.1)
where NB is the number of bunches in the accelerator; Np and Np¯ are the number
of p and p¯ per bunch, respectively; fo is the revolution frequency; γ = E/m is the
relativistic energy factor; β is the beta function at the low beta focus; p and p¯ are
the proton and anti-proton beam emittances, respectively; and F is a form factor
describing bunch geometry. Integrating instantaneous luminosity over time and
taking the product with a scattering cross-section returns the number of events
produced.
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3.1.2 Anti-proton Production
Anti-protons are produced by colliding accelerated protons from the Main Injector
with a stationary nickel target in the Target Station. Magnets focus charged
particles from this collision into a beam and strip away everything but the anti-
protons. Anti-proton production is not very eﬃcient, requiring a million incident
protons to produce 20 anti-protons.
Once collected into a beam, the anti-protons are sent to the Debuncher, a
triangular synchrotron with a radius of 90 m, where their spread in energy is
reduced using a synchronized oscillating potential in the RF cavities. This po-
tential is designed to accelerate slower particles and decelerate faster particles.
Uniform velocity of anti-protons enables more eﬃcient beam manipulation and
increases instantaneous luminosity by reducing bunch widths.
Thus prepared, the anti-protons are collected and stored until they are needed
for acceleration and collisions. One storage unit, the Accumulator, is a syn-
chrotron in the same tunnel as the Debuncher, labeled “antiproton source” in
Figure 3.1. The Accumulator reduces the longitudinal momentum of the anti-
protons using a synchronized potential and stochastic cooling [15]. Stochastic
cooling was developed at CERN in the 1970s and dampens unwanted momentum
phase-space components of the particle beam using a feedback loop. Essentially,
the beam orbit is measured with a pickup and corrected with a kicker, schemat-
ically described by Figure 3.2.
The other anti-proton storage unit is the Recycler, a synchrotron in the same
ring as the Main Injector. The Recycler was originally designed to collect anti-
protons from the Tevatron once collisions for a given store were ﬁnished, but
attempts to use it for this purpose have not been worthwhile. As an additional
storage unit, the Recycler has allowed increased instantaneous luminosity since
13
Figure 3.2: Schematic of stochastic cooling in Accumulator. Momentum of
anti-proton beam is measured at the pickup and corrected at the kicker.
2004. The Recycler takes advantage of electron cooling, in which a 4.3 MeV beam
of electrons over 20 m is used to reduce longitudinal momentum. When a store is
ready to begin, anti-protons are transferred from either or both the Accumulator
and the Recycler to the Tevatron for ﬁnal acceleration.
3.2 The CDF Detector
The Collider Detector at FNAL (CDF) is a general purpose charged and neutral
particle detector [16][17]. It surrounds one of the beam crossing points described
in section 3.1.1. The detector observes particles or their decay remnants via
charged tracks bending in a 1.4 T solenoidal ﬁeld, electromagnetic and hadronic
showers in calorimeters, and charged tracks in muon detection chambers. Ad-
ditionally, Cherenkov counters measure the instantaneous luminosity of the col-
liding beams. In order from nearest to beamline to the outermost region of
14
Figure 3.3: Elevation view of the East half of the CDF detector. The West half
is nearly mirror symmetric.
the detector, the major components are the silicon tracking system, the central
outer tracking system, the solenoid, the calorimeters, and the muon chambers,
Figure 3.3.
CDF is cylindrical in construction, with the beam line deﬁning the z-axis
oriented with the direction of proton travel, which is also the direction of the
solenoid ﬁeld lines. The x-axis is deﬁned as pointing away from the Tevatron
ring, and the y-axis is deﬁned as pointed directly upward, Figure 3.4. Transverse
components are deﬁned to be perpendicular to the beamline, in other words the
polar r-φ dimension. For instance:
ET ≡ E sinθ. (3.2)
Another useful coordinate variable is rapidity
y ≡ 1
2
ln
E + pz
E − pz . (3.3)
15
Figure 3.4: Coordinate system of CDF detector relative to Tevatron ring.
Pseudo-rapidity, η, is the massless limit of rapidity and deﬁned as
η ≡ 1
2
ln
p + pz
p− pz = −
1
2
ln(tanθ). (3.4)
Pseudo-rapidity is always deﬁned with respect to the detector coordinates unless
explicitly speciﬁed. Many of the components of CDF are segmented in pseudo-
rapidity. Figure 3.5 shows the η coordinates relative to the tracking volume and
plug calorimeter.
3.2.1 Cherenkov Luminosity Counters
To measure luminosity, Cherenkov Luminosity Counters (CLCs) [18][19] are po-
sitioned near the beamline, 3.7 < |η| < 4.7. The counters are long, conical cham-
bers ﬁlled with isobutane at atmospheric pressure. Cherenkov light radiated from
particles passing through the chambers is collected with Photo-Multiplier Tubes
(PMTs) allowing a measurement of the number of inelastic pp¯ interactions at each
bunch crossing. The momentum threshold for detection of electrons is 9.3 MeV/c
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Figure 3.5: Schematic of tracking volume and plug calorimeters of the upper east
quadrant of the CDF detector.
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and of pions is 2.6 GeV/c. Figure 3.6 shows the initial instantaneous luminosity
and total integrated luminosity as a function of year. The initial instantaneous
luminosity increased with running time due to improvements such as using the
Recycler to store anti-protons. Total integrated luminosity is separated according
to that delivered by the Tevatron and that recorded to tape by the CDF detector.
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Figure 3.6: Initial instantaneous luminosity (left) and total integrated luminosity
(right) as a function of year since the beginning of Run II.
3.2.2 Silicon Tracking
The innermost component of CDF is a tracking system composed of silicon mi-
crostrip arrays. Its main function is to provide precise position measurements
near collision vertices, and it is essential for identiﬁcation of secondary vertices,
discussed in section 4.4.3.
Constructed in three separate components, L00 [20], SVXII [21] and ISL [22],
the silicon tracking system covers detector |η| < 2. L00 is a single layer mounted
directly on the beampipe, r = 1.6 cm, and is a single-sided array with a pitch of
50 μm providing solely axial measurements. SVXII is mounted outside of L00,
2.4 < r < 10.7 cm, and is composed of 5 concentric layers in φ and 3 segments,
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Figure 3.7: Schematic showing r-φ and y-z views of the Run II CDF silicon
tracking system. Note: vertical and horizontal axes are not to scale.
or barrels, in z. Each layer is further subdivided in to 12 segments in φ, or
wedges. Double-sided arrays provide axial (r-φ) measurements on one side and
stereo (z) measurements on the other. The stereo position of layer 0, 1 and
3 is perpendicular to the z-axis, and that of layer 2 and 4 is -1.2o and +1.2o,
respectively. The SVXII detector spatial resolution for axial measurements is 12
μm. ISL surrounds SVXII, 20 < r < 29 cm, and is composed of three layers
of double-sided arrays. As with SVXII, one side provides axial measurements
and the other stereo measurements at 1.2o relative to the z-axis.The ISL detector
resolution for axial measurements is 16 μm.
3.2.3 Central Outer Tracker
The Central Outer Tracker (COT) [23] comprises the bulk of CDF’s tracking vol-
ume, located between 40 < r < 132 cm and detector |η| < 1. The COT provides
the best measurements of charged particle momentum, but does not measure po-
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sition as precisely as the silicon tracking system. It is a 96-layer open-cell drift
chamber subdivided into 8 superlayers. Each superlayer is further divided with
gold covered Mylar ﬁeld sheets into cells containing 25 wires alternating between
potential and sense wires, see Figure 3.8. In half of the superlayers, the wires are
parallel to the beamline and provide axial measurements, while in the other half,
the wires are alternately at ±2o and provide stereo measurements. The inner-
most superlayer provides a stereo measurement and subsequent layers alternate
between axial and stereo measurements. The gas ﬁlling the chamber is comprised
of 50% argon and 50% ethane (and lately, some oxygen was added to prevent
corrosion). This results in a maximum drift time of 100 ns, far shorter than the
time between bunch collisions. The single hit resolution of the COT is 140 μm,
and the track momentum resolution using muon cosmic rays is σpT /p
2
T ≈ 0.001
(GeV/c)−1.
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Figure 3.8: COT segment (left). Expanded view showing sense wire conﬁguration
(right).
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3.2.4 Calorimeters
Calorimeters provide energy and position measurements of electron, photon and
hadron showers. They are divided into electromagnetic (EM) and hadronic seg-
ments (HA), with EM positioned closer to the interaction region than the HA.
Both regions are sampling calorimeters with alternating layers of scintillators
and absorbers. Showers generate photons in the scintillators which are collected
and carried to Photo-Multiplier Tubes (PMTs) with wavelength shifting optical
ﬁbers. Lead is used as the absorber in EM segments and iron in HA segments.
The EM segment closest to the interaction region acts as a pre-shower detector
useful for photon and πo discrimination. A shower-maximum detector, placed at
about 6 radiation lengths in the EM calorimeter, measures the shower proﬁle and
obtains a position measurement with a resolution on the order of a few mm.
Due to detector geometry, calorimeters are divided into a barrel shaped re-
gion surrounding the solenoid, the central calorimeters (CPR, CES, CEM and
CHA) [24][25]; and calorimeters capping the barrel, the plug calorimeters (PPR,
PES, PEM and PHA) [26][27][28]. A wall hadronic calorimeter (WHA) ﬁlls
the gap between the two. The central region covers detector |η| < 1, the wall
0.6 < |η| < 1.3, and the plug 1.1 < |η| < 3.6. Each of these regions is further
segmented in η and φ into towers covering 0.1 x 15o in the central, 0.1 x 7.5o in
the wall, and 0.16 x 7.5o or 0.2-0.6 x 15o in the plug. The energy resolution of the
CEM is σ(E)/E = 0.135/
√
ET (GeV )±0.015. Figure 3.9 shows a cross-sectional
view of the plug calorimeter.
3.2.5 Muon Detectors
Although electrons create showers conﬁned to the calorimeters, the mass of muons
makes them nearly minimum ionizing particles (MIPs), and high momentum
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Figure 3.9: Cross-section of upper half of a plug calorimeter.
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muons pass though the calorimeters. The calorimeters (and in some cases addi-
tional shielding) block the majority of hadronic particles from reaching the outer
detector. Drift chambers placed on the outside of the detector identify charged
tracks from muons and measure their position. There are three muon detection
systems used in this analysis, CMU, CMP and CMX [29]. CMU and CMP cover
detector |η| < 0.6, with CMP located outside CMU, and CMX covers detector
0.6 < |η| < 1.
The CMU chambers surround the central calorimeter in φ. They are com-
posed of 4 concentric layers of cells containing argon-ethane gas and high-voltage
sense wires parallel to the beam pipe, see Figure 3.10. The CMP chambers are
separated from the CMU chambers by 60 cm of steel shielding. They are similar
in construction to the CMU chambers, but the layers are successively oﬀset by
half of a cell. The CMX chambers are nearly identical to the CMU chambers.
They are arranged in four logical layers successively oﬀset by half of a cell. Each
logical layer consists of two partially overlapping physical layers of cells. On av-
erage, a particle will traverse six cells. Sense wires are independent in the CMP
chambers, but are shared between φ neighbors in CMU and CMX. The single-hit
r-φ resolution is 0.25 mm. Measurements in z with a resolution of 1.2 mm are also
possible by using diﬀerences in arrival times and amplitudes of pulses measured
at either end of each wire in neighboring cells.
3.3 CDF Data Acquisition and Triggers
Collisions occur every 396 ns (2.5 MHz), far too quickly even for CDF’s custom
hardware to process and read out detector information. To reduce the number
of collisions for which data is stored, CDF uses information from some detector
components to make a decision to save an event, called a trigger. Data is stored
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Figure 3.10: Schematic of CMU chamber conﬁguration.
in buﬀers until trigger decisions cause some of the events to be read out and
stored on computer disk or the buﬀer to be emptied. The trigger is divided into
three levels of increasing sophistication in object identiﬁcation, see Figure 3.11.
Chapter 4 describes the speciﬁc trigger requirements for this analysis.
Data is stored in synchronous buﬀers awaiting an initial trigger decision. The
ﬁrst trigger level returns a decision with a latency of 5.5 μs and a maximum ac-
cept rate of 50 kHz and will always occur in time to read out the event. Level one
uses solely custom hardware operating in three parallel streams. One stream, the
eXtremely Fast Tracker (XFT), reconstructs transverse COT tracks and extrapo-
lates them to calorimeters and muon chambers. Another stream detects possible
electron, photon or jet candidates, along with total and missing transverse en-
ergy. The ﬁnal stream searches for tracks in muon chambers. These streams are
combined in the ﬁnal level one decision.
After a level one accept, the event information is read out into asynchronous
buﬀers. Since events remain in these buﬀers until a level two decision is made,
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it is possible some events passing level one will be lost when these buﬀers are
full. The level two trigger returns a decision with a latency of 25 μs and a
maximum accept rate of 300 Hz. Level two uses custom hardware and modiﬁed
commercial microprocessors to cluster energy in calorimeters and reconstruct
tracks in the silicon detector using the Silicon Vertex Tracker (SVT). Calorimeter
clusters estimate the total jet energy and help to identify electrons and photons.
The SVT measures the impact parameter of tracks, part of locating displaced
vertices, see section 4.4.3.
The third trigger level runs on a commercial dual microprocessor farm and
returns a decision with a maximum accept rate of 75 Hz. The farm runs a
version of CDF oﬄine reconstruction, see Chapter 4, merging information from
many detector systems to identify physical objects in the event. Data passing
level three trigger requirements is transfered via computer network to a storage
facility using a robotic tape library. This data is then processed with oﬄine
reconstruction software, see Chapter 4, for use in analysis.
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Figure 3.11: Diagram of Run II trigger path at CDF.
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CHAPTER 4
Triggers, Reconstruction and Selection
This chapter describes trigger requirements to collect experimental data with the
CDF detector, its subsequent oﬄine reconstruction and calibration, and event
selection. Simulated data, described in section 5.2, is reconstructed and selected
identically to experimental data. Trigger requirements identify potentially in-
teresting hard scattering events in data and cause the detector information to
be written to disk. Oﬄine reconstruction software assembles detector informa-
tion into higher level objects, enabling particle identiﬁcation and measurement of
physical quantities such as momentum. These physical quantities are input to the
analysis. Calibrations in oﬄine reconstruction correct for mis-measurement due
to instrumentation or physical eﬀects. Final selection requirements are designed
to reject possible backgrounds and eﬃciently retain signal events.
In the lepton + jets decay channel of tt¯ pair production, we expect a single en-
ergetic charged lepton in the ﬁnal state from the leptonically decaying W boson,
see section 2.2. High momentum electrons and muons are eﬃciently identiﬁed
within the detector and are used for this analysis, whereas tau identiﬁcation is
less eﬃcient and not used. Since we expect tt¯ pairs to be produced nearly at rest,
their decay products are concentrated in central regions of the detector. Central
refers to low pseudo-rapidity regions, |η| < 1. The trigger selects events with
energetic central electrons and muons. Electrons and muons follow separate trig-
ger paths and have diﬀerent identiﬁcation requirements. Final selection requires
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an energetic central electron or muon, multiple energetic jets and a neutrino as
inferred from large missing transverse energy.
4.1 Tracking
The solenoidal magnetic ﬁeld bends charged particles in a helical trajectory as
they traverse the detector. Hits in the silicon detectors and COT mark the path
of these particles, and the reconstruction of this path is known as tracking. Sev-
eral algorithms using silicon and/or COT information isolate hits from a speciﬁc
particle and measure its position and momentum by ﬁtting a helical shape to the
hits. Tracking information is used to help identify electrons and muons as well
as to identify primary and secondary event vertices. This section describes the
oﬄine software reconstruction used to identify tracks and their selection for use
with this analysis.
4.1.1 Track Reconstruction
Tracks used in this analysis are determined from several possible algorithms.
They are generally grouped into categories of similar methodology: OI, OIZ,
OIS, IO, COT only and silicon only. Requirements for the silicon detector vary,
but those for COT detector are standard: at least 5 hits in at least two axial
and two stereo superlayers (unless the track exits the COT in z before the last
wire layer, which requires at least 5 hits in at least one stereo superlayer). If
both silicon and COT detector information is present, tracks initially formed in
the COT and then projected into and compared with hits in the silicon detector
are known as “outside-in”, or OI. The OI algorithm requires at least 3 silicon
r-φ hits. The OI algorithm does not require stereo (z-coordinate) information in
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the silicon detector. Stereo information is used in the OIZ and OIS algorithms.
Tracks initially formed in the silicon detector and projected and compared with
COT hits are known as “inside-out” or IO. The IO algorithm places the standard
requirement on the COT detector, but does not have requirements on the number
of silicon hits. Tracks are also formed using solely silicon (silicon only) or COT
detector information (COT only). The COT only algorithm additionally requires
the track ﬁt χ2 to be less than 10. The silicon only algorithm requires at least 5
forward axial hits or 4 central hits and that the track cannot traverse the entire
COT volume. Tracks passing algorithms with more stringent requirements are
removed from algorithms with less stringent requirements. More information on
the algorithms and merging strategy can be found in [30][31].
4.1.2 Primary Vertices
Track vertices are points from which a signiﬁcant number of tracks originate.
Primary vertices are those near the beam line. An algorithm computes the z-
position of the vertex using a weighted average of the beam line z-coordinate of
tracks passing within 1.0 cm of the beam line. It calculates a χ2 for all tracks
relative to the vertex, removing tracks with χ2 > 10. The processes iterates until
no tracks over the χ2 threshold are found or no tracks are left. Tracks are required
to have silicon and COT detector information and have pT ≥ 0.5 GeV/c. The
COT must have ≥ 6 hits in at least two axial and two stereo segments. There
must be at least three hits in the silicon detector, or more depending on the
tracking algorithm. Note that it is possible for the algorithm to return more
than one primary vertex per event or to ﬁnd none. The preferred physics vertex
(PPV) is deﬁned as the best vertex for physics use. In the case of this analysis,
it is the vertex in closest proximity to the beam line z-coordinate of the track
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associated with the charged lepton and describes what is expected to be the point
of the hard scattering collision between the proton and antiproton.
4.1.3 Lepton Track Selection
Tracks corresponding to energetic electrons or muons in this analysis come from
COT tracking based algorithms including silicon information when available. The
helical ﬁt to particle trajectory is constrained such that it must originate from
the beam line (in the x-y plane). Selection requirements apply only to COT
information. Segments having at least 5/12 hits must be formed in at least 3
axial and 3 stereo superlayers. Also, the ﬁtted z coordinate of the track along
the beam line must be within 60 cm from the center of the detector. This insures
the track is in a region of high tracking eﬃciency in the COT. Additionally, to
remove pions and kaons from muon candidates only, the χ2 per degree of freedom
from the beam constrained ﬁt must be less than 2, and the radius at which the
track exits the COT is required to be greater than 140 cm. We require the track
associated with the electron or muon to pass within 5.0 cm of a primary vertex
at the beam line in the z dimension.
4.2 Electrons
Energetic electrons are identiﬁed as electromagnetic showers within the central
EM calorimeter corresponding to a high-pT track. The energy of an electron is
measured with the calorimeter, and initial momentum direction is determined
from the track.
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4.2.1 Electron Trigger
Electron events are collected using a central high-ET electron trigger. Level 1
requires at least 8 GeV in a calorimeter trigger tower with the ratio of hadronic
to electromagnetic energy deposited (Ehad/Eem) less than 0.125. It also requires
an XFT track pointing to this tower with a pT of at least 8 GeV/c. Level 2 forms
a calorimeter cluster by adding adjacent towers to the seed tower found with the
level 1 trigger. The adjacent towers must have ET of at least 7.5 GeV to be
included, and the whole cluster must have ET of at least 16 GeV with Ehad/Eem
less than 0.125. At this level, the XFT track is conﬁrmed to be pointing to the
seed tower. At level 3, an EM cluster is formed and required to have ET of at
least 18 GeV and Ehad/Eem less than 0.125. A fully reconstructed COT track
with pT greater than 9 GeV/c must point to the cluster within 8 cm in z.
Trigger accept rates (bandwidth) were approximately 80 Hz, 8 Hz and 1 Hz
for levels 1, 2 and 3, respectively. The eﬃciency of the CEM trigger has be found
to be 0.9656 ± 0.0006 [32].
4.2.2 Electron Calorimeter Reconstruction
In the central electromagnetic calorimeter (CEM), electrons are reconstructed as
neighboring towers covered by an EM shower. Towers are sorted according to
ET and added to a list of possible seeds if their ET is greater than 2 GeV. The
highest ET tower is the initial seed. Neighboring towers in η are added to the seed
if they have energy greater than 100 MeV (sum of electromagnetic and hadronic
calorimeter). All cluster towers are in the same wedge (φ-segment). A tower
added to a cluster is removed from the possible seed list. Clusters are formed from
1-3 towers. A cluster is also formed in the CES detector by comparing channels
with a threshold and attaching neighbors if the threshold is reached. Fitting this
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cluster with the expected shower proﬁle results in an accurate measurement of
the shower position in the calorimeter.
4.2.3 Electron Calibration
Reconstructed electrons are calibrated to remove instrumental eﬀects and to set
their absolute energy scale. Instrumental eﬀects include detector edge eﬀects, at-
tenuation, and light loss; and are corrected with test beam data. Some detector
eﬀects are time dependent and are corrected by averaging over periods of exper-
imental data. The absolute energy scale is set using Z → e+e− experimental
data: the invariant mass distribution is ﬁt with a Gaussian and tuned to be the
precisely known value of 91.18 GeV/c2 [4].
4.2.4 Electron Identification
An electron is identiﬁed as such if it meets the following requirements. An EM
cluster is formed with the oﬄine reconstruction software in the CEM region with
a maximum of two adjacent towers in detector η. The sum of the cluster ET
must be greater than 20 GeV and the Ehad/Eem less than 0.055 + 0.00045 · E,
where E is the total energy of the EM cluster. Further, the electron must be
isolated, such that after removing the candidate cluster towers, the sum of the
ET within an η-φ cone with radius 0.4 around the candidate is less than 10% of
the ET of the candidate. A COT track with pT more than 10 GeV/c and not
consistent with a conversion must point to the most energetic tower. The ratio
of the ET of the cluster (in GeV) over the pT of the track (in GeV/c) must be
less than 2 for clusters with ET less than 100 GeV. This requirement is not unity
to accommodate Bremsstrahlung radiation of the electron. It is removed at high
ET due to imprecision in measuring high pT tracks. The track is also required
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to match the position of the EM cluster according to the cluster formed from
CES wire hits. The requirements are −3 cm < q Δx < 1.5 cm and |Δz| < 3 cm,
where Δx ≡ r Δφ and q is the charge in units of e. The q Δx requirement is
asymmetric to account for Bremsstrahlung radiation.
4.3 Muons
Muons have a larger mass than electrons and at high momentum are nearly min-
imum ionizing particles. They pass though the calorimeters without showering
and are detected with drift chambers placed on the outside region of the detec-
tor. A muon is identiﬁed as a high momentum track corresponding to hits in
the drift chambers and energy consistent with a minimum ionizing particle in the
calorimeters. The track provides the measurement of muon momenta and energy.
4.3.1 Muon Trigger
Muon events are collected with three triggers CMU, CMP and CMX. The CMU
and CMP triggers are merged into a single CMUP trigger. The CMUP trigger
covers detector |η| < 0.6 and the CMX trigger covers 0.6 < |η| < 1.0. At level 1,
there must be hits in one or more layers consistent with a charged particle within
the CMU or CMX detectors. Additionally, for the CMUP trigger, there must be
3-4 hits in CMP consistent with those in the CMU. Also required is a XFT track
matching in the r-φ plane of the hits with a pT of at least 4 GeV/c for CMUP
and 8 GeV/c for CMX. Level 2 increases the pT requirement of the XFT track to
15 GeV/c for both CMUP and CMX triggers. At level 3, muon stubs and COT
tracks have been reconstructed, and a COT track with pT of at least 18 GeV/c
is required to match the muon stub in the r-φ plane within 10 cm in the CMU
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and 20 cm in the CMP or within 10 cm of the CMX.
Trigger accept rates (bandwidth) for CMUP were approximately 90 Hz, 9 Hz
and 0.4 Hz for levels 1, 2 and 3, respectively. Those for the CMX trigger were
approximately 9 Hz, 7 Hz and 0.25 Hz. The eﬃciency of the CMUP trigger has
be found to be 0.887 ± 0.007 and that of CMX to be 0.954 ± 0.006 [32].
4.3.2 Muon Stub Reconstruction
Muons are reconstructed in the CMU, CMP and CMX muon detectors as stubs,
or a set of hits consistent with particle trajectory. This requires hits in 3 to 4
out of the 4 layers of the muon chambers. The hits are ﬁt to a straight line, from
which a position and direction can be determined.
4.3.3 Muon Calibration
Since particle four momenta is measured from the track associated with the muon,
the relevant calibrations are those applied to tracks, speciﬁcally curvature cor-
rections aﬀecting the pT measurement. Calibrations also include the relative
alignment within and between the silicon and COT tracking systems. The abso-
lute energy scale is set using Z → μ+μ− experimental data: the invariant mass
distribution is ﬁt with a Gaussian and tuned to be the precisely known value of
91.18 GeV/c2 [4].
4.3.4 Muon Identification
A muon is identiﬁed as such if it meets the following requirements. Stubs formed
from hits in the CMU, CMP and CMX detectors are formed with the oﬄine
reconstruction software. The position of these stubs in r-φ space must match
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a COT track with pT greater than 20 GeV/c extrapolated to the position of
the stub within 3 cm for the CMU, 5 cm for the CMP and 6 cm for the CMX.
Note that these sizes are mostly determined by the eﬀects of multiple scattering
rather than detector position resolution. Further, calorimeter energy in towers
corresponding to extrapolated track trajectory must be consistent with with that
of minimum ionizing particles – a maximum energy on the order of a few GeV
depending on track pT . Muons also have isolation requirements where the sum
of the ET (in GeV) deposited in the calorimeters within an η-φ cone of radius 0.4
must be less than 10% of the pT (in GeV/c) of the muon candidate.
4.4 Jets
Quark and gluon fragmentation and radiation create showers of particles in the
detector known as jets. Jets deposit broad distributions of energy in the elec-
tromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters. Reconstructed jets are clustered energy
depositions and generally provide less precise measurements of the originating
quark or gluon than reconstructed charged leptons. The large multiplicity of
possible decays and their non-perturbative nature make it impossible to exactly
reconstruct the originating quark or gluon from a jet. Notably, the measured
energy of a reconstructed jet maps to the originating parton with a signiﬁcantly
broad resolution. Energy calibrations are determined on average and introduce
signiﬁcant uncertainty in analyses.
4.4.1 Jet Reconstruction
Jets are reconstructed as energy depositions in calorimeter towers. Towers are
clustered using the JETCLU algorithm, and are included if they measure ET > 1
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GeV, unless the tower corresponds to an electron. The jets used in this analysis
have been reconstructed after the ﬁnal selection of the lepton in the event, and
are clustered accordingly. Towers are merged in an η-φ cone of radius R < 0.4 to
form a proto-jet described by
EjetT =
Ntow∑
i=0
ET i
φjet =
Ntow∑
i=0
ET iφi
EjetT
(4.1)
ηjet =
Ntow∑
i=0
ET iηi
EjetT
.
Note there is appropriate handling of the 2π boundary in φ. This process is
run iteratively, dropping and adding towers, and the variables recalculated until
the geometrical center of a tower corresponds to the cluster centroid [33]. After
reaching this stable point, jets overlapping by more than 50% in η-φ space are
merged. If overlap is less than this amount, then towers are assigned to the
closest jet. Once all the towers have been assigned to jets, the four-momentum
and other components of the jet are calculated by summing the information from
the towers similarly to Equation 4.1.
4.4.2 Jet Energy Corrections
Compared to electrons and muons, jets are very complicated objects. Various
instrumental, algorithm and physics eﬀects combine to make determining the
underlying particle energy from a jet uncertain. Calibrating the jet energies and
determining their uncertainty is the charge of the Jet Energy and Resolution
group at CDF [33]. Corrections to jet energies are derived from studies using
both experimental and simulated data.
The hadronic and electromagnetic calorimeters are calibrated before forming
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Figure 4.1: Example of dijet balancing in relative jet energy corrections as a
function of jet detector η, with β ≡ pprobeT /ptriggerT . Jets have average pT between
55 and 75 GeV/c.
jets or determining any corrections. Electromagnetic calorimeters are calibrated
using electrons as described in section 4.2.3. Hadronic calibrations are initially set
using a test beam of 50 GeV/c charged pions. The CHA and WHA calorimeters
are further calibrated with a laser system, a Cs137 radioactive source system,
muons from events containing J/ψ → μ+μ−, and minimum bias experimental
data. The PEM and PHA calorimeters are calibrated with a laser system and
a Co60 radioactive source system. The energy loss from muons coming from
W → μν events are used to verify the stability of the calibrations over time.
Jet energy corrections are derived and applied in ﬁve separate levels: relative,
multiple interactions, absolute, underlying event, and out of cone. These correc-
tions are applied in the order listed. After absolute corrections, jets should be
independent from instrumental eﬀects.
Relative corrections equilibrate the response of the calorimeter as a function of
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detector η. This dependence arises because of the physical separation of the two
central calorimeter components at η = 0, the separation of the central and plug
calorimeters at η = 1.1, and the non-uniform response between central and plug
calorimeters. Corrections are derived from balancing the pT between a trigger jet
and a probe jet in events with two jets and no additional hard QCD radiation,
see Figure 4.1.
Since we are dealing with pp¯ collisions, more than one inelastic collision is
possible in a given bunch crossing. This is known as multiple interactions. It is
unlikely to have two hard scattering processes in a single crossing, but the energy
from the second scattering contributes to the energy deposited in the calorimeters
and therefore in the jet cone. To keep from biasing the measurement, the average
energy from secondary collisions is subtracted from the hard scattering process.
This amount depends on the instantaneous luminosity and therefore the number
of reconstructed vertices. On average, the correction is 0.36 GeV per jet per
additional interaction, or 1% of the energy of the average jet. This correction is
derived from minimum bias experimental data by studying the average transverse
energy deposited in a jet cone as a function of the number of reconstructed
vertices.
The absolute energy correction attempts to map the energy measured in the
calorimeter back to that of the particles creating the jet. For this reason, correc-
tions are independent of the CDF detector to ﬁrst order after this point. Note
that this correction does depend on the particle causing the shower: quark show-
ers are diﬀerent than gluon showers. Since there is no way to a priori determine
if the shower was caused by a quark or a gluon, the eﬀects are averaged. This cor-
rection also averages the eﬀects of particle species and momentum inside of a jet.
Electromagnetic particles have a linear calorimeter response, while hadronically
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Figure 4.2: Distribution of ΔpT ≡ pparticleT −pjetT oﬀsets used in absolute jet energy
correction for diﬀerent bins of pparticleT .
interacting particles have a non-linear response depending on pT . This correction
is derived using simulated data with two jets in an event by comparing the pT of
particle jets and reconstructed jets, see Figure 4.2, and depends on the accuracy
of the modeling of the transformation of particle jets into reconstructed jets.
The ﬁnal two corrections, underlying event and out-of-cone, are not used in
this analysis because they depend on the underlying hard scattering process.
They are intended to ﬁnish mapping jet energy to parton level. Rather than
using a generic correction averaging over all possible data, we use a mapping
speciﬁc to tt¯ production, see Chapter 7. Described here for completeness, the
underlying event correction averages out eﬀects from initial state radiation and/or
spectator partons with color connection to the other partons of the proton. The
out-of-cone correction averages the eﬀects of ﬁnal state radiation at large angles,
particles exiting the cone due to fragmentation, and low pT particles. As with
the absolute energy corrections, these corrections are determined using simulated
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Figure 4.3: Relative contributions to uncertainty of jet energy scale corrections.
data events with two jets. They are solely determined from simulation at particle
generator level and not dependent on the CDF detector.
In the process of determining corrections to the jet energy scale, the JER
group also estimates the uncertainty for each correction. Figure 4.3 shows these
uncertainties as a function of jet pT . Uncertainty on corrections to the jet en-
ergy scale are a source of systematic uncertainty in mass measurements. This
analysis measures the jet energy scale, see Section 6.1. The uncertainty from this
measurement is a statistical uncertainty, but represents most of the systematic
uncertainty due to jet energy scale uncertainty. Additional systematic uncer-
tainty, for eﬀects such as the dependence of the jet energy scale uncertainty on
jet pT and η, is discussed in Section 9.1.
4.4.3 Secondary Vertex Tagging of Jets (b-tags)
Hadrons containing b quarks are unusual in that they have long lifetimes and will
travel a signiﬁcant distance from the interaction point before decaying, creating
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a secondary vertex. Those from top quark decay are highly boosted and will
travel a few millimeters from the interaction point. These secondary vertices are
identiﬁed in jets with ET greater than 15 GeV [34]. All SVX tracks with pT > 0.5
GeV/c and within an η-φ cone of radius 0.4 of the jet center are considered for
vertex determination. A secondary vertex is formed by one of two methods,
collectively known as the “SecVtx” algorithm. The ﬁrst algorithm ranks tracks
according to pT and quality and then determines the two best tracks coming
from a single vertex. This vertex is then used as a seed for comparison with
other tracks in the jet. A third track must be associated with the vertex. If
a third track is not found, the algorithm selects the next two best tracks and
continues until no tracks are left. If the ﬁrst algorithm fails to ﬁnd a vertex, the
second algorithm is run. It identiﬁes secondary vertices similarly to the algorithm
identifying primary vertices and requires at least two tracks to pass the χ2 cut.
Vertices consistent with long-lived neutral particles (Kos and Λ) are removed. If
the the distance in r-φ space between primary and secondary vertices (Lxy) is
greater than 7.5 times its uncertainty (σLxy), the secondary vertex is considered
tagged. This is considered as positive identiﬁcation of a jet produced from a b
quark, a “b-tag.”
4.5 Missing Transverse Energy
Since the CDF detector is essentially in the center of mass frame of the pp¯ colli-
sions, we expect the energy deposited in the detector to balance in the transverse
dimensions, satisfying energy conservation. Energy in the z-dimension is diﬃ-
cult to measure because of loss of particles down the beam pipe. The extent to
which the energy is unbalanced is known as the missing transverse energy (ET ).
Neutrinos escape the detector without detection and are often indicated by a
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signiﬁcant amount of ET . Missing transverse energy is deﬁned as the magnitude
of the vector formed by the negative sum over calorimeter towers with |η| < 3.6:
ET = −
∑
i
EiT nˆi, (4.2)
where nˆi is a unit vector perpendicular to the beam axis pointing at tower i.
The sum is adjusted for jets with detector |η| < 2.4 and energy greater than 8
GeV after multiple interaction correction. In muon events, the pT of the track
associated with the muon is also included in the sum.
4.6 Event Selection
Event selection mirrors the expected ﬁnal state particles of tt¯ decay into the lepton
plus jets channel, see section 2.2. Basic selection requires: a single CEM electron,
CMUP muon or CMX muon; exactly four jets with |η| < 2 and ET > 15 GeV after
the multiple interactions correction; at least one of these jets identiﬁed with a
secondary vertex; missing transverse energy in excess of 20 GeV; and the event to
pass a non-W veto. The non-W veto is designed to remove events consistent with
the non-W (QCD) background, see section 5.3. Events are removed if they have
ET < 30 GeV and the angle, Δφ, between transverse charged lepton momentum,
pT , and  ET is Δφ < 0.5 or Δφ > 2.5. See Table 4.1 for a summary and
description of basic event selection.
Further selection removes dilepton decay channel candidates and other back-
grounds. Events with two leptons passing dilepton selection requirements [35] are
vetoed. Also, to remove Z bosons from the sample, the single charged lepton is
required not to form an invariant mass, M , with a second object within a window
of 76 < M < 106 GeV/c2. In the case of an electron event, the second object
is either an isolated electromagnetic object (for instance another electron), a jet
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Table 4.1: Summary of Basic Event Selection
lepton tight CEM, CMUP or CMX
jets Level 4 ET > 15 GeV, η < 2.0
secondary vertex Njets ≥ 1
missing transverse energy ET > 20 GeV
non-W veto 0.5 < Δφ < 2.5 for ET < 30 GeV
with Ehad/Eem < 0.05, or an oppositely signed single track. In the case of a muon
event, the second object is either another isolated muon or an oppositely signed
track. A cosmic ray veto removes virtually all cosmic muons from events by com-
paring timing information in the COT to the beam crossing and by identifying
tracks consistent with particles entering and exiting the detector. Electrons from
photon conversions are removed by searching for tracks with opposite curvature
that extrapolate to an origin within 0.2 cm in the r-φ plane and a diﬀerence in
angle of less than 0.04 radians at closest approach.
Some additional selection applies to experimental data only. Experimental
data taken after the ﬁrst 333 pb−1 integrated luminosity have additional regions
of the CMX detector activated: the keystone and miniskirt regions. These regions
expand the η and φ coverage of the CMX detector, but are not modeled in the
simulated data used for this analysis. To keep the experimental data consistent
with simulation, events with a muon in either of these regions are removed. Note
that events are still vetoed if this muon is part of a dilepton pair to keep our
top quark dataset statistically independent from the dataset used to measure the
mass in the dilepton decay channel.
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CHAPTER 5
Experimental and Simulated Data Collections
This analysis uses 955 pb−1 total integrated luminosity collected from the be-
ginning of Run II to February 2006. Before the measurement is made with this
data, large amounts of simulated data are used to test the analysis for bias and
to model some parameters in the analysis. Simulated events are generated with
Monte Carlo event generators and passed though detector simulation and full
event reconstruction. Comparisons between simulated data and experimental
data show that simulated data is in good agreement with experimental data.
5.1 Experimental Data
Experimental data was collected in three periods with the CDF detector, as
described in section 3.2, using triggers and selection as described in Chapter 4.
The ﬁrst period covers February 2002 to August 2004, the second from December
2004 to September 2005, and the third from September 2005 to February 2006.
Integrated luminosities for these periods are 333 pb−1, 362 pb−1 and 260 pb−1,
respectively, for a total of 955 pb−1. They are labeled 0d, 0h and 0i datasets.
Data was collected separately for electrons and muons for each of these periods.
All of the datasets are combined for the ﬁnal measurement.
We compare the consistency of kinematic distributions in the three datasets
separately for electrons and muons. Events pass nominal selection criteria, ex-
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cept that we accept all events with at least one jet, rather than exactly four jets,
to increase the statistics of the samples. Jets are corrected with absolute correc-
tions, see section 4.4.2. The distributions are jet multiplicity, lepton pT , missing
transverse energy (MET ), jet ET , and secondary vertex tagged (b-tagged) jet
ET . The 0d dataset is used as a reference in comparison with distributions from
the 0h dataset, see Figure 5.1, and the 0i dataset, see Figure 5.2. Variable bin
sizes are used to increase the statistics of bins in the tails of some distributions,
and the histograms of the 0h and 0i datasets are scaled such that they have an
equivalent integral to the 0d dataset. Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4 show the ratio
of the bin contents of the 0h and 0i to the 0d dataset, respectively. Since the
histograms are scaled to have equivalent integral, the expected value for all bin
ratios is unity. Good agreement between datasets is observed within statistics in
all variables.
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Figure 5.1: Distributions of select kinematic variables in 0d and 0h datasets in
the muon (top) and electron (bottom) channel.
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Figure 5.2: Distributions of select kinematic variables in 0d and 0i datasets in
the muon (top) and electron (bottom) channel.
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Figure 5.3: Ratios of 0h to 0d distributions of select kinematic variables in the
muon (top) and electron (bottom) channel.
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Figure 5.4: Ratios of 0i to 0d distributions of select kinematic variables in the
muon (top) and electron (bottom) channel.
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Because the mass of the hadronically decaying W boson is important to this
analysis, we also compare distributions of the invariant mass formed from two jets
in events with exactly two jets passing selection. These events do not overlap with
the events used in the measurement. The distributions are comparable between
the three datasets in electron, muon and combined channels, see Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.5: Invariant mass of 2 jets in the electron sample (top right), muon
sample (top left), and combined sample (bottom).
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5.2 Simulated Data
Simulated data is used for many purposes in this analysis: to derive the accep-
tance as a function of top mass and jet energy scale, section 6.1.2; to model the
jet energy resolution, Chapter 7; and to test the method, section 8.1. Simulated
events are generated with Monte Carlo event generators. Simulation of tt¯ pair
production uses HERWIG v6.5 [36] and PYTHIA v6.2 [37] event generators. They
both use leading-order matrix elements to generate the QCD hard scatter inter-
action. They shower partons, simulating QCD radiation and fragmentation and
use CTEQ5L parton distribution functions [38]. Note that PYTHIA and HERWIG
independently calculate matrix elements and model hadronization. PYTHIA does
not include spin-correlations, whereas HERWIG does. Heavy ﬂavor jets, those with
b and c hadrons, use the decay algorithm QQ v9.1 [39]. The dominant background,
W + jets events, are generated with ALPGEN v1 [40], a leading-order matrix ele-
ment generator capable of ﬁnal states with a large number of jets. HERWIG and
QQ shower events after generation with ALPGEN.
Detector response is simulated for events generated with Monte Carlo. The
geometry and composition of the CDF detector is input to the GEANT 3 [41] soft-
ware package, which provides the framework for detector simulation, including
tracking, physical modeling and hits in detector components. Some components
have separate software interfaced with GEANT. Charge deposition in the silicon
detectors is modeled using a calculation based on the path length of the ionizing
particle and an unrestricted Landau distribution. Drift times in the COT are
simulated with the GARFIELD package [42] with parameters tuned to match ex-
perimental data. Showers in calorimeters are simulated with GFLASH [43], which
is tuned with electron and pion test beam data.
Simulated data is generated using some parameters from experimental data.
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These include the position of the beamline relative to the detector and the in-
stantaneous luminosity for each run of experimental data taking. At the time
of this analysis, simulated events correspond only to the 0d dataset. Signiﬁcant
diﬀerences in these parameters in the 0h and 0i datasets include additional η-φ
coverage in the CMX detector and an increase in average instantaneous luminos-
ity per run.
Since simulated events are used to calibrate and test this analysis, we desire
experimental and simulated data to be as similar as possible. As discussed in
section 4.6, the eﬀects of increased coverage in CMX muon detectors are removed
with additional selection in experimental data. It is not straightforward to ad-
just for increasing instantaneous luminosity, so we study this eﬀect in simulated
events speciﬁcally generated for this purpose. Increased instantaneous luminosity
results in increased multiple interactions per event. Jets are corrected on average
for the relevant eﬀects and the charged lepton is relatively insensitive. Increased
multiple interactions also increase the number of tracks in the silicon tracking
system, thereby reducing the eﬃciency of locating secondary vertices and in-
creasing the possibility of improperly reconstructed secondary vertices. Possible
eﬀects due to improperly reconstructed vertices on the likelihood are considered
in section 8.1.2.2, and systematic eﬀects are discussed in section 9.9 and 9.10.4.
The number of primary vertices reconstructed in an event is directly related
to the number of multiple interactions. Figure 5.6 shows the number of vertices in
the 0d, 0h, and 0i datasets in the electron, muon and combined channels. Events
pass nominal selection, except that we require at least one jet, rather than four,
to increase statistics. The dataset with highest average instantaneous luminosity
has roughly a 10% increase in the average number of vertices. We also examine
the events used in the measurement, with exactly four jets passing selection, in
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Figure 5.7. These distributions suﬀer from low statistics, and we do not attempt
to draw any conclusions from them.
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Figure 5.6: Distributions of number of primary event vertices reconstructed in ex-
perimental data: electrons (top right), muons (top left), and combined (bottom).
We require nominal selection with one or more jets in the events.
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Figure 5.7: Distributions of number of primary event vertices reconstructed in
experimental data: electrons (top right), muons (top left), combined electron and
muons (bottom left), and all the datasets combined (bottom right). We require
nominal selection with exactly four jets in the events.
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To study the eﬀect of increased number of primary vertices we use simulated tt¯
events generated at 50, 100, 150, 200, 250 and 300 x 1030 cm−2 s−1 instantaneous
luminosity. Figure 5.8 shows the distribution of the number of vertices in this
sample and the average number of vertices as a function of the instantaneous
luminosity. A linear ﬁt to the later returns the expected y-intercept (p0) of
one vertex at zero luminosity within uncertainty. The fraction of events passing
various selection requirements as a function of number of vertices is shown in
Figure 5.9. The stages of selection requirements are progressively inclusive and
labeled “tight lepton,” requiring a single tight CEM, CMUP or CMX lepton;
“lepton + MET,” additionally requiring ET > 20 GeV; “pretag,” additionally
requiring all other selection criteria excluding secondary vertex criteria; “single
tag,” additionally requiring a secondary vertex tag in at least one jet; and “double
tag,” requiring a secondary vertex tag in at least two jets. The eﬀects of secondary
vertex identiﬁcation eﬃciency loss with increasing luminosity are apparent in the
decrease in selection eﬃciency in the single and double tag samples. The loss in
eﬃciency is nearly independent of jet ET and detector η-position. Although this
change varies by up to 20%, the actual variation in the number of reconstructed
vertices between simulated data, 1.00, and experimental data, mean of 1.68, does
not result in a signiﬁcant change in acceptance.
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Figure 5.8: Number of primary event vertices reconstructed in simulated data at
a range of instantaneous luminosities (left). Mean and RMS of number of vertices
in this sample as a function of instantaneous luminosity (right).
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Figure 5.9: Fractions of accepted events in simulated data after various succes-
sive selection requirements as functions of the number of primary event vertices
reconstructed.
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5.3 Estimated Sample Composition
The contributions of various physical processes to the composition of the ex-
perimental data sample was estimated for the 0d dataset by a tt¯ cross-section
analysis [44]. We do not expect this composition to change signiﬁcantly in the
full dataset used for this measurement, except for the eﬀects of increasing instan-
taneous luminosity. These eﬀects are covered by systematic error, section 9.5.
To estimate the sample composition at 955 pb−1, we scale by luminosity the es-
timation for the 0d dataset (the cross-section analysis used 318 pb−1). Table 5.1
summarizes our estimated sample composition.
Sample composition includes signal tt¯ events, and the dominant backgrounds:
W + jets (including heavy ﬂavor); single top quark; WW , WZ and ZZ diboson;
and non-W (QCD) events. Events coming from W + jet production with no
heavy ﬂavor contribute because secondary vertex identiﬁcation incorrectly iden-
tiﬁes a tag in about 3% of the four-jet events. These events are termed “mistags”
and are the largest single background contribution, followed by non-W . Possible
backgrounds with two leptons in the ﬁnal state, such as Z → ll, are not consid-
ered, because the high eﬃciency of detecting high-pT electrons and muons means
few of these events will be mis-identiﬁed.
Most of the background processes are modeled with various simulated samples.
Mistags, or W+jet production with no heavy ﬂavor, are modeled with production
of a W boson with four light partons (u, d or s quarks or a gluon) and labeled
“W + 4p.” Heavy ﬂavor W+jets samples include: “Wbb¯,” with a W boson, two
b quarks and two light partons; “Wcc¯,” with a W boson, two c quarks and two
light partons; and “Wc,” with a W boson, a c quark and three light partons.
The other simulated samples are single top production and diboson production,
labeled “single top” and “EW,” respectively.
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Any background process with extra jets in the ﬁnal state is modeled with
events generated with an identical number of extra quark or gluon partons. The
mistag sample is modeled with W + 4p simulated events. However, not all ﬁnal
states will have four jets. Also, events generated with other numbers of partons,
W + 2p, W + 3p, etc., will have some events with four jets in the ﬁnal state.
The background is most appropriately treated with a combination of all possible
processes ending in four-jet ﬁnal states. At the time of this analysis, an estimate
of the proper combination of these events did not exist. The background was
estimated with the largest contributing process.
Simulated events are used to model all backgrounds excluding the the non-W
background. This sample is estimated from experimental data with a selection
nearly identical to but independent from the data used in the measurement: all
requirements are identical except the lepton is required to be non-isolated such
that the sum of the ET within an η-φ cone of radius 0.4 around the candidate
is greater than 20% of the ET of the candidate. A non-isolated lepton indicates
hadronic activity and therefore a QCD process.
The only signiﬁcant diﬀerence in our event selection from [44] is our addi-
tional application of the non-W veto. We include the eﬀects of this selection by
determining the change in acceptance in the samples. Using simulated events,
we estimate the veto removes 5% of events from tt¯, 8% from W + jets and 43%
from non-W . We assume an 8% reduction in all backgrounds except non-W . The
uncertainty is conservatively inﬂated for each contributing process, especially di-
boson and single top. Separate estimations for the diboson and single top samples
were not used due to the limited statistics of these samples.
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Table 5.1: Estimated sample composition assuming 955 pb−1 total integrated
luminosity. Assumes tt¯ production cross-section of 8.0 pb.
Sample Expected Events
Background
W + 4p (Mistags) 6.16± 1.28
Non-W (QCD) 5.26± 2.61
Wbb¯ 4.70± 2.16
Wcc¯ 2.24± 1.07
Wc 1.40± 0.63
single top 1.14± 0.27
EW (WW ,WZ,ZZ) 1.08± 0.24
Total Background 21.97± 8.25
Signal
tt¯ (8.0 pb) 145.09± 16.50
Observed
Data 167
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5.4 Data and Simulated Data Comparisons
We compare distributions of some important kinematic variables between exper-
imental data and simulated data: pT of the four jets in descending order, ET ,
lepton pT , tagged jet pT , the number of events, angle between leading jet and
second jet, angle between leading jet and lepton, and angle between transverse
components of the leading jet and ET . The leading jet is deﬁned to be the jet
with highest pT . All angular distributions are in the detector frame. The vari-
ous simulated data processes are weighted by their expected contributions to the
event sample. Overall normalization is set by scaling the expected distributions
of simulated data to the number of entries in the experimental data distributions.
Figures 5.10 to 5.12 compare distributions for events not requiring a jet to be
identiﬁed with a secondary vertex. Good agreement within statistics is seen in all
distributions except for a 3σ ﬂuctuation in the ﬁrst bin of lepton pT . Figures 5.13
to 5.15 compare distributions for events requiring a jet to be identiﬁed with a
secondary vertex. These are events used in this measurement. Good agreement
within statistics is seen in all distributions except for a possible shift toward higher
energies in simulated events in the ET distribution. ET is not an input variable
for this analysis. Figures 5.16 to 5.18 compare distributions for events requiring a
jet to be identiﬁed with a secondary vertex. In this case, data events are divided
according to their dataset. All distributions are normalized by number of entries
to that of the 0d dataset. Behavior is similar to the combined distributions and
no signiﬁcant variations within statistics between datasets are observed.
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Figure 5.10: Distributions of pT of the four jets ranked in descending order of pT .
Events pass nominal selection, but are not required to have a jet identiﬁed with
a secondary vertex.
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Figure 5.11: Distributions of ET , lepton pT , b-tagged jet pT and jet multiplicity.
Events pass nominal selection, but are not required to have a jet identiﬁed with
a secondary vertex.
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Figure 5.12: Distributions of angular variables. Events pass nominal selection,
but are not required to have a jet identiﬁed with a secondary vertex.
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Figure 5.13: Distributions of pT of the four jets ranked in descending order of pT .
Events pass nominal selection.
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Figure 5.14: Distributions of ET , lepton pT , and b-tagged jet pT . Events pass
nominal selection.
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Figure 5.15: Distributions of angular variables. Events pass nominal selection.
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Figure 5.16: Distributions of pT of the four jets ranked in descending order of pT .
Events pass nominal selection. Data is subdivided into individual datasets.
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Figure 5.17: Distributions of ET , lepton pT , and b-tagged jet pT . Events pass
nominal selection. Data is subdivided into individual datasets.
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Figure 5.18: Distributions of angular variables. Events pass nominal selection.
Data is subdivided into individual datasets.
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CHAPTER 6
Top Quark Mass Analysis Method
This chapter describes the method of extracting the mass of the top quark from
experimental data. Generally, this is realized using a likelihood to estimate the
value of the mass given a set of experimental data. A likelihood [45] is based on
a probability density function. The maximum of the likelihood gives the values
of the parameters of interest with the smallest RMS variance and the width es-
timates the uncertainty on these values. Probability densities are formulated in
various ways. A simple method, commonly known as the “template” method, cre-
ates a probability density by comparing kinematic shapes in experimental data
with simulated data. Often, only a single variable is used, an invariant mass.
This technique was used in the ﬁrst measurements of the top quark mass [5][6].
In contrast, the technique used in this analysis formulates a probability density
from the theoretical expression for the diﬀerential scattering cross-section with
explicit dependence on several measured quantities, the ﬁnal state momenta of
the charged lepton and jets. Such methods are commonly known as “matrix
element” methods and generally give more precise estimations of the top quark
mass compared to template methods given similar numbers of events. One of
the reasons matrix element methods reach higher precision is that each event
contributes individually to the likelihood rather than the distribution of all the
events. Each event shapes the likelihood using the most relevant measured quan-
tities combined with theoretical expectation. The matrix element method was
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suggested in 1988 [46] and 1992 [47], and was ﬁrst used to measure the top quark
mass by DØ [48]. A full description of the likelihood used for this analysis and
its components follows.
6.1 Likelihood
The variable of interest in this analysis is the top quark mass. However, the
likelihood scans three free parameters, α: the top quark mass, mt; the jet en-
ergy scale, JES; and the fraction of events consistent with signal, Cs. Fifteen
reconstruction level quantities, x, as introduced in Chapter 4, are input to the
likelihood: three components of charged lepton momentum, and the energy and
two angles describing the direction for each of four jets.
The jet energy scale, as used in this analysis, is deﬁned as a the ratio between
the energies of reconstructed jets in experimental data (Ejet) and simulated data
(EMCjet )
Ejet = E
MC
jet /JES. (6.1)
Uncertainty in the jet energy scale contributes most signiﬁcantly to the total
systematic uncertainty in many top quark mass measurements at the Tevatron.
Measuring JES in the likelihood in situ reduces this uncertainty in two ways.
First, it acts as a statistical error: decreasing with increasing number of events.
Second, many previous analyses treated it as uncorrelated with the top quark
mass, measured the eﬀect separately, and over-estimated the uncertainty. In this
analysis, the uncertainty on JES does not depend on pT or η. This dependence
is treated as a separate systematic and is described in section 9.1. Section 4.4
further discusses jets and corrections related to their energy scale.
The likelihood is sensitive to the jet energy scale via the mass of the hadron-
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ically decaying W boson. The invariant mass of the two jets from the W boson
is constrained by a Breit-Wigner resonance with the best known, world-average,
pole mass and width measurements, 80.4 GeV/c2 and 2.124 GeV/c2, respec-
tively [4]. Varying the energy scale of the two jets corresponding to W boson
decay shifts the invariant mass with respect to the resonance, resulting in sensi-
tivity to JES and enabling a measurement.
The fraction of signal events (Cs) is deﬁned as the fraction of the total number
of events consistent with the leading order tt¯ probability density, see section 6.3.
Including Cs in the likelihood makes this analysis relatively insensitive to statis-
tical and systematic variations in the contribution of background events. It also
means it is not dependent on an estimate of sample composition. The numbers
in Table 5.1 are not an input to the likelihood.
6.1.1 Derivation of Likelihood
This analysis uses a maximum likelihood technique with the Poisson exten-
sion [49] constructed as the product of per-event probability densities, Pi, with a
Poisson distribution
L(α, μ) = μ
Ne−μ
N !
N∏
i=1
P (α), (6.2)
where α are likelihood parameters, μ is the Poisson parameter, x are the input
measured quantities, and the product is over N events. Maximizing this like-
lihood for μ determines the normalization of P if it is not a priori correctly
normalized [50]. Carrying out the maximization of L with respect to μ analyti-
cally reduces the likelihood to
L(α) = e−N
R
P (α)dx
N∏
i=1
P (α). (6.3)
Equation 6.3 is the basis for the measurement of this analysis. The per-event
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probability density describes the physical processes contributing to the events
in the selected sample. In the case of the lepton plus jets decay channel, these
processes are assumed to be tt¯ production and W + jets production, the dominant
background. The approximation is made that these two processes fully describe
an event and are statistically independent from one another. In this case, P is
the linear combination of two probability densities describing these processes
P (x;mt, JES, Cs) = CsPtt¯(x;mt, JES) + (1− Cs)PW+jets(x; JES). (6.4)
A constraint, 0 ≤ Cs ≤ 1, ensures that the sum of the two normalized probability
densities is itself normalized. Note that this constraint is naturally satisﬁed in
the ﬁnal result with experimental data and only aﬀects pseudo-experiments in
simulated data at the extremes of all signal or all background.
Thus far, the tt¯ and W+jets probability densities are idealized in that they
are constructed assuming that the detected events cover the full possible range
of kinematic phase-space. However, this phase-space is actually limited by the
detector apparatus and data selection criteria, so the experimental probability
densities are therefore described taking into account a multiplicative detector
acceptance term, A(x), deﬁned as the fraction of fully reconstructed events pass-
ing selection out of the total possible for a given set of measurable parameters
(x). The realistic per-event probability density is then deﬁned as the product of
acceptance with the ideal per-event probability density
Preal(x;mt, JES, Cs) = A(x)Pideal(x;mt, JES, Cs). (6.5)
Since acceptance is independent of the underlying process and is solely a property
of the detector and data selection criteria, it is also independent of the maximized
parameters. Any overall constant factor in the product of Equation 6.3, such as
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acceptance, has no eﬀect on the outcome of likelihood maximization. Accep-
tance is therefore dropped from the product and only enters in the exponent of
Equation 6.3:
L(α) = e−N
R
A(x)Pideal(α)dx
N∏
i=1
Pideal(α). (6.6)
Assuming properly normalized tt¯ and W+jets probability densities, the integral
in the exponent, performed separately for each term in P , is interpreted as the
mean acceptance out of the full range of kinematically-allowed phase-space
〈A tt¯ (mt, JES)〉 ≡
∫
A(x) P idealtt¯ (x;mt, JES) dx (6.7)
〈A W+jets (JES)〉 ≡
∫
A(x) P idealW+jets(x; JES) dx (6.8)
It would be prohibitively diﬃcult to parameterize A(x) for all x, but the mean
acceptance is independent of x and extracted from simulated data as the total
number of events selected out of the number generated, section 6.1.2.
The ﬁnal likelihood used for this analysis is
L(mt, JES, Cs) = (6.9)
exp[−NCs〈Att¯(mt, JES)〉] exp[−N(1− Cs)〈AW+jets(JES)〉]
N∏
i=1
[CsPtt¯(mt, JES) + (1− Cs)RbkgPW+jets(JES)].
The tt¯ and W + jets probability densities are individually normalized up to
undetermined constants independent from the maximized variables. The only
important remaining normalization is the relative normalization constant between
the two probability densities, Rbkg, discussed in section 6.5.
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Figure 6.1: Mean acceptance of tt¯ events as a function of the input top quark
mass and JES (left). Parameterization of this acceptance (right).
6.1.2 Determination of Mean Acceptance
Mean acceptance is deﬁned as the total number of events selected out of the
number generated. Event selection at reconstruction level is described in Chap-
ter 4. The mean acceptance is parameterized using simulated HERWIG tt¯ events
generated at several diﬀerent top quark masses for 〈Att¯〉 and ALPGEN W + 4p for
〈AW+jets〉. Mean acceptance as a function of JES was determined by scaling jet
energies prior to selection.
Figure 6.1 shows mean acceptance as a function of mt and JES for tt¯ events.
The parameterization used to describe 〈Att¯〉 is
〈A(mt, JES)〉 = a0JES3 + a1m2t JES + a2mt JES2 + a3m2t (6.10)
+a4mt JES + a5JES
2 + a6mt + a7JES + a8
where the ﬁtted parameters are listed in Table 6.1. Mean acceptance with over-
laying parameterization is shown as a function of top quark mass for various
ﬁxed JES points and vice versa in Figure 6.2. The parameterization describes
the mean acceptance fairly well over the range of mt and JES values. Figure 6.3
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Figure 6.2: Mean acceptances (histograms) and parameterization (curves) in tt¯
events as a function of the input top quark mass (top) and JES (bottom) in slices
of JES and top quark mass, respectively.
shows the mean acceptance and ﬁtted parameterization as a function of JES for
W+4p events. The parameterization used to describe 〈AW+jets〉 is a second order
polynomial in JES with parameters listed in Table 6.2.
6.1.3 Likelihood Application and Maximization
The likelihood is maximized for top quark mass, jet energy scale, and signal frac-
tion. Scanning the likelihood in mt and JES requires CPU-intensive evaluation
of the tt¯ and W + jets per-event probability densities. In practice, the integrals
described in sections 6.3 and 6.4 are evaluated along a ﬁxed grid in mt and JES
parameter space consisting of 31 mt steps of 2 GeV/c
2 and 17 JES steps of 0.02
from 142.5 GeV/c2 to 202.5 GeV/c2 and 0.8 to 1.12, respectively. The negative
log of the maximum likelihood described in Equation 6.10 is calculated for each
point in this grid. It is minimized with respect to Cs using MINUIT [51] at each
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Table 6.1: 〈Att¯〉 parameters
param value param value
a0 -0.00904447 a5 -0.0195568
a1 -9.6599e-07 a6 0.000312924
a2 0.000164172 a7 -0.017409
a3 -3.52343e-07 a8 -0.000977841
a4 0.000204782
Table 6.2: 〈AW+jets〉 parameters
param value
a0 0.03903
a1 -0.05105
a2 0.01771
grid point, and then ﬁt with a two dimensional second-order polynomial function,
see section C. The ﬁt region covers 40 GeV/c2 in mt and 0.24 in JES. Figure 6.4
shows the a likelihood and the resulting ﬁt in a sample of data simulated with
HERWIG at a top quark mass of 172.5 GeV/c2 and nominal JES.
The minimum of the ﬁtted polynomial gives the measured mt and JES pa-
rameters, and Cs is taken to be the minimized value at the grid point closest
to this minimum. The contours describe ΔlnL of 0.5, 2.0, 4.5, 5 and 8.0; and
correspond to uncertainty in the top quark mass of 1σ, 2σ, 3σ, 4σ, and 5σ, re-
spectively, assuming the likelihood is Gaussian. In terms of the top quark mass,
the total width of the contour in the mt dimension represents the uncertainty
that the true value of the top quark mass is within this error for any value of
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Figure 6.3: Mean acceptance of W+4p events as a function of JES
JES [45]. This width represents the sum of statistical uncertainty and measured
jet energy scale systematic uncertainty. A similar uncertainty is quoted as the
statistical only uncertainty on the JES measurement. The uncertainty on Cs is
estimated by MINUIT. Note that the errors from the minimization of Cs are not
included with the uncertainty estimated from the ﬁt to the mt-JES parameter
space. This is not a problem, because the likelihood shape weakly varies with Cs
and its estimated uncertainty is corrected by a scale factor, see section 8.1.2.2.
The likelihood outputs are tested for bias and proper coverage using studies in
simulated data, section 8.1.2.
In some cases it is expedient to ﬁx the JES parameter in the likelihood. JES
is always ﬁxed to its nominal value, JES = 1. The tt¯ probability density is
evaluated only in mt, greatly reducing the necessary CPU time to process an
event. After minimization of Cs, the negative log likelihood is ﬁt with a one-
dimensional second-order polynomial, see Figure 6.5 for an example in simulated
events generated with HERWIG at a top quark mass of 172.5 GeV/c2 and nominal
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Figure 6.4: Two-dimensional likelihood as a function of mt and JES (left), and
with contours showing Gaussian ﬁt (right) on a pseudo-experiment constructed
from simulated events generated with a top quark mass of 172.5 GeV/c2 and
nominal JES.
JES. This ﬁgure also shows a one-dimensional ﬁt in JES at 172.5 GeV/c2, but
this type of ﬁt is not commonly used in this analysis. The error on measured mt
is taken as ΔlnL = 0.5 and Cs is estimated similarly to the two-dimensional (mt-
JES) case. This one-dimensional likelihood is used in Chapter 9 as a cross-check
in simulated data studies and to evaluate some of the contributions to systematic
uncertainty.
6.2 Constructing an Event Probability Density
In this analysis, an event probability density for a given physical scattering pro-
cess is constructed as the ratio of its parton-level diﬀerential cross-section to its
total cross-section, such that the integral over all phase-space is unity. Parton
level quantities (y) are translated into the input measured quantities (x) with
the appropriate resolution using a transfer function. The probability density is
written as
P (x) =
1
σ
∫
dσ(y)W (x, y), (6.11)
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Figure 6.5: One-dimensional likelihood and ﬁt at JES = 1 (top) and mt = 172.5
GeV/c2 (bottom) on a pseudo-experiment constructed from simulated events gen-
erated with a top quark mass of 172.5 GeV/c2 and nominal JES.
where σ is the total cross-section, dσ(y) is the diﬀerential cross-section and
W (x, y) is the transfer function. A generic diﬀerential cross-section [4] is written
as
dσ =
(2π)4|M|2
4
√
(q1 · q2)2 −m2q1m2q2
dΦn(q1 + q2; p1, ..., pn), (6.12)
where M is a matrix element, q1 and q2 are the four momenta of the incident
particles, mq1 and mq2 are the masses of the incident particles, and dΦn is the
diﬀerential phase space
dΦn(q1 + q2; p1, ..., pn) = δ
4(q1 + q2 −
n∑
i=1
pi)
n∏
i=1
d3pi
(2π)32Ei
. (6.13)
Incident particles come from pp¯ collisions, so the diﬀerential cross-section is con-
voluted with parton distribution functions (PDFs) deﬁned in the usual manner
as the probability a parton carries longitudinal momentum fraction between q˜
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and q˜ + dq˜. It is necessary to integrate over this unknown momentum
P (x) =
1
σ
∫
dσ(y) f(q˜1)f(q˜2) W (x, y) dq˜1dq˜2. (6.14)
Included processes contain six ﬁnal state particles in their decay: 4 quarks, a
charged lepton and a neutrino. Thus, Equation 6.14 can be expressed as
P (x) =
1
σ
∫
(2π)4|M |2f(q˜1)f(q˜2)W (x, y)
4
√
(q1 · q2)2 −m2q1m2q2
dΦ6dq˜1dq˜2. (6.15)
Neglecting the masses and transverse momenta of the initial state particles,
√
(q1 · q2)2 −m2q1m2q2 = 4|q1||q2|, (6.16)
Equation 6.15 transforms into
P (x) =
1
σ
(2π)4
16
∫
|M |2f(q˜1)|q1|
f(q˜2)
|q2| W (x, y)dΦ6dq˜1dq˜2, (6.17)
where the 6-body phase space, dΦ6, is given by
dΦ6 = δ
4(P −
4q,l,ν∑
i=1
pi)
4q,l,ν∏
i=1
d3pi
(2π)32Ei
(6.18)
and the sum and product are over 4 quarks (4q), a lepton (l), and a neutrino (ν).
The phase space is reduced by energy conservation and assumptions about
detector resolution in the transfer functions. This analysis assumes the detector
measures electron and muon momenta and angles of jets with good resolution.
Therefore, the transfer function models the mapping of these quantities with δ-
functions. Signiﬁcant resolution eﬀects in jet energy are parameterized with a
jet energy transfer function, Wjet(E
x, Ey, JES). Chapter 7 further discusses the
transfer function, W (x, y, JES), expressed as
W (x, y, JES) = δ3(pyl − pxl )
4∏
i=1
Wjet(E
x
i , E
y
i , JES)
4∏
j=1
1
(pxj )
2
δ2(Ωyj − Ωxj ), (6.19)
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where Ω is the solid angle. Note that the neutrino is not part of the transfer
function as it escapes the detector unmeasured. The momenta of the neutrino is
constrained by energy conservation.
Integrating over q˜1, q˜2, p
ν
x and p
ν
y in Equation 6.17 removes the four-momentum
conservation delta-function and reduces Equation 6.18. Initial energy and z-
momentum can be expressed in terms of |q1|+ |q2| and |q1| − |q2|, respectively, so
integration over the momentum fraction of the colliding protons is converted to
dq˜1dq˜2 =
1
2EpEp¯
d(|q1|+ |q2|)d(|q1| − |q2|), (6.20)
assuming Ep = Ep¯ = 980 GeV. Further integration over d
3pl and all d
2Ω in
Equation 6.17 eliminates the δ-functions in Equation 6.19, leaving ﬁve non-trivial
integrations: the momentum magnitude of the non-leptonic ﬁnal state partons,
the hadronic b quark (ρbh), the leptonic b quark (ρbh), and the two quarks from
hadronic W boson decay (ρj1, ρj2); and the z-component of the neutrino momen-
tum (pzν)
dΦ˜ =
1
(2π)1826
1
2EpEp¯
(ρybh)
2(ρyj1)
2(ρyj2)
2(ρybl)
2
(ρxbh)
2(ρxj1)
2(ρxj2)
2(ρxbl)
2
dρbhdρbldρj1dρj2dp
z
ν
EbhEj1Ej2EblEeEν
, (6.21)
where the superscripts x and y refer to reconstruction-level and parton-level quan-
tities, respectively.
In general, it is not possible to distinguish between jets in the ﬁnal state, so
the probability density is evaluated summing over all 24 possible permutations of
jet-parton identiﬁcation. The tt¯ probability density uses secondary vertex tagging
information to reduce the number of necessary permutations, see Section 6.3.2.
The ﬁnal generic probability density for six-particle decay is
P (x) =
1
σ
24∑
perm
∫
|M|2f(q˜1)|q1|
f(q˜2)
|q2|
4∏
i=1
[Wjet(E
y
i , E
x
i , JES)]dΦ˜. (6.22)
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The tt¯ and W+jets probability densities are derived from Equation 6.22 using
their respective forms of matrix element and speciﬁc integration techniques. De-
tails are discussed in sections 6.3 and 6.4, respectively.
6.3 Details Specific to the tt¯ Probability Density
The tt¯ probability density contains all the sensitivity to the top quark mass. It
is a function of mt and JES parameters and uses a leading-order matrix element.
Quarks from the W boson decay are assumed to be massless and b quarks from
top quark decay are assumed to have mass of 4.8 GeV/c2 [4]. Compared to
Equation 6.22, we change integration variables to reduce computation time and
include integration over the transverse momentum in the tt¯ system. It is normal-
ized with a parameterization of the leading order cross-section derived from the
PYTHIA Monte Carlo generator.
6.3.1 tt¯ Matrix Element
The leading order matrix element used in the tt¯ probability density describes
tt¯ production with subsequent decay into a charged lepton, a neutrino and four
quarks [52]. It averages over initial spins and colors and sums over ﬁnal spins
and colors. Spin correlations are removed as an approximation, resulting in the
amplitude
|M|2 = g
4
s
9
FF¯ (2− β2sin2θqt), (6.23)
where gs is the strong coupling constant and θqt describes the angle between the
incoming partons in their rest frame and the top quark. The factors F and F¯
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describe the leptonic and hadronic decay of the top quark, such that
F =
g4W
4
π(m2t −m2e¯ν)
mtΓt
m2t (1− c2e¯b) + m2e¯ν(1 + ce¯b)2
(m2e¯ν −m2W )2 + m2WΓ2W
(6.24)
F¯ =
g4W
4
π(m2t −m2du¯)
mtΓt
m2t (1− c2db¯) + m2du¯(1 + c2db¯)
(m2du¯ −m2W )2 + m2WΓ2W
, (6.25)
where gW is the weak coupling constant and cij is the cosine of the angle between
particle i and particle j in their respective rest frame. The functional forms of
the hadronic and leptonic decays are diﬀerent because the hadronic W boson
decay into two jets is made symmetric. Although the ﬂavors of the two quarks
are not identical, the detector response is essentially indistinguishable between
them. Making the matrix element invariant under the identiﬁcation of these two
jets removes half of the possible 24 permutations of jet-parton assignment.
The decay width of the top quark, approximately 1.5 GeV at 180 GeV/c2 [53],
is small compared to its mass. This relative diminutiveness allows the narrow-
width approximation of the top quark Breit-Wigner, replacing it with a delta
function:
1
(m2event −m2pole)2 + m2poleΓ2
≈ π
mpoleΓ
δ(m2event −m2pole). (6.26)
The narrow-width approximation is used to replace the top quark Breit-Wigners
nominally in Equations 6.24 and 6.25. Integrating over the delta functions sets
the event masses of the hadronic and leptonic top quarks, see section 6.3.2, to be
equivalent to the value of the pole mass parameter, mt, scanned by the likelihood.
This necessarily makes the event mass of the hadronic and leptonic branches
equivalent.
An expression for the width of the top decay consistent with all assumptions
is derived from the standard expression for the three-body decay of the top quark
dΓt =
1
27(2π)5
|M |2
mt
(1− m
2
W
m2t
)dm2Wd
2ΩWd
2Ωe, (6.27)
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see section A.1. Using Equation 6.23 and the narrow-width approximation, the
decay width can be expressed as
Γt =
g4Wm
3
tΘ
3 26(2π)3
1− 3(mW/mt)4 + 2(mW/mt)6
mWΓW
(6.28)
Θ ≡ arctan[(mt −mb)
2 −m2W
mWΓW
]− arctan[ −m
2
W
mWΓW
].
6.3.2 tt¯ Integration Variables
To expedite integration it is convenient to change variables in Equation 6.22 to the
hadronic and leptonic top quark and W boson masses squared (m2th, m
2
tl, m
2
Wh,
m2Wl) and the momentum magnitude of one of the quarks from the hadronic W
boson decay (ρj1). The Jacobian for this transformation is
J(
m2thm
2
Whm
2
tlm
2
Wl
ρbhρj2ρblpzν
) = a11a21(a33a44 − a34a43) (6.29)
where
a11 ≡ dm
2
th
dρbh
= 2(
ρbh
Ebh
Ej1 − ρj1cosθb1) + 2( ρbh
Ebh
Ej2 − ρj2cosθb2) (6.30)
a21 ≡ dm
2
Wh
dρj2
= 2ρj1(1− cosθ12) (6.31)
a43 ≡ dm
2
Wl
dρbl
= 2[
dpxν
dρbl
(
ρe
ρν
pxν − pxe) +
dpyν
dρbl
(
ρe
ρν
pyν − pye)] (6.32)
a44 ≡ dm
2
Wl
dpzν
= 2(
ρe
ρν
pzν − pze) (6.33)
a34 ≡ dm
2
tl
dpzν
= a44 + 2(
Ebl
ρν
pzν − ρblcosθbl) (6.34)
a33 ≡ dm
2
tl
dρbl
= a43 + 2
ρbl
Ebl
ρe − 2pecosθeb + 2[ ρbl
Ebl
ρν +
Ebl
ρν
(
dρxν
dρbl
ρxν +
dρyν
dρbl
ρxν)]
−2[sinθblcosφbl(pxν + ρbl
dρxν
dρbl
) + sinθblsinφbl(p
y
ν + ρbl
dρyν
dρbl
) (6.35)
+cosblp
z
ν ]
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and
dρxν
dρbl
= −sinθblcosφbl (6.36)
dρxν
dρbl
= −sinθblsinφbl (6.37)
The equation for this variable change is nominally in the form of an eighth-order
polynomial. By neglecting the mass of the leptonic b quark, it is reduced to a
fourth-order polynomial; the solutions of which can be determined analytically,
see section A.2 for details.
Integration over transverse momentum in the tt¯ system allows for initial state
radiation and non-vanishing pT in the colliding partons. This is inconsistent
with Equation 6.16; any implications are dealt with in tests of the method in
simulated data, see section 8.1.2. The integration is performed directly in the x
and y components of momentum in ﬂat momentum space and is not weighted
with a probability density function. It is normalized by the region of integration
in each transverse component: dp˜itt¯ ≡ dpitt¯/
∫
dpitt¯. The region of integration,
± 30 GeV/c, covers the majority of the distribution of transverse momentum
components observed in the tt¯ system in HERWIG simulated events. The expression
for the probability density becomes
P (x) =
1
σtt¯
∫
dσ(y) f(q˜1)f(q˜2) W (x, y) dq˜1dq˜2 dp˜
x
tt¯dp˜
y
tt¯. (6.38)
After the variable transformation, narrow-width approximation, Equation 6.26,
and integration over transverse momentum, the phase space is expressed as
dΦ˜ =
1
(2π)1826
1
2EpEp¯
1
J
(ρybh)
2(ρyj1)
2(ρyj2)
2(ρybl)
2
(ρxbh)
2(ρxj1)
2(ρxj2)
2(ρxbl)
2
dm2Whdm
2
Wldρj1dp˜
x
tt¯dp˜
y
tt¯
EbhEj1Ej2EblEeEν
. (6.39)
The ﬁnal form of the probability density includes symmetrization of the hadronic
W boson decay in the matrix element, Equation 6.25, reducing the number of
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jet-parton permutations to 12; and a sum of up to four valid solutions from the
change of variables
P (x;mt, JES) =
1
σtt¯
12∑
perm
∫ 4∑
soln
|M|2f(q˜1)|q1|
f(q˜2)
|q2|
4∏
i=1
[Wjet(E
y
i , E
x
i , JES)]dΦ˜.
(6.40)
The sum over solutions is evaluated inside the integration. The sum over per-
mutations is evaluated outside the integration and further reduced by secondary
vertex tagging, section 4.4.3. Displaced vertex jets are assumed to be from b
hadrons resulting from the decay of the top quark. Only permutations matching
a displaced vertex jet with a b quark are used. This reduces the total number
of permutations to 6 in the case of one tag and 2 in the case of two tags. All
12 permutations are evaluated for events with more than 2 tags, although none
occur in the dataset used for this analysis. Equation 6.40 is divided by the num-
ber of permutations so that events with one tag and two tags contribute to the
likelihood sum with equal weight.
Finally, an additional variable change is made to smooth out the W boson
Breit-Wigners in the integrand in Equations 6.24 and 6.25
∫
dm2
(m2 −M2)2 + M2Γ2 →
∫
dμ
MΓ
(6.41)
where m is the event mass and M is the pole mass. This implies μ is deﬁned
such that
m2 = MΓ tanμ + M2. (6.42)
Thus, the ﬁnal form of the tt¯ probability density does not contain any Breit-
Wigners and is a smoothly varying function. The ﬁnal integration is over the μ
for the hadronic and leptonic W boson mass, the magnitude of momentum of one
of the jets from hadronic W boson decay, and the two transverse components of
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tt¯ momentum. Limits of integration are −π
2
< μ < π
2
, 0.5GeV/c < ρj1 < E
max
parton,
and −30 < pitt¯ < 30 GeV/c, respectively. Details of limits on parton energies
Emaxparton are given in section A.4.
6.3.3 tt¯ Integration Technique
Integration in Equation 6.40 was performed using the VEGAS [55] Monte Carlo in-
tegration routine. Available as part of the GSL [54] package of computer routines,
VEGAS is an adaptive algorithm based on importance sampling, which attempts
to evaluate the integrand phase-space with a density proportional to its con-
tribution to the integral. Relative contributions are estimated by sampling the
phase-space several times, re-evaluating the density each time. In each iteration
of phase-space sampling, a grid of phase-space points is thrown and the integral
evaluated with a diﬀerent random seed seven times. The χ2 per degree of free-
dom deviation between integration results is computed. If it is between 0.5 and
1.5, the ﬁnal integration is performed, otherwise, another iteration of phase-space
sampling is performed. Grid estimation used 1000 Monte Carlo points and ﬁnal
integration used 10000 points. VEGAS typically estimated integration errors to be
on the order of 0.1%. This error is not included in the likelihood.
Each of the 12 possible jet-parton permutations for each point scanned in the
likelihood requires the evaluation of the integrals in Equation 6.40. This analysis
scanned 31 mt points and 17 JES points, for a total of 6324 integrations. VEGAS
performed this integration in about 3 seconds per point or 4 hours per event.
Using the large resources of distributed computing available, over 20 CPU years
on 2 GHz machines were required to complete this analysis.
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Figure 6.6: tt¯ total cross section as function of mt from PYTHIA
6.3.4 tt¯ Normalization
The tt¯ probability density is normalized with the total cross-section to remove
dependence on top quark mass and is independent of JES. Rather than integrating
over all the measured quantities in equation 6.40 for each mt and JES point, the
normalization is approximated with a parameterization of the leading-order cross-
section given by PYTHIA. Figure 6.6 shows this cross-section as a function of top
quark mass.
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6.4 Details Specific to the W + jets Probability Density
The main purpose of the W + jets probability density is to model the main
source of background events. Its matrix element comes from several leading-
order diagrams coded in the VECBOS Monte Carlo event generator [56]. All jets
are assumed to be produced from gluons or u, d, s or c quarks of zero mass.
A simple variable change from equation 6.22 is made and custom integration is
used. Normalization of the probability density is independent of the top quark
mass and JES parameters. The probability density enters the likelihood with
a dependence on JES, but is evaluated at a single JES point. JES dependence
relative to this point is parameterized with simulated data to reduce the time
required to evaluate each event.
6.4.1 W + jets Matrix Element
The W + jets probability density uses an inclusive leading-order matrix element
calculated with the VECBOS Monte Carlo event generator for W + 4 jets [56].
Version 3.0 of VECBOS is tuned with CDF Run II parameters. The amplitude
squared includes a sum over quark ﬂavors (u, d, s, c), averages over initial spins
and sums over ﬁnal spins, and includes the sum of several possible diagrams of
W + jets production. See Section 5.3 for a discussion of the approximation of
modeling W + four jets production from W + four partons.
6.4.2 W + jets Integration Variables
Compared to equation 6.22, integration variables are modiﬁed only from the
longitudinal component of the neutrino momentum. This variable is transformed
to the mass of the W boson squared m2W , see section A.3. The phase space
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becomes
Φ6 =
1
28(2π)14
1
Ee|Eepzν − pzeEν |dm
2
W
4∏
i=1
Eidpi
(pxi )
2
, (6.43)
where x denotes a reconstruction level quantity and all others are parton level
quantities. The ﬁnal probability density includes a sum over two possible solu-
tions for neutrino longitudinal momentum
PW+jets(x; JES) =
∫ 2∑
soln
24∑
perm
|M|2f(q˜1)|q1|
f(q˜2)
|q2|
4∏
i=1
[Wjet(E
y
i , E
x
i , JES)]dΦ6.
(6.44)
No total cross-section normalization is used, because it does not depend on the
mass of the top quark, see section 6.4.4. Both sums are evaluated inside the
integral, so the W + jets probability density is not a function of the permutation
as is the tt¯ probability density, see Equation 6.40. Note that there are always two
possible solutions for the longitudinal neutrino momentum, but either or both
of these solutions may not be consistent with the constraint on transverse mass
described in section 6.4.3, which also discusses integration limits.
6.4.3 W + jets Integration Techniques
The W + jets probability density described by equation 6.44 includes four in-
tegrations over the large intervals of possible parton energies and the relatively
narrow interval of the W boson mass. This process requires numerous evaluations
of the matrix element and is very CPU intensive. Since the W + jets matrix ele-
ment is not analytic and more complex in general than the tt¯ matrix element, it
requires much more time to be evaluated. In this case, VEGAS integration would
not produce convergent results in a reasonable amount of time. A customized
Monte Carlo method of integration was developed with reasonable convergence
in relatively minimum CPU time. To reduce the demand on CPU further, the
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JES dependence in the W + jets probability density is approximated and only
evaluated at a single likelihood point, see section 6.4.4.
The customized method of integration utilizes knowledge of the shape of the
parton energy distributions from the transfer function, see section A.4. For a
given event, several iterations of parton energies are thrown based on the mea-
sured jet energy. The W boson mass is assumed to be 80.4 GeV/c2, and the
transverse mass of the charged lepton and neutrino system is constrained to be
less than this value. The reported background probability density for an event is
the average probability density obtained from the Monte Carlo iterations.
A convergence test in conjunction with CPU evaluation time was used to
select 400 Monte Carlo iterations per event. Figure 6.7 shows the variation in the
probability density as a function of the number of iterations using 100 simulated
W → eν + 4p events. Average CPU evaluation time scales linearly with the
number of iterations as 2 seconds per iteration up to 2000 iterations. The choice
of 400 iterations results in a maximum of 20% error on the value of the probability
density, requiring about 13 minutes to process one event. These results were
tabulated with a Pentium III, 1 GHz processor. This level of convergence is not
good enough for the sensitivity required for the top quark mass, but the W +
jets probability density functions primarily as a discriminant and does not aﬀect
sensitivity to the top quark mass as greatly.
6.4.4 W + jets Normalization
No explicit dependence on top quark mass exists in the W + jets probability
density. Any overall constant in its normalization does not aﬀect the outcome
of the likelihood, up to the relative tt¯ to W + jets normalization discussed in
section 6.5. No further normalization is applied to the W + jets probability
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Figure 6.7: Fractional variation in W + jets probability density as a function of
Monte Carlo iterations.
density.
The W + jets probability density is not expected to be strongly sensitive to
the jet energy scale because it does not contain a hadronic W boson resonance.
No measurement per event is possible in this case. In order to reduce CPU time
in integration, the probability density is evaluated at a single JES point, the
nominal JES = 1. JES dependence is assumed to be factorisable such that
PW+jets(x; JES) = f(JES) PW+jets(x; JES = 1). (6.45)
The JES dependence, f(JES), is parameterized using simulated data. Figure 6.8
shows the average likelihood response per event of simulated W + 4p events
relative to the average response at JES = 1. Also shown are the ratio of average
likelihood responses of simulated Wbb¯ and tt¯ events to W + 4p events. Within
error, no signiﬁcant deviations are observed between these processes, and the
linear dependence of average likelihood response per event as a function of JES
is parameterized with
f(JES) = 1− 1.67 · JES (6.46)
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6.5 Relative tt¯ and W + jets Normalization
As mentioned in section 6.1.1, the tt¯ and W + jets probabilities are normalized
up to constants in terms of the maximized variables. Since an overall constant
factor does not change the output of the likelihood maximization, the only im-
portant remaining normalization is the relative constant normalization between
the two probabilities. Explicitly, this normalization, Rbkg, enters the sum of the
probabilities in Equation 6.4 as
P (x;mt, JES, Cs) = CsPtt¯(x;mt, JES) + (1− Cs)RbkgPW+jets(x; JES), (6.47)
and is determined empirically using simulated tt¯ events generated with the HERWIG
Monte Carlo generator at a top quark mass of 175 GeV/c2. Results are consistent
within samples generated at other masses.
Due to radiation, detector geometry, resolution, jet clustering and ineﬃcien-
cies in event reconstruction, not every jet passing selection is expected to corre-
spond to one of the quarks from tt¯ decay. This correspondence is determined by
matching jet and parton position in detector η-φ space within a cone of radius
0.4, and is identical to the requirement used in ﬁtting jet energy transfer function
parameters in Section 7.2. Because the angles of the jets are assumed to corre-
spond exactly to the angles of the partons from tree-level decay, jets which do
not match input disinformation to the event probabilities. All four jets matched
in 77% of the simulated tt¯ data used for this study. Empirically, tt¯ events with
fewer matched jets tend to have a higher W + jets probability density than events
with more matched jets, Figure 6.9. This feature is used to reduce the eﬀects of
events with disinformation.
Adjusting the relative normalization constant, Rbkg, aﬀects the signal fraction,
Cs, output from the likelihood. There is a strong negative correlation between
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Figure 6.9: W + jets probability density of tt¯ events separated by the number of
jets matched to partons
Rbkg and Cs: as expected, a maximized likelihood with a value of Rbkg = 0 returns
Cs = 1 and a very large Rbkg returns Cs near 0. Because top quark events with
mismatched jets are more likely to have a relatively higher W+jets probability
density, the inﬂuence of these events on the likelihood shape is reduced compared
to fully matched events. In the likelihood, Rbkg was adjusted such that the Cs
output is equivalent to 0.77, the fraction of events in simulated tt¯ events with all
four jets matched to partons.
The eﬀects of varying Rbkg (and thus Cs) on the output of the maximized
likelihood are shown in Figure 6.10. Outputs include the estimated and expected
errors, the pull RMS (Equation 8.1), and the top quark mass. At Cs of about
77% the expected and estimated errors coincide, corresponding to a pull RMS
of unity. By a barely signiﬁcant amount, the best sensitivity (smallest expected
error) coincides with this point. The small variation with Rbkg in the output top
quark mass, on the order of 0.13 GeV/c2, is not considered a source of systematic
error because the Rbkg factor is applied consistently throughout this analysis.
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Figure 6.10: Estimated and expected error (left), pull RMS (center), and top
quark mass (right), as a function of signal fraction and therefore diﬀerent nor-
malization constants.
Note that in setting the relative tt¯ and W + jets normalization in this manner,
Cs does not correctly indicate the true content of tt¯ events in the measured
sample. The measurement estimates the number of tt¯ events consistent with four
matched jets and will thus be an underestimate of the true tt¯ content. A mapping
derived from simulated data is used to estimate the true content and is discussed
in section 8.1.2.2.
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CHAPTER 7
Parton-Jet Transfer Functions
Transfer functions provide a mapping from reconstruction level quantities mea-
sured with the detector to parton level quantities used in the diﬀerential cross-
section. This analysis assumes everything but jet energies are well measured.
They are the only non-trivial parameterization in the transfer function. As dis-
cussed in section 4.4.2, jet energies are corrected to remove detector eﬀects using
generic corrections, but the ﬁnal calibration to parton level depends on topology
and the underlying hard-scattering process. Simulated tt¯ events passing selection
are used to determine the ﬁnal mapping to parton level. One advantage in matrix
element analyses is their integration over the jet energy resolution: they correctly
incorporate the asymmetric jet-parton energy mapping. Other analyses often use
only the most probable value and assume Gaussian resolution.
7.1 Definition
The full transfer function is given in Equation 6.19. Delta-functions map the
measured charged lepton momentum and jet angles to parton level because CDF
is assumed to have perfect resolution in these quantities. Jet energy mapping
is parameterized with the jet energy transfer function, Wjet(Ejet, Eparton, JES).
The JES dependence in the transfer function is assumed to apply as
Wjet(Ejet, Eparton, JES) = Wjet(JES · Ejet, Eparton) (7.1)
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where Wjet(Ejet, Eparton) is deﬁned to be the jet energy transfer function at the
nominal jet energy scale in simulated data (JES = 1). Tests of the assumption
in Equation 7.1 are discussed in section 7.3.1. For convenience, the jet energy
transfer function at the nominal jet energy scale is referred to as the transfer
function throughout this chapter.
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Figure 7.1: Distributions in two-dimensional Ejet-Eparton space with recon-
structed jet energies (left) and jet energies simulated by smearing parton energies
with the transfer function (right). Events were generated with a top quark mass
of 178 GeV/c2.
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Transfer functions describe the two-dimensional Eparton-Ejet space. Figure 7.1
shows this two-dimensional space for reconstructed jet energies (left) and sim-
ulated jet energies using the transfer function to smear parton energies (right).
Since the transfer function is deﬁned as the probability of measuring a jet with
energy Ejet given a parton with energy Eparton, it is normalized by∫
Wjet(Ejet, Eparton)dEjet = 1. (7.2)
A few assumptions are made. The ﬁrst is that jet energies within an event are
independent from one another such that all jets can be described with the same
transfer function based on their energy. The second is that the transfer function
is separable from the parton energy distribution and therefore independent from
the mass of the top quark
n2(Eparton, Ejet)dEjetdEparton = n(Eparton)dEpartonWjet(Ejet, Eparton)dEjet, (7.3)
where n2(i, j) or n(i) describes the appropriate two-dimensional or one-dimensional
density of jets and/or partons in the event sample between Ei and Ei + dEi and
Ej and Ej + dEj or Ei and Ei + dEi, respectively.
The transfer function is parameterized using two Gaussian functions
Wjet(Ejet, Eparton) =
1√
2π(p2 + p3p5)
[
exp
−(δE − p1)2
2p22
+ p3 exp
−(δE − p4)2
2p25
]
,
(7.4)
where δE ≡ Eparton − Ejet and pi are ﬁtted parameters. Figure 7.2 shows the
two-dimensional distribution projected onto the δE axis. Since the hadronization
process depends on quark ﬂavor, the distributions diﬀer for b quarks versus lighter
(u, d, s, c) quarks. Parameters are ﬁt separately for b quarks and the collected
lighter quarks. Conceptually, the ﬁrst Gaussian function describes the peak and
the second the tails of the distribution in δE. The shape of this distribution
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depends on parton energy, as shown for the lighter quarks in in Figure 7.3 and
for b quarks in Figure 7.4. Note that the relative normalization between plots
in these ﬁgures is consistent, but does not correspond to that of Figure 7.2 or
Equation 7.2. This dependence is approximated with a linear dependence on
Eparton in the pi parameters of Equation 7.4, pi = ai + biEparton.
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Figure 7.2: Distribution of δE ≡ Eparton − Ejet in simulated b quarks (left) and
light (u, d, s, c) quarks (right) from tt¯ events generated at a top quark mass of
178 GeV/c2.
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Figure 7.3: Dependence on Eparton of δE ≡ Eparton−Ejet distributions in simulated
light (u, d, s, c) quarks from tt¯ events generated at a top quark mass of 170
GeV/c2.
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Figure 7.4: Dependence on Eparton of δE ≡ Eparton−Ejet distributions in simulated
b quarks from tt¯ events generated at a top quark mass of 170 GeV/c2.
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7.2 Parameterization with Simulated Data
Transfer function parameters are extracted from simulated tt¯ data passing event
selection using a likelihood ﬁt. Several sets of parameters are extracted and
compared using HERWIG and PYTHIA event generators. Partons are particles im-
mediately decaying from the top quark or W boson and have not radiated or
showered. It is necessary to match reconstructed jets with partons. Simulated
data does not contain an exact mapping between jets and partons. Hadroniza-
tion, radiation and detector simulation complicate the identiﬁcation of jets with
a speciﬁc parton from tt¯ decay. Jets are often the product of hard radiation
or partons closely overlapping in η-φ space forming a single jet rather than two
individual jets.
Matching is performed by comparing jet and parton direction in η-φ detector
space. A jet is required to be within a certain conical radius, ΔR ≡
√
Δφ2 + Δη2,
of the parton. Jet and parton pairs are selected according to the lowest ΔR
separation, not allowing a jet or parton to overlap between pairs. An event is
selected if all four pairs meet the maximum ΔR requirement. Matching modiﬁes
the event sample topology depending on the amount of allowed deviation between
jet and parton direction and aﬀects the outcome of parameterization. Figure 7.5
shows ΔR distributions for b quarks and light (u, d, s, c) quarks in simulated
data generated with HERWIG at a top quark mass of 178 GeV/c2.
An unbinned likelihood ﬁt determines the transfer function parameters in
Equation 7.4. After matching, each event contributes up to two b quarks and two
light quarks from W boson decay. The likelihood is derived from Equation 7.3
and is evaluated separately for b quarks and W daughters
−lnL = −
N∑
i=1
ln n(Eparton)−
N∑
i=1
ln Wjet(Ejet, Eparton). (7.5)
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Figure 7.5: Distribution of ΔR matching between jets and partons in simulated
data for b quarks (left) and light (u, d, s, c) quarks (right).
The ﬁrst term has no dependence on the parameters and is ignored. MINUIT ﬁts
the parameters and estimates their errors summing over a maximum of 10,000
matched pairs in a given simulated data sample.
Several sets of transfer function parameters were ﬁt with various requirements.
The parameters used for the top quark mass measurement were extracted from
PYTHIA simulated events generated with a top quark mass of 178 GeV/c2 using
matching of ΔR < 0.4 and the entire η-φ region of the detector, Table 7.1. Param-
eters determined with other generators and/or other matching requirements were
used in tests and cross-checks, see Section 7.3, and validation, see Section 7.4.
The parameters chosen for the top quark mass measurement were determined in
part by the outcome of studies described in these sections.
Four sets of cross-check parameters were ﬁt, all using simulated events gen-
erated with a top quark mass of 178 GeV/c2: three derived from HERWIG and
one from PYTHIA. They have an additional isolation requirement such that two
jets passing nominal selection or two partons cannot be within ΔR < 0.6 of each
other. Two of the HERWIG sets are ﬁt using the entire η-φ region of the detector
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with matching requirements of ΔR < 0.15 and ΔR < 0.4, Table 7.2 and Ta-
ble 7.3, respectively. The set ﬁt from PYTHIA uses the entire η-φ region of the
detector and a matching requirement of ΔR < 0.15, Table 7.4. The third set
from HERWIG are ﬁt in binned sections of detector η and use a matching require-
ment of ΔR < 0.15, Table 7.5 and Table 7.6. The η bin regions, 0 < |η| < 0.2,
0.2 < |η| < 0.6, 0.6 < |η| < 0.9, 0.9 < |η| < 1.4 and 1.4 < |η| < 2.0, were chosen
for consistency with variations in jet energy systematic uncertainty estimated by
the CDF JER group [33].
Table 7.1: PYTHIA non η-dependent, ΔR < 0.4 parameters (used in measure-
ment).
light quark jets b quark jets
pi = ai + biEparton ai bi ai bi
p1 (GeV) 1.779668 -0.076186 -3.537469 -0.036760
p2 (GeV) 1.887788 0.113952 3.726674 0.075021
p3 0.000000 0.000294 0.000000 0.001766
p4 (GeV) 39.243978 -0.619110 16.022991 -0.383466
p5 (GeV) 31.261185 0.021547 15.205335 0.105315
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Table 7.2: HERWIG non η-dependent, ΔR < 0.15 parameters
light quark jets b quark jets
pi = ai + biEparton ai bi ai bi
p1 (GeV) 1.09923 -0.0522277 -1.59438 -0.0473066
p2 (GeV) 2.02192 0.103122 2.77686 0.0737285
p3 0.0506705 5.69989e-12 0.413792 1.78746e-12
p4 (GeV) 25.0381 -0.531444 5.57249 -0.261912
p5 (GeV) 10.9866 0.114647 0.991688 0.197914
Table 7.3: HERWIG non η-dependent, ΔR < 0.4 parameters
light quark jets b quark jets
pi = ai + biEparton ai bi ai bi
p1 (GeV) 1.24399 -0.0696011 -3.66376 -0.0338927
p2 (GeV) 2.46904 0.110541 3.17748 0.0784294
p3 0.0172778 0.000144707 0.384582 1.21431e-09
p4 (GeV) 38.1079 -0.67746 9.3725 -0.300313
p5 (GeV) 22.574 0.0454405 5.21558 0.176317
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Table 7.4: PYTHIA non η-dependent, ΔR < 0.15 parameters
light quark jets b quark jets
pi = ai + biEparton ai bi ai bi
p1 (GeV) 1.61338 -0.0661955 -2.5913 -0.0308291
p2 (GeV) 1.96434 0.105353 2.3282 0.0775365
p3 3.48876e-11 0.000440751 0.280996 1.4981e-09
p4 (GeV) 18.574 -0.398868 10.3548 -0.327036
p5 (GeV) 16.863 0.115175 3.57095 0.168435
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Table 7.5: HERWIG η-dependent, ΔR < 0.15 parameters
light quark jets b quark jets
pi = ai + biEparton ai bi ai bi
0.0 < |η| < 0.2
p1 (GeV) 0.258781 -0.040627 -2.43418 -0.0470396
p2 (GeV) 0.790448 0.133943 2.02772 0.0887038
p3 0.127939 3.44169e-14 0.518893 4.59577e-11
p4 (GeV) 18.4516 -0.495877 10.6732 -0.364515
p5 (GeV) 4.54502 0.193371 3.31059 0.168388
0.2 < |η| < 0.6
p1 (GeV) 1.24031 -0.0590222 -1.22801 -0.048967
p2 (GeV) 1.56601 0.104045 1.322 0.0842175
p3 0.0285821 5.77316e-13 0.365415 3.49249e-09
p4 (GeV) 19.6473 -0.44556 7.72854 -0.297383
p5 (GeV) 3.73394 0.27307 2.19713 0.17331
0.6 < |η| < 0.9
p1 (GeV) 0.65426 -0.0824347 -2.60365 -0.0396823
p2 (GeV) 0.6616 0.111052 2.68585 0.0819051
p3 0.00835448 0.000243034 0.375112 4.34532e-09
p4 (GeV) 8.7735 -0.738859 7.90805 -0.288673
p5 (GeV) 1.1265 -0.00329004 2.29644 0.184217
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Table 7.6: HERWIG η-dependent, ΔR < 0.15 parameters (continued)
light quark jets b quark jets
pi = ai + biEparton ai bi ai bi
0.09 < |η| < 1.4
p1 (GeV) 4.78823 -0.0936547 -0.121987 -0.0714796
p2 (GeV) 1.70108 0.118585 2.99938 0.0836469
p3 0.0128375 0.000171554 0.323027 0.000190321
p4 (GeV) 40.5982 -0.620804 12.4818 -0.303603
p5 (GeV) 19.7934 0.0673071 2.30887 0.185047
1.4 < |η| < 2.0
p1 (GeV) 5.36653 -0.0754567 -0.79356 -0.0417387
p2 (GeV) 3.72446 0.067595 3.23225 0.0635439
p3 0.0396169 2.7401e-05 0.299744 6.55187e-11
p4 (GeV) 38.8061 -0.466476 19.0147 -0.31458
p5 (GeV) 13.5561 0.116469 4.63328 0.159609
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7.3 Tests and Cross-Checks
Quality of the transfer function parameterization is checked by comparing dis-
tributions of reconstruction level quantities with predictions obtained using the
transfer function and parton level quantities in simulated data. Two types of
tests are performed. The ﬁrst is one-dimensional and compares binned projec-
tions of Figure 7.1 along diﬀerent axes. The second compares invariant masses of
the four vector sum of two jets from W boson decay or three jets from top quark
decay. Since they are correlated with the JES and mt variables in the likelihood,
the two-jet and three-jet invariant masses are used to estimate possible eﬀects
due to transfer function parameterization.
Several plots in this section show a χ2 deviation in the upper right hand corner.
It is calculated as a function of bin oﬀset between histogram and prediction,
using bins with at least 10 entries around the peak of the distribution, and ﬁt
with a second order polynomial. The minimum of the ﬁt estimates the oﬀset
between histogram and prediction with an uncertainty given by the width at a
χ2 deviation of unity. Estimated oﬀset (shift) and width are printed with the
plot statistics. The shift is always deﬁned as prediction minus reference. Since
matching and event selection modify the topology of events, it is necessary to keep
these requirements consistent between histogrammed and predicted quantities.
7.3.1 One-dimensional Checks
One-dimensional checks compare three projections of of Figure 7.1: Ejet, Eparton,
and δE ≡ Eparton−Ejet. These projections are binned in Eparton, Ejet and Eparton,
respectively, in the ranges 10 < E < 60, 60 < E < 80, 80 < E < 100, 100 < E <
120, 120 < E < 150, and 150 < E < 180 GeV. Reconstruction level quantities
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are histogrammed. Predicted distributions, H , are analytical and calculated by
integrating the transfer function with the parton energy spectrum, n(Eparton),
H(Ejet) =
∫ E2parton
E1parton
n(Eparton) Wjet(Ejet, Eparton) dEparton
H(Eparton) =
∫ E2jet
E1jet
n(Eparton) Wjet(Ejet, Eparton) dEjet (7.6)
H(δE) =
∫ E2parton
E1parton
n(Eparton) Wjet(Eparton − δE , Eparton) dEparton
The integral over dEi covers the bin range of the histogrammed jet distribution.
The parton energy spectrum, n(Eparton), is an analytical function parameter-
ized by ﬁtting to the parton energy distribution. The analytical function has
diﬀerent forms for W daughters and b quarks:
n(Elightquarksparton ) = c1 exp
(c2 −Eparton)2
2c23
+ c4 exp
(c5 − Eparton)2
2c26
n(Eb−quarksparton ) = c1(Eparton − c2)c3 exp[−c4(Eparton − c2)] (7.7)
Table 7.7 lists parameters derived from tt¯ events simulated with HERWIG at a
top quark mass of 178 GeV/c2. Figure 7.6 shows good agreement between the
parton energy distribution at reconstruction level (histogram in 6 GeV bins) and
parameterization (dotted line).
Table 7.7: Parton energy spectrum parameters corresponding to Equation 7.7.
c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6
light quarks 242.08 -676.23 184.77 -0.30182 -3.8753 25.611
b quarks 0.22263 38.792 1.21023 0.032703 0.016693 -
Figure 7.7 to Figure 7.12 compare histogrammed reconstruction level distribu-
tions with those calculated from Equation 7.7, using the transfer function param-
eters listed in Table 7.1. Simulated tt¯ data was generated with HERWIG at a top
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Figure 7.6: Distribution of jet energy compared to ﬁtted functions for b-jets (left)
and W -jets (right).
quark mass of 172.5 GeV/c2. Histogram bins are 10 GeV for Ejet and Eparton and
6.6 GeV for δE . The relative normalization between histogram and prediction is
set such that they have equal integrals and not by Equation 7.7. Oﬀsets between
histogram and prediction are generally smallest for 60 < Eparton < 120 GeV,
where the largest number of statistics are available for ﬁtting transfer function
parameters.
The assumption concerning implementation of jet energy scale in the transfer
function, Equation 7.1, is tested using the δE distribution across the full range
of Eparton. Simulated tt¯ data was generated with HERWIG at a top quark mass of
178 GeV/c2 and jet energy scales of 0.95, 1.00 and 1.05. Figure 7.13 compares
histogrammed reconstruction distributions with predictions setting JES to the
appropriate value in transfer functions using parameters in Table 7.1. No χ2 test
is performed, but good agreement in shape is observed for all JES values.
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Figure 7.7: Ejet distribution in bins of Eparton compared to H(Ejet) prediction in
jets from W boson decay.
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Figure 7.8: Ejet distribution in bins of Eparton compared to H(Ejet) prediction in
b quark jets.
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Figure 7.9: Eparton distribution in bins of Ejet compared to H(Eparton) prediction
in jets from W boson decay.
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Figure 7.10: Eparton distribution in bins of Ejet compared to H(Eparton) prediction
in b quark jets.
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Figure 7.11: δE distribution in bins of Eparton compared to H(δE) prediction in
jets from W boson decay.
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Figure 7.12: δE distribution in bins of Eparton compared to H(δE) prediction in b
quark jets.
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Figure 7.13: δE distribution and H(δE) prediction for JES values of 0.95 (red),
1.00 (black) and 1.05 (grey) in jets from W boson decay.
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7.3.2 Two-jet and Three-jet invariant masses
A more sophisticated test of transfer function parameterization compares two-jet
and three-jet invariant mass distributions. Reconstruction level quantities are
calculated from the four-vector sum of jets in a simulated event. The two-jet
invariant mass is nominally constructed from the two jets from the hadronic W
boson decay, and the three-jet invariant mass is nominally constructed from these
two jets and the b quark jet from top quark decay. Assumptions about jet mass
are identical to those of partons: jets corresponding to light quarks are assumed
to be massless, and jets corresponding to b quarks are assumed to have a mass of
4.8 GeV/c2 [4]. The prediction from parton level quantities and transfer functions
involves integration over jet energies in the transfer function for each parton in
the event. This test has been described previously [48], but is discussed in full
detail here.
In general, given an acceptance function, A(x), and a normalized probability
density, P (x), the number of observed events is given by
N =
∫
A(x)P (x)dx (7.8)
To determine the two-jet or three-jet invariant mass distribution, we ﬁrst change
variables from x = (x1, x2, ..., xn) to (mi, x2, ..., xn):
N =
∫
A(x)P (x)J(
x1, x2, ..., xn
mi, x2, ..., xn
)dmidx2...dxn (7.9)
and then diﬀerentiate with respect to mi, where mi is the two-jet or three-jet
invariant mass. A plot of dN/dmi is the predicted distribution of the invariant
mass
dN
dmi
=
∫
A(x)P (x)J(
x1, x2, ..., xn
mi, x2, ..., xn
)dx2...dxn. (7.10)
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In this analysis, the normalized probability density of interest is constructed
from the diﬀerential cross-section for tt¯ events, Equation 6.14. There are 15
measured parameters in this analysis (x): three components of electron or muon
momentum; and the angles (η, φ) and energies of four jets. Rather than applying
the delta functions of the full transfer function to the parton level integrals, as
done in section 6.2, they are applied to the reconstruction level integrals. The
11 delta functions remove all but 4 of the integrations over the jet energies. One
of these integrations is removed in diﬀerentiation (dN/dmi). We also apply the
sum over possible permutations of jet-parton identiﬁcation, resulting in
dN
dmi
=
∫
dnσ(y)dq˜1dq˜2f(q˜1)f(q˜2) Q(y) (7.11)
where we deﬁne the integral over the remaining reconstruction level quantities as
Q(y) ≡
∑
perm.
∫
dx2dx3dx4J(
x1, x2, ..., xn
mi, x2, ..., xn
)A(x)
4∏
ijet=1
Wjet(E
x
i , E
y
i ) (7.12)
Monte Carlo integration over the parton level quantities is performed using
simulated data. We assume the partons were generated with the same matrix
element, phase space and parton distribution functions. Requiring events to
pass selection at reconstruction level eﬀectively includes the acceptance, A(x), in
Q(y). We generally use 5000 such events when performing this integration. In
the Monte Carlo integration of the invariant mass distribution, we numerically
evaluate Q(y) (not including acceptance) for each parton event. The invariant
masses are
m2jj = p1p2(1− cosθ12)
m2jjj = m
2
b + 2(Ebp1 − pbp1cosθb1) + 2(Ebp2 − pbp2cosθb2)
+ 2p1p2(1− cosθ12), (7.13)
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and the Jacobians given by
J(
E1E2
mjjE2
) =
mjj
E2(1− cosθ12)
J(
E1E2
mjjjE2
) =
mjjj
Eb − pbcosθb1 + E2(1− cosθ12) (7.14)
Inserting Equation 7.13 and Equation 7.14 into Equation 7.11 gives the prediction
for the two-jet and three-jet invariant mass distributions. The normalization of
the prediction is not determined in this calculation and is set such that the
integral of the prediction is equal to that of the histogram.
The requirement of consistent selection and matching requirements is very
signiﬁcant in the invariant mass tests because of the acceptance term and Monte
Carlo integration. This includes assumptions about the masses of jets at recon-
struction level and in Equation 7.11. When setting the mass of a jet, its energy
is held ﬁxed and the magnitude of the momentum is scaled to the appropriate
value. Also, the appropriate transfer function is used based on quark ﬂavor.
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Figure 7.14: Two-jet (left) and three-jet (right) invariant mass comparisons us-
ing the jet-parton permutation determined by matching and transfer function
parameters from Table 7.2 in HERWIG simulated events.
Figure 7.14 contains the two-jet and three-jet invariant mass comparisons for
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transfer function parameters from Table 7.2, using only the jet-parton permuta-
tion identiﬁed by matching. Simulated HERWIG events generated at a top quark
mass of 178 GeV/c2 passing selection and matching were used in integration and
in the reference histogram. The χ2 ﬁt range is 65-90 GeV/c2 in mjj and 120-
190 GeV/c2 in mjjj in bins of 1 and 2 GeV/c
2, respectively. Relatively good
agreement is observed in both invariant masses. Figure 7.15 shows the same
comparison except that all 12 possible permutations of jet and parton pairing
are used. In this case, the χ2 ﬁt range is 25-220 GeV in mjj and 80-400 GeV in
mjjj in bins of 1 and 2 GeV/c
2, respectively. Note that each event has 12 entries
corresponding to the possible permutations. Again relatively good agreement is
observed.
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Figure 7.15: Two-jet (left) and three-jet (right) invariant mass comparisons using
all 12 possible jet-parton permutations and transfer function parameters from
Table 7.2 in HERWIG simulated events.
Figure 7.16 displays the eﬀects of removing matching requirements. Both
partons and jets are selected consistently with data, and the reconstruction level
histogram realistically models the distribution from tt¯ events in data. Note that
transfer function parameters were still ﬁt with the matching requirement applied.
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Figure 7.16: Two-jet (left) and three-jet (right) invariant mass comparisons re-
laxing matching requirements and using all 12 possible jet-parton permutations
and transfer function parameters from Table 7.2 in HERWIG simulated events.
The χ2 is calculated in the same range as in Figure 7.15. A clear bias and
poor agreement in shape in the prediction is observed, primarily due to events
with hard radiation excluded from transfer function parameterization. Radiation
softens the invariant mass distributions. Some of this eﬀect is removed in the
likelihood with the background probability as discussed in section 6.5. Although
it is possible this eﬀect could bias the likelihood, simulated events are used to
test for any biases in the measured quantities, see Section 8.1.2, and no shifts are
observed in the top quark mass.
Table 7.8 summarizes the results of the invariant mass tests discussed in this
section. Shapes of distributions requiring matching are consistent and calculated
χ2 oﬀsets minimal. Removing the matching requirement causes signiﬁcant diﬀer-
ences in the shape of the compared distributions as well as calculated oﬀsets.
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Table 7.8: Summary of Shifts in Invariant Mass Comparisons
Sample Δmjj (GeV/c
2) Δmjjj (GeV/c
2)
Matching identiﬁed permutation 0.60 ± 0.11 0.17 ± 0.18
Matching and all 12 permutations 0.37 ± 0.08 0.41 ± 0.10
Not matched and all 12 permutations 3.3 ± 0.05 5.2 ± 0.06
7.4 Validation
Before transfer function parameters were chosen for the top quark mass analy-
sis, we made various studies to validate and understand parameterization. The
two-jet and three-jet invariant mass comparisons described in section 7.3.2 ap-
proximate the eﬀects of changing transfer function parameterization on the top
quark mass measurement. These tests are performed much more quickly than
evaluating the likelihood and allow many diﬀerent parameterizations to be stud-
ied. Transfer function parameters are ﬁxed in this analysis and any related bias
or improper modeling is treated with pseudo-experiment tests in simulated data,
section 8.1.
Simulated events were generated with HERWIG at a top quark mass of 178
GeV/c2, the matching requirement was ΔR < 0.15, and only the permutation
identiﬁed by matching was used unless explicitly stated otherwise. Studies in-
clude: dependence on top quark mass, dependence on ΔR matching requirement,
dependence on amount of radiation, dependence on simulated event generator,
and parameterization with η binning.
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7.4.1 Top Quark Mass Dependence
Transfer functions are deﬁned as the probability of measuring a jet energy given a
parton energy and assumed to be independent from the parton energy spectrum,
Equation 7.3. Implicitly, this assumes the transfer functions are independent of
the top quark mass. This assumption is tested by plotting the χ2 shift between
reconstructed jet histogram and prediction in the three-jet invariant mass as
a function of the top quark mass, Figure 7.17. Indicated uncertainty is the
error given by the width of the χ2 deviation. Simulated events were generated
with HERWIG and the transfer function parameters used in prediction are given
in Table 7.2. Neglecting the highest mass point at 230 GeV/c2, a ﬂat line ﬁts to
the points with a reasonable χ2. The highest mass scanned with the likelihood
was 202.5 GeV/c2, and transfer functions appear to be independent of top quark
mass in the relevant region.
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Figure 7.17: Shift (prediction minus reference) in three-jet invariant mass as a
function of top quark mass in simulated events.
7.4.2 Matching Requirement
As discussed in Section 7.2, matching modiﬁes the topology of the selected event
sample. Ideally, transfer function parameters would be ﬁt using selection consis-
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tent with experimental data. Variations in predicted invariant mass distributions
are used to understand the eﬀects of the modiﬁed topology on transfer function
parameterization. Parameters with a matching requirement of ΔR < 0.4 were
chosen for the top quark mass measurement because of their consistency with the
jet cone size in clustering, see Section 4.4.1.
Matching requirements used when ﬁtting transfer function parameters are
denoted Rwxy, those used in selecting simulated events for the invariant mass
tests are denoted ΔRevt, and the isolation of the jets and partons from other jets
or partons is denoted ΔRiso. Transfer function parameters are from Table 7.2
or Table 7.3 corresponding to ﬁts with a matching requirement of ΔRwxy < 0.15
and ΔRwxy < 0.4 respectively.
Table 7.9: Summary of shifts (prediction minus reference) in single-permutation
invariant mass tests with various matching requirements
ΔRwxy ΔRevt ΔRiso Δmjj (GeV/c
2) Δmjjj (GeV/c
2)
0.15 0.15 0.6 0.60 ± 0.11 0.17 ± 0.18
0.15 0.15 - 0.60 ± 0.11 0.17 ± 0.18
0.15 0.4 - 1.6 ± 0.1 2.7 ± 0.1
0.4 0.15 - -0.47 ± 0.12 -1.4 ± 0.2
0.4 0.4 - 0.64 ± 0.09 1.3 ± 0.1
Table 7.9 outlines results from invariant mass tests using a single permuta-
tion of jet-parton identiﬁcation. No eﬀect is seen when removing the isolation
requirement. When ΔRevt > ΔRwxy, a more positive shift between prediction and
histogram is observed. Similarly, when ΔRevt < ΔRwxy, a more negative shift
between prediction and histogram is observed. This trend indicates the eﬀects of
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radiation on event topology, matching, and transfer function parameterization.
Table 7.10: Summary of shifts (prediction minus reference) in all-permutation
invariant mass tests with various matching requirements
ΔRwxy ΔRevt Δmjj (GeV/c
2) Δmjjj (GeV/c
2)
0.15 0.15 0.37 ± 0.08 0.41 ± 0.10
0.15 - 3.3 ± 0.05 5.2 ± 0.06
0.4 0.4 1.4 ± 0.06 2.4 ± 0.07
0.4 - 2.8 ± 0.05 4.4 ± 0.06
Similar tests were performed using all 12 possible jet-parton assignment per-
mutations. No isolation requirement was applied to these events. No requirement
on ΔRevt indicates the jet and parton pairs are still matched with the lowest ΔR,
but no additional selection requirement is applied to the events. As listed in Ta-
ble 7.10, smaller shifts in unmatched events are observed with transfer function
parameters ﬁt with ΔRwxy < 0.4, indicating these transfer functions include more
radiative eﬀects than those with the tighter matching requirement.
7.4.3 Initial and Final State Radiation
Studies in previous sections indicate radiation as expressed through matching
has a strong eﬀect on transfer function parameterization. To understand the size
of this eﬀect, we compare the eﬀects of matching with the eﬀect of varying the
amount of initial-state and ﬁnal-state radiation (ISR and FSR) by their respective
one sigma uncertainties in simulated event generation. The ISR and FSR samples
were generated using PYTHIA with less (−1σ) or more (+1σ) radiation and are
described in more detail in Section 9.3.
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Table 7.11: Summary of shifts (prediction minus reference) in invariant mass
tests with events simulated with less or more ISR or FSR
Sample Δmjj (GeV/c
2) Δmjjj (GeV/c
2)
nominal 0.80 ± 0.10 -0.01 ± 0.16
less ISR 0.77 ± 0.10 -0.09 ± 0.16
more ISR 0.70 ± 0.10 -0.07 ± 0.16
less FSR 0.72 ± 0.10 -0.13 ± 0.16
more FSR 0.66 ± 0.10 -0.14 ± 0.16
Invariant mass shifts for nominal and more or less amounts of radiation are
compared in Table 7.11. Within errors, no eﬀect due to the variations in radiation
is observed. A much larger diﬀerence in shape is observed due to matching, see
Figure 7.16, than due to one sigma changes in radiation, see Figure 7.18. The
latter ﬁgure plots the distributions of invariant masses in reconstruction level jets
without matching for all 12 possible permutations of parton-jet assignment.
7.4.4 Generator Comparison
Parameters such as production, radiation and hadronization are independently
modeled between the HERWIG and PYTHIA Monte Carlo event generators. To study
the eﬀect on transfer functions, parameters are ﬁt with PYTHIA events, Table 7.4.
Table 7.12 summarizes the outcome of invariant mass tests. Shifts from PYTHIA
parameters are approximately 0.4 GeV/c2 lower in mjj and 0.5 GeV/c
2 higher in
mjjj than those from HERWIG parameters.
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Figure 7.18: Invariant two-jet mass (left) and three-jet mass (right) including all
12 possible permutations from simulated data with less or more amounts of ISR
or FSR.
7.4.5 Detector η-dependence
Transfer function parameters are ﬁt using jets corrected with absolute energy cor-
rections intended to remove all detector dependence. Some residual dependence
is possible. To test for possible η dependence, independent transfer function
parameters were ﬁt in binned η regions, Table 7.5 and Table 7.6. Since events
generally do not have all their jets in a single η region, the invariant mass test
is not useful for these sets of parameters individually. Table 7.13 summarizes
the shifts of the η dependent and non-η dependent transfer functions. A slightly
larger shift in both the two and three-jet invariant masses is observed with the η
dependent transfer function and no advantage to η-binning is found.
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Table 7.12: Summary of shifts (prediction minus reference) in invariant mass
tests with events and parameters from HERWIG and PYTHIA
Parameters Events Δmjj (GeV/c
2) Δmjjj (GeV/c
2)
HERWIG HERWIG 0.60 ± 0.11 0.17 ± 0.18
HERWIG PYTHIA 0.80 ± 0.10 -0.01 ± 0.16
PYTHIA HERWIG 0.25 ± 0.11 0.73 ± 0.17
PYTHIA PYTHIA 0.40 ± 0.10 0.44 ± 0.15
Table 7.13: Summary of shifts (prediction minus reference) in invariant mass
tests with η and non-η dependent transfer function parameters
Sample Δmjj (GeV/c
2) Δmjjj (GeV/c
2)
non-η dependent 0.60 ± 0.11 0.17 ± 0.18
η dependent 0.78 ± 0.11 0.48 ± 0.17
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CHAPTER 8
Top Quark Mass Results
The analysis method described in Chapter 6 is evaluated and tested in simu-
lated data in section 8.1. Tests in simulated data study the discrimination of the
W+jets probability density and calibrate bias in the likelihood. The measure-
ment in experimental data is given and shown to be consistent within various
subdivisions in section 8.2.1. Comparisons between experimental data and sim-
ulated data involving information from the likelihood indicate simulated data
accurately models experimental data in section 8.3.
8.1 Results in Simulated Data
8.1.1 Evaluation of W+jets Probability Density
The W+jets probability density is shown to similarly describe events with and
without heavy ﬂavor. It is also shown to have good discrimination between
simulated tt¯ and W+jets events. Roughly 1500 W + 4p, 1000 Wbb¯, 7000 tt¯ and
80 non-W events, see section 5.3, are used in these tests.
The matrix element used in the W+jets probability density, section 6.4, specif-
ically describes W production with jets coming from u, d, s and c quarks or a
gluon. Figure 8.1 plots the distribution of its output on a logarithmic scale for
W + 4p and Wbb¯ events. No signiﬁcant diﬀerence between distributions with b
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quarks and lighter quarks or electrons and muons is observed.
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Figure 8.1: Distribution of W+jets probability density in simulated W+jets data
with and without b quarks.
Primarily, the W+jets probability density discriminates between tt¯ and back-
ground events. Figure 8.2 shows the logarithmic distribution of tt¯ events gener-
ated at a top quark mass of 178 GeV/c2, and the dominant background samples,
W + 4p and non-W . Histograms are normalized by entries and the non-W his-
togram is scaled by 50% for visibility. Clear distinction between tt¯ and W + 4p
is evident. Separation between tt¯ and non-W events is also observed. Discrimi-
nation between tt¯ and W + 4p is further illuminated in Figure 8.3, plotting the
fraction of tt¯ and W + 4p events retained as a function of the logarithm of the
probability density. At the point of maximum separation, at ln(P ) = -56.2, 68.3%
of tt¯, 31.7% of W + 4p, and 40.3% of non-W events (not shown) are retained.
No selection based on the W+jets probability density is used in the analysis, it
is used here to elucidate discrimination capability.
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selection on logarithm of W+jets probability density.
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8.1.2 Evaluation of Likelihood
The performance of the likelihood in simulated data measurements, pseudo-
experiments, is evaluated and used to check for bias and linearity in the measured
parameters, calibrating them where necessary. Table 8.1 lists the available statis-
tics for all processes in pseudo-experiment construction. Note that statistics are
limited by the large amount of CPU time necessary to process the tt¯ probability
density and are thus fewer than those used in the previous section.
Table 8.1: Statistics of simulated data samples used in likelihood tests
Process Number of Events Event Generator
tt¯ mt= 162.5 GeV/c
2 2169 HERWIG
tt¯ mt= 165.0 GeV/c
2 2148 HERWIG
tt¯ mt= 167.5 GeV/c
2 2353 HERWIG
tt¯ mt= 170.0 GeV/c
2 2499 HERWIG
tt¯ mt= 172.5 GeV/c
2 2073 HERWIG
tt¯ mt= 175.0 GeV/c
2 2521 HERWIG
tt¯ mt= 178.0 GeV/c
2 2745 HERWIG
tt¯ mt= 180.0 GeV/c
2 1993 HERWIG
tt¯ mt= 182.5 GeV/c
2 1967 HERWIG
non-W (QCD) 121 experimental data
W+4p (Mistags) 967 ALPGEN
Wbb¯ 768 ALPGEN
Wcc¯ 264 ALPGEN
Wc 124 ALPGEN
Single top 184 ALPGEN
EW (WW,WZ,ZZ) 59 ALPGEN
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Pseudo-experiments are constructed with the relative contribution of tt¯ and
various background events according to the expected event yield, section 5.3. In
most of the pseudo-experiments, the tt¯ cross-section is assumed to be such that
the average fraction of tt¯ events is 83%. Two diﬀerent types of event sample con-
struction are used: the ﬁrst combines as many events as possible into a single large
set, and the second constructs samples of 118 events by drawing randomly from
event pools. Results from these two types of tests are described in the following
two sections. Likelihoods from pseudo-experiments are maximized according to
section 6.1.3.
8.1.2.1 Tests using high-statistics pseudo-experiments
Likelihood measurements in large samples of simulated events are reported in
this section. The samples for each mt value use all the available statistics from
Table 8.1 in a single pseudo-experiment. In most cases, the number of back-
ground events available limits the size of the pseudo-experiments. Comparisons
between measured values and generated values test for biases and “linearity” in
the method. Resampling only improves the estimation of the RMS of a distri-
bution so is not helpful here. Reported uncertainties are the errors estimated by
likelihood maximization. No bias is observed in the measured top quark mass,
but a correction is determined for the jet energy scale measurement.
The top quark mass measured by the likelihood as a function of the generated
mass is shown in Figure 8.4 using the two-dimensional ﬁt to mt and JES. Most
of the points, the red circles, have events set at JES = 1. We also test events
with JES = 0.94, blue squares, and JES = 1.06, green triangles. The plot on the
left is ﬁt with a ﬁrst order polynomial about mt = 172.5 GeV/c
2. We expect p0
= 172.5 GeV/c2 and p1 = 1 for an unbiased measurement of top quark mass,
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which is what we observe within statistical error of the ﬁt. The plot on the right
shows the same information except as a residual and is ﬁt with a zeroth order
polynomial. We expect p0 = 0 for an unbiased measurement, which is what we
observe within statistical error of the ﬁt. We conclude the measurement of the
top quark mass is unbiased for all values of jet energy scale.
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Figure 8.4: Linearity check in mt using two-dimensional ﬁt. Red dots represent
events with JES=1, blue squares JES=0.94, and green triangles JES=1.06.
The jet energy scale measured by the likelihood as a function of the scale set
in the events is shown in Figure 8.5. All of these events were generated with a
top quark mass of 172.5 GeV/c2. The points are ﬁt with a ﬁrst order polynomial
about JES = 0. We expect p0 = 1 and p1 = 1 for an unbiased measurement. In
this case, we see signiﬁcant deviations within statistics, indicating bias. These ﬁt
parameters are used to correct the JES dimension in the two dimensional mt-JES
space before likelihood maximization for measurement in data. Note that this
bias does not aﬀect measurement of the top quark mass and thus no additional
systematic error for this mapping needs to be assessed.
As a cross-check, JES is ﬁxed to unity and the likelihood is maximized as a
one-dimensional function in top mass. Figure 8.6 shows measured mt as a function
of generated top quark mass. The results are ﬁt to a ﬁrst order polynomial
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Figure 8.5: Linearity check in JES using two-dimensional ﬁt. Events were all
generated at mt = 172.5 GeV/c
2. This curve is used to correct the JES before
ﬁtting in the data measurement.
about mt = 172.5 GeV/c
2. We expect p0 = 172.5 and p1 = 1 for an unbiased
measurement of top quark mass. The plot on the left is before correction to JES
derived from Figure 8.5 and shows an oﬀset of 3.1 GeV/c2. This oﬀset is absorbed
by the JES parameter in the two-dimensional ﬁt. The plot on the right is after
correction to JES and shows values nearly unbiased. This is an indication that
the mapping derived for JES is correct.
Returning to the two-dimensional ﬁt, Figure 8.7 shows the measured JES as
function of the generated top quark mass residual at three values of jet energy
scale: 0.94, 1.00 and 1.06. The plot on the left shows results before correction for
JES and the plot on the right after. We ﬁnd the measurement after correction is
consistent with the set jet energy scale in the events at all top quark masses.
The ﬁnal test with large pseudo-experiments is to determine the dependence of
the measured mt and JES parameters on the amount of background events present
in the sample. We keep the relative contribution of the various backgrounds ﬁxed
and plot the measured values as a function of the contribution of tt¯ events to
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Figure 8.6: Linearity check in mt with JES ﬁxed to unity before correction (left)
and after correction (right).
the sample, Figure 8.8. Events were generated with a top quark mass of 172.5
GeV/c2 and a jet energy scale of unity. The points are ﬁt with a zeroth order
polynomial. We expect p0 = 172.5 GeV/c2 for mt (top) and p0 = 1 for JES
(bottom), which is what we observe within ﬁt error. No bias is observed as low
as 60% tt¯ contribution, far below the expected contribution in data. Systematic
error is assigned for variations in sample composition in section 9.5.
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Figure 8.7: Measured JES as a function of the generated mt before (left) and
after (right) JES correction. Red dots represent events with JES=1, blue squares
JES=0.94, and green triangles JES=1.06.
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Figure 8.8: Measured mt (top) and JES after correction (bottom) as a function
of tt¯ contribution to sample (S/(S+B)). Events were generated with a top quark
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8.1.2.2 Tests using resampled events in pseudo-experiments
Resampled pseudo-experiments, as explained below, are conducted to test the
behavior of the likelihood with a number of events comparable to data. The
data sample used for this measurement contains 167 events. Pseudo-experiment
tests were originally done for a smaller dataset with 118 events and updated to
the larger dataset in section 8.1.2.3. Not all of the tests with 118 events in this
section are updated. The mt and JES linearity tests are conﬁrmed, including
measurements in simulated samples where the generated top quark mass and jet
energy scale are not a priori known. Pull distributions are made to test and
correct the error of likelihood measurements. A correction is determined for the
measured signal fraction. We make measurements as a function of number of
multiple interactions and in simulated samples entirely composed of background.
Pseudo-experiments constructed with event resampling draw events randomly
from the entire available event pool. The same event is allowed to be selected from
the event pool multiple times in the construction of a single pseudo-experiment,
known as replacement. Events are separately drawn from the respective pool for
each production process comprising the total sample. The total number of events
and the contribution of background events in a pseudo-experiment are both Pois-
son ﬂuctuated about their expected values of 118 and 22, respectively. Note that
the actual number of selected events in data is 167. Updates to aﬀected pseudo-
experiment tests with the correct sample size are described in section 8.1.2.3.
All measurements are done with the two-dimensional likelihood, and JES
has been corrected with the mapping function derived from the large pseudo-
experiments in the previous section. Pull is calculated as
Pull ≡ α
meas − αtrue
σestimated
, (8.1)
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where α is the measurement of interest and σ is its corresponding estimated error.
A pull distribution with mean of zero indicates an unbiased measurement, and one
with RMS of unity indicates the errors are correctly estimated. A pull distribution
with an RMS larger than unity indicates the errors are underestimated.
Example results from pseudo-experiment tests are shown for measurements
in simulated events generated with a top quark mass of 172.5 GeV/c2 and a jet
energy scale of unity. Figure 8.9 contains the distributions of the mt measurement,
estimated error, and pull. The slight oﬀset in the mean of the mt measurement
and diﬀerence between the RMS of the mt measurement, the expected error,
and the estimated error are reﬂected in the mean of 0.05 and sigma of 1.08,
respectively. On average, the likelihood measures the mass slightly higher than
the true value and under-estimates the error by 8%. Figure 8.10 contains the
distributions of the JES measurement, estimated error, and pull. The mean and
sigma of the pull distribution are -0.05 and 1.11, reﬂecting a low measurement
of the JES and under-estimate of the error, respectively. Figure 8.11 shows the
distribution of measured signal fraction, Cs, corresponding to this set of pseudo-
experiments. Pull distributions were not studied for the Cs parameter.
We check for bias and linearity in the likelihood by plotting the mean of
pseudo-experiment measurement distributions against generated top quark mass
and jet energy scale, Figure 8.12. Reported uncertainty is the RMS correspond-
ing to these distributions. Results are similar to those obtained with the high-
statistics experiments. As an additional check, we measure mt and JES in sam-
ples generated with a priori unknown top quark mass and jet energy scales.
Figure 8.13 shows the residuals from these measurements in ten diﬀerent sam-
ples. Solid points indicate simulated events were generated in the run range of
the 0d dataset, and open points indicate events were generated in the run range
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Figure 8.9: Pseudo-experiment results in mt for simulated events generated with
top quark mass of 172.5 GeV/c2 and jet energy scale of unity.
of the 0h dataset. The results are plotted against sample number and are ran-
domly ordered in generated top quark mass and jet energy scale. The results are
consistent with no bias in either measured mt or JES.
We next test the expected errors given by the likelihood. Figure 8.14 shows
the mean estimated error and pull RMS for measurements in mt as a function
of generated top quark mass. The RMS is estimated as σ in a Gaussian ﬁt with
uncertainty returned by MINUIT. The expected error increases with increasing
top quark mass. Note that the number of tt¯ events is constant for each of these
points and is not adjusted for the theoretical cross-section at each mass point.
This adjustment would increase the error of the lower generated top quark masses
and decrease the error of the higher masses. The average expected error is roughly
2.6 GeV/c2 and includes statistical error on the measured top quark mass with
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Figure 8.10: Pseudo-experiment results in JES for for simulated events generated
with top quark mass of 172.5 GeV/c2 and jet energy scale of unity.
the measured jet energy scale systematic error. The ﬁt to the RMS of pull
distributions results in a 6% correction to this error for 118 events. This correction
is estimated for the 167 events observed in the full dataset in the next section.
Figure 8.15 shows the ﬁtted σ of pull distributions for measurements in JES. The
ﬁt gives a 10% correction for 118 events.
As discussed in section 6.5, the relative normalization of tt¯ and W+jets proba-
bility densities in the likelihood causes the measured Cs parameter to not correctly
indicate the true fraction of tt¯ events in the sample. Figure 8.16 plots the mean
Cs parameter as a function of mean tt¯ contribution (S/(S+B)). A Cs of 0.77 is
measured for a pure tt¯ sample as expected from the relative normalization. We
use this plot to correct our estimate of the amount of tt¯ in data.
As discussed in section 5.2, simulated events were generated in a limited range
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Figure 8.11: Pseudo-experiment results in Cs for for simulated events generated
with top quark mass of 172.5 GeV/c2 and jet energy scale of unity.
of the full dataset and therefore have lower average instantaneous luminosity.
The increase in instantaneous luminosity can be measured via the number of
reconstructed vertices. The eﬀect on measured mt and JES is estimated using a
simulated tt¯ event sample generated with a top quark mass of 175 GeV/c2 and
nominal JES at instantaneous luminosities of 50, 100, 150, 200, 250 and 300 x
1030 cm−2 s−1, Figure 8.17. We expect p1 = 0 for no dependence on the number
of reconstructed vertices. With the given statistics, the measured mt parameter
has no dependence, but the measured JES parameter shows some dependence.
The mean number of reconstructed vertices in data is 1.68. A systematic error
for this diﬀerence is assigned in section 9.9.
As a ﬁnal cross-check, we form pseudo-experiments using only background
events. Relative contributions of the individual background samples are held
constant, but a total of 88 events are used for each experiment. Figure 8.18
shows the distributions of measured mt and JES parameters. The results show
measurements in pure background are consistent with ﬂat distributions. The
lower limit of scanned likelihood range is responsible for the pileup in the lowest
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Figure 8.12: Linearity check in mt (top) and JES as a function of generated
top quark mass (bottom), each with nominal output (left) and residual (right).
Events all set with nominal jet energy scale.
and highest bins. The measured Cs for these pseudo-experiments is consistent
with zero, see Figure 8.19.
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Figure 8.13: Residual measurement in mt (top) and JES (bottom). Samples 1
and 2 were generated with PYTHIA and the other ones with HERWIG.
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Figure 8.15: σ of Gaussian ﬁt to pull distribution of JES parameter using
pseudo-experiments as a function of generated top quark mass. Events all set
with nominal jet energy scale.
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Figure 8.16: Measured Cs as a function of tt¯ contribution in sample (S/(S+B)).
Events generated with a top quark mass of 172.5 GeV/c2 and set with nominal
jet energy scale.
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Figure 8.19: Measured Cs using experiments of 88 simulated background events.
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8.1.2.3 Updates with Increased Sample Size
The data sample used for this measurement contains 167 events. Since the original
pseudo-experiment tests were done with 118 events, pseudo-experiments of 166
events are created to test the expected error with a sample size similar to that
of data. It was theorized that the likelihood will become more Gaussian with
a larger number of events and thus estimate measurement errors more correctly.
Sample size is not expected to aﬀect any of the other results in pseudo-experiment
tests. Events were generated with a top quark mass of 175 GeV/c2 and nominal
jet energy scale and resampled such that the total number of pseudo-experiments
is about the square of the number of possible exclusive pseudo-experiments.
Figure 8.20 shows the ﬁtted pull σ as a function of mass for pseudo-experiment
tests generated with diﬀering random seeds. These points are ﬁt with a zeroth
order polynomial. To account for variations due to the random seed, we plot the
distribution of the ﬁtted parameters from these tests in Figure 8.21. We take the
mean of this distribution, 1.03, as the correction factor to the estimated statistical
plus JES systematic error. Figure 8.22 shows a linearity test in the top quark
mass using pseudo-experiments of 166 events and a plot of ﬁtted pull σ similar
to those in Figure 8.20. The 3% correction to the estimated uncertainty agrees
with Figure 8.21, and the oﬀset from zero in the ﬁtted linearity is consistent
with Figure 8.4 and Figure 8.12. This oﬀset is added as a systematic uncertainty
in section 9.7. Figure 8.23 shows results from a pseudo-experiment test: mean,
expected error, and pull distributions. The expected error is corrected by 3% and
thus the RMS of the pull distribution is expected to be unity. After correction,
the mean expected error is 2.3 GeV/c2.
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Figure 8.20: Fitted pull sigma as a function of generated top quark mass for
pseudo-experiment tests using resampling and drawn with diﬀerent starting ran-
dom number seed.
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Figure 8.23: Pseudo-experiment results in mt for simulated events generated with
a top quark mass of 175 GeV/c2 and jet energy scale of unity.
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8.2 Measurement in Experimental Data
We use the full 955 pb−1 dataset, see section 5.1, to simultaneously measure
the top quark mass (mt), jet energy scale (JES) and signal fraction (Cs) in the
167 events passing selection criteria. No bias correction is applied to the top
quark mass, but the JES parameter is mapped according to Figure 8.5. The
estimated statistical plus JES systematic error on the top quark mass is corrected
by a factor of 1.03 as discussed in section 8.1.2.3. We apply a factor of 1.10 to
the estimated JES parameter error. The signal fraction has been corrected by
Figure 8.16. Figure 8.24 shows the minus log likelihood after minimization of the
Cs parameter and the ﬁt contours corresponding to 1σ, 2σ, 3σ, and 4σ in the top
quark mass. We measure a top quark mass, jet energy scale and signal fraction:
mt = 170.8± 2.2 (stat + JES) GeV/c2
JES = 0.99± 0.02 (stat) (8.2)
Cs = 0.84± 0.10 (stat).
Selected event likelihoods representative of the full data sample are shown in Ap-
pendix D. Figure 8.25 shows the minus log likelihood and ﬁt after minimization
of the Cs parameter in the JES dimension at mt = 170.5 GeV/c
2 and in the mt
dimension at JES = 0.99. We observe relatively good agreement between likeli-
hood and ﬁt. Note that the ﬁt shown is the result of the full two-dimensional ﬁt
and is not expected to perfectly ﬁt in either of the single bin projections of the
likelihood.
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Figure 8.24: Minus log likelihood after minimization of Cs in full experimental
dataset (left). Fit contours and minus log likelihood (right). Zoom view of
contours (center).
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8.2.1 Measurement in Data Subsamples
The full dataset is divided to check consistency between various subsamples:
individual datasets, charged lepton type, and number of secondary vertex tags.
Table 8.2 summarizes the results for measurements in these data subsets. None of
the errors shown in these ﬁgures or reported in these tables have been adjusted for
proper coverage unless explicitly stated otherwise. There are some ﬂuctuations
in the measurements in data subsets, the largest being the measurement in the 0i
dataset. Measurements as a function of the number of reconstructed vertices are
shown in Figure 8.26. No signiﬁcant dependence of either mt or JES is observed
within statistics.
Table 8.2: Measurement Results in Data Subsamples
Dataset mt (GeV/c
2) JES Cs
full 170.8 ± 2.1 0.99 ± 0.02 0.68
0i 162.4 ± 3.6 0.92 ± 0.03 0.74
0h 174.7 ± 3.8 1.03 ± 0.03 0.60
0d 173.8 ± 3.1 1.01 ± 0.03 0.74
electrons 169.2 ± 2.7 0.96 ± 0.02 0.64
muons 174.1 ± 3.2 1.04 ± 0.03 0.75
single-tag 166.9 ± 2.9 0.97 ± 0.02 0.64
double-tag 175.5 ± 3.1 1.01 ± 0.03 0.79
Figure 8.27 shows the likelihood as a function of mt and JES for the individual
datasets (0d, 0h and 0i). These measurements, with properly adjusted errors,
are compared to the measurement in the full dataset in Figure 8.28, which also
shows diﬀerences in measurements between datasets. Errors were corrected by
a factor of about 1.09 in mt and 1.12 in JES depending on pseudo-experiment
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Figure 8.26: Measurement in full dataset of mt and JES as a function of the
number of reconstructed vertices in the sample. The horizontal line and band is
the combined measurement and error respectively.
tests with an average number of events equal to that observed in the individual
dataset. A simultaneous ﬁt to the correlated mt and JES parameters in these
three datasets results in a χ2 of 6.94 with 4 degrees of freedom, or a p-value of
14%. Fitting mt alone results in a 7% probability and JES alone results in a 8%
probability [58]. Using pseudo-experiments, we calculate a 5% probability of the
0i dataset ﬂuctuating to its measured value from that of the combined 0d and
0h datasets.
As an additional check of the 0i dataset ﬂuctuation, this sample is further
divided by charged lepton and number of secondary vertex tags. Table 8.3 lists
the results of measurements in these subsets of the 0i dataset. The measurements
of all the subsets agree within errors.
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Figure 8.27: Gaussian ﬁt to likelihoods after minimization of Cs for the individual
datasets 0d (left), 0h (right) and 0i (center).
Table 8.3: Measurement results in subdivisions of 0i dataset
Dataset mt (GeV/c
2) JES Cs
Electrons 160.8 ± 4.9 0.92 ± 0.04 0.68
Muons 164.5 ± 5.3 0.93 ± 0.05 0.87
Single-tag 157.8 ± 5.9 0.89 ± 0.05 0.70
Double-tag 165.3 ± 4.7 0.94 ± 0.04 0.84
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Figure 8.28: Measurements in individual datasets of mt (upper left) and JES
(upper right). The blue line and shaded band represent the combined measure-
ment and error, respectively. Diﬀerences in measurements between datasets in
mt (lower left) and JES (lower right).
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8.3 Experimental and Simulated Data Comparison
In this section we compare experimental and simulated data distributions that
involve information from the likelihood in some way. We use the full dataset, and
simulated tt¯ events are generated with a top quark mass of 170 GeV/c2 and jet
energy scale of 0.99. The simulated event sample is comprised of events described
in section 5.3 with speciﬁc contributions weighted according to Table 5.1.
Jets are identiﬁed with a speciﬁc parton by using the permutation, sec-
tion 6.3.2, yielding the highest maximum likelihood value for a given event. This
method for choosing a permutation is not expected to correctly identify the orig-
inating parton 100% accurately. Figure 8.29 shows distributions of jet η and pT .
No signiﬁcant deviations between data and simulated data are observed. Fig-
ure 8.30 shows two-jet and three-jet invariant mass distributions. Again, data
and simulated data agree well. Figure 8.31 shows the invariant mass distribu-
tions with the chosen permutation as a function of η and pT , calculated from the
sum of the respective four-vectors in the lab frame. Good agreement is observed
between data and simulated data. Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests return reasonably
distributed probabilities, 0 < KS < 1, for these distributions.
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Figure 8.29: Distribution of jet η (left) and pT (right) in data and simulated for
jets identiﬁed with hadronic b quarks (upper), leptonic b quarks (center), and
quarks from W boson decay (lower).
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Figure 8.30: Distribution of two-jet (left) and three-jet (right) invariant mass for
the chosen permutation (upper) and all possible permutations (lower) in data
and simulated data.
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Comparisons of distributions of quantities speciﬁc to the likelihood are also
made. Figure 8.32 shows the distribution of the log of the tt¯ probability density
evaluated at mt = 174.5 GeV/c
2 and JES = 1 and the distribution of the log
of the W + jets probability evaluated at JES = 1. Good agreement is observed
between data and simulated data. Figure 8.33 shows the distribution of the
most probable mt parameter for each event at speciﬁc intervals of JES. Similarly,
Figure 8.34 shows the distribution of the most probably JES parameter for each
event at speciﬁc intervals of mt. In both cases, good agreement between data
and simulated data is observed.
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Figure 8.32: Distribution of tt¯ probability evaluated at mt = 174.5 GeV/c
2 and
JES = 1 (left) and distribution of W+jets probability evaluated at JES = 1
(right) in data and simulated data.
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CHAPTER 9
Top Quark Mass Systematic Uncertainty
This chapter discusses the procedures used to estimate the systematic uncertainty
quoted on the measurement of the top quark mass. Systematic uncertainties for
some eﬀects, such as limitations in event simulation or reconstruction and cali-
bration, are individually estimated, assumed to be uncorrelated, and combined in
quadrature to estimate a total systematic uncertainty. Some systematic eﬀects,
such as a full, non-leading order description of simulated events, are diﬃcult if not
impossible to model. Non-leading order eﬀects in simulated events are included
in part when varying QCD radiation. Other eﬀects are correlated and therefore
over-estimate the total uncertainty. Table 9.1 lists the individually assessed sys-
tematic uncertainties on the measurement of the top quark mass. The items in
this list are described in detail in the following sections. These uncertainties are
conservatively estimated and the total systematic uncertainty, 1.38 GeV/c2, is
expected to be a conservative estimate.
Individual systematic uncertainties are generally estimated by constructing
pseudo-experiments similarly to those described in section 8.1.2. Pseudo-experiments
use 118 Poisson ﬂuctuated events. The estimation of systematic uncertainty is
usually made by taking the diﬀerence between the measured top quark mass in
nominally simulated events with that of events with ±1σ of the eﬀect in question.
Two methods are used to shift events: they are either independently generated
or assigned a weight.
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Table 9.1: Summary of Systematic Uncertainty
Source of Systematic Uncertainty Magnitude (GeV/c2)
Residual Jet Energy Scale 0.42
b quark Jet Energy Scale 0.60
Simulated Event Generator 0.19
Initial State QCD Radiation 0.72
Final State QCD Radiation 0.76
Secondary Vertex Tag Scale Factor 0.31
Background Composition 0.21
Parton Distribution Function 0.12
Statistical Limitations 0.26
Lepton pT 0.22
Multiple Interactions 0.05
Total 1.39
Events in independently generated samples are not correlated and statisti-
cal uncertainty is relevant. These uncertainties are reduced by using the one-
dimensional likelihood, which greatly decreases the CPU time required to pro-
cess an event and increases the total number of events available for pseudo-
experiment construction. Section 9.10.1 shows uncertainties estimated using the
one-dimensional likelihood are consistent with the two-dimensional likelihood for
one of the largest contributions to systematic uncertainty.
Events in weighted samples are correlated, so statistical uncertainties are ir-
relevant and ignored when taking the diﬀerence in the measured top quark mass.
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The two-dimensional likelihood is modiﬁed to weight each event in the term:
lnL =
N∑
i=1
wi lnPi, (9.1)
where Pi is the probability associated with event i and wi is the corresponding
systematic weight. Although approximately 118 unique events are used in each
pseudo-experiment, the sum of weights is approximately 12000. Studies with
pseudo-experiments have shown the best ﬁt parameter from such a likelihood
has a reasonable distribution even though the uncertainties are not valid and not
used in the study of systematic uncertainty [59].
9.1 Jet Energy Scale
The likelihood ﬁts for the eﬀects of uncertainty in jet energy scale. Additional
eﬀects, such as the dependence on jet pT or η, also contribute to systematic un-
certainty. Also, the measured JES is determined for jets from the W boson decay
and assumed to be correct for jets from b quark decay. Additional systematic
uncertainty is assigned for jets originating from b quarks.
Second order eﬀects are estimated by ﬂuctuating jet energies by ±1 σ in
simulated tt¯ events with a top quark mass of 175 GeV/c2 and ﬁtting with the
two-dimensional likelihood so as not to double count the systematic uncertainty.
Uncertainty in jet energy, σ, is estimated by the CDF Jet Energy and Resolution
(JER) working group [33], and is a function of η and pT . The results are shown
in Table 9.2, and the largest diﬀerence from events generated with nominal jet
energy scale is taken as the residual jet energy scale systematic uncertainty, 0.42
GeV/c2. Note that statistical errors on the measurements are not signiﬁcant
because the majority of events in the samples are correlated.
Also shown in Table 9.2, the JES measurements in these simulated events
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Table 9.2: JES Systematic Uncertainty
Sample -σ nominal +σ
2D mt (GeV/c
2) 174.33 ± 0.59 174.75 ± 0.64 174.44 ± 0.55
2D Δmt (GeV/c
2) -0.42 - -0.31
2D JES 1.031 ± 0.029 0.999 ± 0.025 0.966 ± 0.026
2D ΔJES 0.032 - -0.033
1D mt (GeV/c
2) 170.94 ± 0.39 173.99 ± 0.40 176.55 ± 0.40
1D Δmt (GeV/c
2) -3.05 - 2.56
return reasonable values given the jet energy scale at which they were generated.
Note that we expect to measure JES > 1 in the −σ sample and JES < 1 in the
+σ sample given the deﬁnition of the JES parameter. Measurements of mt in
one-dimension also show the expected dependence on jet energy scale uncertainty.
Since these eﬀects are removed to ﬁrst-order in the two-dimensional measurement,
it is reasonable that the nominal mt is not bounded by the ±1 σ measurements.
This eﬀect is seen in some of the other samples used to estimate systematic
uncertainty.
The estimation of jet energy scale uncertainty by the JER group assumes the
jets are from quarks with smaller masses than b quarks. Additional uncertainty
is associated with jets from b quark decay: fragmentation, energy scale and color
ﬂow. Detailed studies [60] ﬁnd a 0.2±0.4 GeV uncertainty due to fragmentation,
a 0.4 GeV/c2 uncertainty on the b-jet JES and a 0.3 GeV/c2 uncertainty due to
modeling of the color ﬂow. Other analyses have estimated the uncertainty on the
top quark mass due to these eﬀects to be 0.6 GeV/c2 [61]. Their estimation is
taken to be the systematic uncertainty for this analysis.
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9.2 Simulated Event Generator
Simulated events are used to model transfer function parameters, chapter 7, and
to test the likelihood, section 8.1. Dependence of the mt measurement on the
event generator is estimated by comparing measurements in events generated
with two diﬀerent event generators, PYTHIA and HERWIG. These generators are
independent and have diﬀerent hadronization models and tuning of underlying
events. Using events generated with a top quark mass of 178 GeV/c2, we observe a
diﬀerence of 0.09± 0.19 GeV/c2 in mt measurement between these two generators
using a one-dimensional likelihood ﬁt, Table 9.3. These events are uncorrelated,
so the systematic uncertainty is conservatively taken as the statistical error on
this diﬀerence, or 0.19 GeV/c2.
Table 9.3: Generator Systematic Uncertainty
PYTHIA (GeV/c2) HERWIG (GeV/c2) Δmt (GeV/c
2)
180.29 ± 0.14 180.19 ± 0.14 -0.09 ± 0.19
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9.3 Initial and Final State QCD Radiation
Simulated events model initial and ﬁnal state radiation due to the emission of a
gluon in QCD. Uncertainty in this modeling contributes as a systematic uncer-
tainty. Since radiation is a non-leading order eﬀect, this systematic also includes
some of the error associated with using a leading order event generator. Simulated
samples are generated with a top quark mass of 178 GeV/c2 and with radiation
modeling adjusted to have less or more radiation, signifying one sigma variation
from the nominal modeling. Table 9.4 summarizes the results of measuring mt in
these samples with the one-dimensional likelihood. The largest diﬀerence from
nominal in ISR and FSR are each taken as a source of systematic uncertainty,
0.76 GeV/c2 and 0.72 GeV/c2, respectively.
Table 9.4: Radiation Systematic Uncertainty
Sample mt (GeV/c
2) Δmt (GeV/c
2)
nominal 180.29 ± 0.14 -
ISR less 180.48 ± 0.16 0.19 ± 0.21
ISR more 181.01 ± 0.16 0.72 ± 0.21
FSR less 180.61 ± 0.16 0.32 ± 0.21
FSR more 181.05 ± 0.23 0.76 ± 0.27
9.4 Secondary Vertex Tag Scale Factor
Modeling of secondary vertex tagging in simulated events has some uncertainty
associated with it. This uncertainty is determined in the form of uncertainty in
the ET dependence of a scale factor for the eﬃciency of secondary vertex tagging
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between experimental and simulated data [62]:
+ ≡ 0.842 + 0.00118 ∗ ET (9.2)
− ≡ 0.977− 0.00118 ∗ ET ,
where ± represents one sigma uncertainty. Note the nominal scale factor be-
tween experimental and simulated data is about 0.91. A systematic uncertainty
is estimated for this eﬀect by weighting events in pseudo-experiments with the
appropriate scale factor. An event is weighted for each jet associated with a sec-
ondary vertex. No weight greater than unity is allowed. Measurement of mt in
weighted pseudo-experiments ﬁt with the one-dimensional likelihood are shown
in Table 9.5. Since ± each represent a one sigma shift, half of this diﬀerence is
taken as the systematic uncertainty, 0.31 GeV/c2.
Table 9.5: Secondary Vertex Tag Scale Factor Systematic Uncertainty
+ (GeV/c2) − (GeV/c2) Δmt (GeV/c2)
179.96 ± 0.10 180.58 ± 0.10 0.62
9.5 Background Composition and Modeling
Systematic error assigned due to background composition and modeling is com-
prised of three separate eﬀects: uncertainty in the total contribution of back-
ground in the event sample, limitations in our understanding of the contribution
of individual background processes to the total, and variations in the Q2 scale
at which W+jets simulated events are generated. Uncertainties were estimated
using the two-dimensional likelihood and events generated at nominal jet energy
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scale. Estimations from these three eﬀects are summed in quadrature to produce
a total background systematic uncertainty.
Uncertainty in the total contribution of background events includes uncer-
tainty corresponding to scaling the estimation with luminosity of this contribution
from a smaller subset of the data, 318 pb−1, to the whole dataset 955 pb−1, see
section 5.3. We take the uncertainty on the total background contribution to be
a conservative 10%, double the error on the total background given in Table 5.1.
Pseudo-experiments using events generated at a top quark mass of 172.5 GeV/c2
were constructed varying the background contribution by this amount, with mt
measurements listed in Table 9.6. The dependence of mt on fraction of tt¯ events
in the sample is also shown in Figure 8.8. Since most of the events are correlated
between these samples, we ignore the statistical error on these measurements
and take the largest observed diﬀerence, 0.09 GeV/c2, as the contribution for
this eﬀect.
Table 9.6: Background Normalization Systematic Uncertainty
Signal fraction mt (GeV/c
2) Δmt (GeV/c
2)
nominal (83%) 172.68 ± 0.53 -
70% 172.67 ± 0.80 -0.01
90% 172.77 ± 0.59 0.09
Limitations in our understanding of the contribution of individual background
processes are estimated by varying the relative contributions of each process by
100%. Pseudo-experiments were constructed using events generated at a top
quark mass of 178 GeV/c2. Results of mt measurements are listed in Table 9.7.
Events are highly correlated between samples, so statistical error is ignored. The
largest observed diﬀerence from the nominal contribution is taken as the system-
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atic uncertainty, 0.09 GeV/c2.
Table 9.7: Background Composition Systematic Uncertainty
Sample mt (GeV/c
2) Δmt (GeV/c
2)
nominal 178.86 ± 2.77 -
non-W 178.80 ± 2.88 -0.06
W+jets 178.79 ± 2.96 -0.09
Wbb¯ 178.87 ± 2.95 0.01
Wcc¯ 178.91 ± 2.84 0.05
Wc 178.89 ± 2.84 0.03
Single top 178.82 ± 2.83 -0.04
EWK 178.85 ± 2.86 -0.01
The ﬁnal background modeling and composition uncertainty component comes
from varying the Q2 scale characteristic of the hard scattering process at which
W+jets events are generated. The nominal sample uses Q2 = m2W and is com-
pared to events generated with Q2 = 1
4
m2W , Q
2 = 4m2W , and Q
2 = 〈p2T W 〉, frac-
tions of the invariant mass squared and average transverse momentum squared
of the W boson. All events were generated with ALPGEN in W + 4p and Wbb¯.
Table 9.8 lists the results of using these samples in pseudo-experiments mini-
mized with the two dimensional likelihood. The tt¯ events used in this test were
generated with a top quark mass of 178 GeV/c2. Although the W+jets events
in these pseudo-experiments are uncorrelated, the majority of the events are cor-
related, so statistical uncertainty is ignored. The contribution to the systematic
uncertainty is estimated as the largest shift from nominal, 0.17 GeV/c2.
Total background composition and modeling systematic uncertainty is taken
to be the quadrature sum of estimations from varying the total background contri-
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Table 9.8: Background Q2 Modeling Systematic Uncertainty
Sample mt (GeV/c
2) Δmt (GeV/c
2)
nominal 178.86 ± 2.77 -
Q2 = 1
4
m2W 179.01 ± 2.90 0.15
Q2 = 4m2W 178.91 ± 2.96 0.05
Q2 = 〈p2T W 〉 179.03 ± 2.82 0.17
bution, relative contribution of background processes, and the Q2 used in W+jet
event generation. This sum is 0.21 GeV/c2.
9.6 Parton Distribution Functions
Parton distribution functions (PDFs) are ﬁt to a variety of experimental data by
groups such as CTEQ [38] and MRST [63]. The CTEQ group estimates the uncertainty
in their parameterization with a set of 20 eigenvector pairs of possible variations.
The eﬀect of these variations on the top quark mass measurement is included as
a systematic uncertainty. Also included are the diﬀerences between using CTEQ
and MRST PDFs and the eﬀect of varying the ΛQCD scale used in the PDFs.
PDF systematic uncertainties are estimated in events generated at a top quark
mass of 178 GeV/c2 and nominal jet energy scale with CTEQ5L PDFs. The re-
weighting technique is used, minimizing large pseudo-experiments with the two-
dimensional likelihood. In these pseudo-experiments, tt¯ events are weighted ac-
cording to the ratio between CTEQ5L and the PDF in question. Statistical errors
are ignored as the events are almost completely correlated.
Figure 9.1 plots measurements of mt in these pseudo-experiments as a function
of various PDFs and eigenvectors. The uncertainty from the 20 CTEQ eigenvec-
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Figure 9.1: Measurements of mt with 20 CTEQ eigenvector pairs, MRST, and ΛQCD
samples.
tor pairs is estimated by adding the diﬀerences between each set in quadrature,
resulting in 0.05 GeV/c2. The diﬀerence between CTEQ5L and MRST72, both us-
ing ΛQCD = 228 MeV, is 0.07 GeV/c
2. MRST75 uses ΛQCD = 300 MeV, and the
diﬀerence between measurements with the two ΛQCD scales is 0.08 GeV/c
2. Sum-
ming these three contributions in quadrature results in a total PDF systematic
uncertainty of 0.12 GeV/c2.
As a cross-check, pseudo-experiments are constructed using independent event
samples generated at a top quark mass of 178 GeV/c2 and nominal jet energy
scale with MRST72 and MRST75 PDFs and compared to the nominal CTEQ5L sam-
ple. Pseudo-experiments are minimized with the one-dimensional likelihood with
measurements in mt listed in Table 9.9. Since event samples are not correlated,
statistical error is relevant. Variations due to diﬀering PDF model and ΛQCD are
consistent with uncertainties estimated using re-weighted events within statistical
error.
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Table 9.9: PDF Systematic Uncertainty Cross-Check
Sample mt (GeV/c
2) Δmt (GeV/c
2)
CTEQ5L 180.28 ± 0.14 -
MRST72 180.26 ± 0.16 -0.02 ± 0.22
MRST75 180.07 ± 0.17 -0.21 ± 0.22
9.7 Statistical Limitations
The number of events available in statistical tests of this analysis method are
limited by the large amount of CPU time necessary to process events. In some
cases, generation of simulated data is also limited. Pseudo-experiments use large
amounts of resampling from some background samples. A systematic uncertainty
is estimated combining the statistical limitations in tests of the method combined
with the eﬀects of heavily resampling in the most statistically limited background,
the non-W sample, see section 5.3. Note that resampling used in tt¯ events is
shown to have no eﬀect in section 9.10.3.
Eﬀects of limited simulated event sample size appear in statistical tests of
the method described in section 8.1.2. In terms of the top quark mass, the most
important test is the mt parameter linearity shown in Figure 8.22. The top quark
mass estimated in the two-dimensional likelihood is unbiased within the statistical
error, 0.26 GeV/c2, of the residual plot. This error deﬁnes the extent to which
the assumption of no bias is valid and is included as a systematic uncertainty.
To estimate the eﬀect of heavily resampling the non-W background sam-
ple, two separate pseudo-experiments are constructed using two exclusive subsets
of the non-W sample. All events except non-W are identical between pseudo-
experiments and statistical errors are ignored. Simulated events were generated
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Figure 9.2: Distribution of mt diﬀerences for various divisions of non-W sample
at a top quark mass of 175 GeV/c2 and nominal jet energy scale. The diﬀer-
ence between mt measurements in pseudo-experiments minimized with the two-
dimensional likelihood is histogrammed for 50 randomly selected subset pairs,
Figure 9.2. The systematic uncertainty due to this eﬀect is estimated to be 1
2
the RMS of this distribution, 0.042 GeV/c2. The factor of 1
2
arises from using
1
2
the non-W sample in these pseudo-experiments, contributing 1√
2
, and because
the diﬀerence of two quantities is used, contributing another factor of 1√
2
.
The total systematic uncertainty due to statistical limitations is the quadra-
ture sum of these two eﬀects. This sum is clearly dominated by limitations in
the number of tt¯ events. Eﬀects due to heavy resampling in some of the other
background samples are assumed to be of the same order as the non-W sample,
giving essentially no contribution. The total systematic uncertainty is estimated
to be 0.26 GeV/c2.
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9.8 Lepton pT Uncertainty
Uncertainty in the modeling of charged lepton pT in simulated data contributes
to the systematic uncertainty in the measurement of the top quark mass. The
uncertainty of the lepton pT has been very conservatively estimated to be 1% [64].
To estimate the eﬀects of this uncertainty, pseudo-experiments are constructed
using events generated at a top quark mass of 175 GeV/c2 and nominal jet en-
ergy scale and minimized using the two-dimensional likelihood. Table 9.10 lists
mt measurements with nominal reconstructed charged lepton pT and in samples
with pT shifted by ± 1%. The events are completely correlated between pseudo-
experiments, so statistical error is ignored. The largest shift from the nominal
measurement, 0.22 GeV/c2, is taken as the systematic uncertainty due to uncer-
tainty in charged lepton pT .
Table 9.10: Lepton pT systematic uncertainty
Shift (%) mt (GeV/c
2) Δmt (GeV/c
2)
-1 174.54 ± 0.57 -0.22
0 174.76 ± 0.64 -
+1 174.78 ± 0.52 0.02
9.9 Multiple pp¯ Interactions
As discussed in section 5.2, simulated events were generated in a limited range of
the full dataset and therefore have lower average instantaneous luminosity. The
increase in instantaneous luminosity results in an increase in multiple interactions
and can be measured via the number of reconstructed vertices. The dependence
of measured mt on number of vertices was shown to be negligible within the given
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statistics in Figure 8.17.
A systematic error is assigned for the unmodeled multiple interactions in
simulated data according to an estimation made by the top quark mass working
group [65]. The eﬀect is estimated by parameterizing jet ET as a function of
number of reconstructed vertices and varying these energies according to the
distribution of vertices in the full dataset. The estimate results in 50 MeV/c2
for analyses directly measuring the jet energy scale systematic uncertainty. This
estimation is consistent with the dependence shown in Figure 8.17 and is taken
as the systematic uncertainty for this analysis.
9.10 Cross-Checks
This section compares systematic uncertainty estimated using the one-dimensional
and two-dimensional likelihoods and discusses some eﬀects not included as sys-
tematic uncertainties: the fraction of gluon fusion in tt¯ production, resampling of
tt¯ events in pseudo-experiments, and mis-identiﬁed b quarks via secondary vertex
tagging.
9.10.1 Likelihood
We show estimations using the two-dimensional likelihood are consistent with
those of the one-dimensional likelihood for one of the largest contributions to
the systematic uncertainty, ﬁnal-state radiation. Some systematic uncertainties
are estimated from statistically independent simulated event samples. In order
for estimations not to be dominated by statistical error, large numbers of events
must be processed. Since CPU time was limited, errors were estimated using a ﬁt
in the single mt dimension of the likelihood after minimization for Cs. Pseudo-
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experiments in the one-dimensional likelihood are drawn from an event pool of
about 20,000 events and those in the two-dimensional likelihood are drawn from
about 5,000 events. As can be seen in Table 9.11, the two-dimensional likelihood
results in smaller oﬀsets from nominal but has large statistical error. Oﬀsets
in the one-dimensional likelihood are not statistically limited and are consistent
with the two-dimensional results within their error.
Table 9.11: FSR Systematic Uncertainty in 2D and 1D
Sample 2D mt (GeV/c
2) 2D Δmt (GeV/c
2)
nominal 178.00 ± 0.67 -
FSR less 177.78 ± 0.44 -0.22 ± 0.80
FSR more 177.92 ± 0.39 -0.08 ± 0.80
Sample 1D mt (GeV/c
2) 1D Δmt (GeV/c
2)
nominal 180.29 ± 0.14 -
FSR less 180.61 ± 0.16 0.32 ± 0.21
FSR more 181.05 ± 0.23 0.76 ± 0.27
9.10.2 Gluon Fusion
The HERWIG and PYTHIAMonte Carlo generators are leading-order, but some next-
to-leading order eﬀects are simulated in parton showering. These parameters are
varied in the radiation systematic discussed in section 9.3. Other non-leading
order eﬀects include the size of the contribution of gluon fusion to tt¯ pair pro-
duction. Leading order calculations estimate a 5% contribution at the Tevatron,
whereas next-to-leading order calculations estimate a 15% contribution. Note
that the diagram for gg fusion is not included in the matrix element used in this
analysis. We estimate the systematic uncertainty due to varying gg fusion using
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pseudo-experiments of events constructed with 5% and 15% gg fusion. Events
were generated with PYTHIA at a top quark mass of 178 GeV/c2 and nominal jet
energy scale, and pseudo-experiments were minimized with the one-dimensional
likelihood. Table 9.12 lists the resulting mt measurements. The majority of
events are correlated, so statistical error is ignored. The resulting shift in mt,
0.06 GeV/c2, is negligible compared to approximately 1 GeV/c2 from radiation.
Table 9.12: Eﬀect of Gluon Fusion on Measurement
gg contribution mt (GeV/c
2) Δmt (GeV/c
2)
LO (5%) 179.95 ± 0.10 -
NLO (15%) 180.01 ± 0.17 0.06
9.10.3 Event Resampling
Resampling of events in generating pseudo-experiments is widely used throughout
this analysis. A systematic error for resampling in background events is discussed
in section 9.7. Simulated tt¯ data is resampled to a lesser extent and contributes
only in the calibration of estimated error, section 8.1.2.2, and to the estimation
of systematic uncertainties discussed previously in this chapter. Resampling does
not contribute to the statistical tests using a single large pseudo-experiment, so
does not aﬀect bias studies. Its contribution to estimation of systematic uncer-
tainty is considered a second-order eﬀect and neglected.
A large simulated event sample (20,000 events) generated at a top quark mass
of 178 GeV/c2 and nominal jet energy scale is used to determine how resampling
aﬀects the calibration of estimated error. Pseudo-experiments are minimized
using the one-dimensional likelihood. Separate pseudo-experiment tests are done
varying the amount of the full sample available for resampling. The amount of
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resampling is inversely varied with the available sample size in such a way that the
total number of pseudo-experiments is held constant to the number of exclusive
pseudo-experiments possible with the full sample.
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Figure 9.3: Fitted sigma of pull distributions from resampled pseudo-experiments
Figure 9.3 plots σ from a Gaussian ﬁt to the pull distribution against the boot-
strap factor, deﬁned as the multiplicative factor giving total pseudo-experiments
from the number of exclusive pseudo-experiments available from a given event
pool. Each point in this ﬁgure represents a pseudo-experiment test, with increas-
ing bootstrap factor indicating a smaller subset of events available for pseudo-
experiment construction. The point at bootstrap factor of zero is the result using
the full event sample and no resampling. Errors are the error on the ﬁt of the
pull distribution to the Gaussian σ parameter given by MINUIT. The slope of the
ﬁt to these points is consistent with zero and the ﬁt is consistent with the result
without resampling. Resampling with a bootstrap factor greater than 30 is not
used. No additional systematic uncertainty is necessary due to resampling of tt¯
events.
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9.10.4 Mis-Identified Secondary Vertex Tags
As discussed in section 5.2, the simulated data sample used to test this analysis
does not correctly model the instantaneous luminosity of the full dataset. Increas-
ing instantaneous luminosity results in an increasing percentage of mis-identiﬁed
b quarks due to secondary vertex tagging. Two possible eﬀects on the mea-
surement are considered: contribution to expected background and background
composition, and identiﬁcation of permutations in the tt¯ probability.
Eﬀects of mis-identiﬁcation on the background sample are shown in Figure 9.4.
The contribution of the W+4p sample in Table 5.1 is simultaneously increased
with total background contribution to the sample. Events are generated at a
top quark mass of 175 GeV/c2 and nominal jet energy scale. Measurements of
mt, JES and Cs are plotted as a function of multiplicative factor increase in mis-
identiﬁcation. The last point in the plots represents an increase of 400% in the
W+4p contribution to the background and a decrease in the total tt¯ contribu-
tion of 5%. The total number of events per pseudo-experiment is held constant.
Errors are not shown because most of the events between pseudo-experiments
are correlated. Measurements in both mt and JES ﬂuctuate about zero oﬀset
from nominal, but a signiﬁcant decrease in Cs is observed with increasing mis-
identiﬁcation. This decrease in signal fraction is expected due to the decreasing tt¯
content of the pseudo-experiments. The ﬂuctuations in mt are all within the 0.09
GeV/c2 systematic uncertainty assigned for uncertainty in background modeling.
Mis-identiﬁcation of b quarks also aﬀects the permutations used in the tt¯
probability, section 6.3.2. This eﬀect is studied by simulating secondary vertex
identiﬁcation using jet-parton matching within an η-φ cone of radius 0.4. Match-
ing and secondary-vertex tagging disagree about 3% of the time in the nominal
simulated event sample used for this study. Pseudo-experiments are constructed
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Figure 9.4: Deviation from nominal measurement in measured mt (upper left),
JES (upper right), and Cs (bottom) as a function of increasing W+4p background
contribution due to increased b mistag rate in pseudo-experiments.
in which matching information is used to randomly assign secondary vertex iden-
tiﬁcation in a jet. Events were generated at a top quark mass of 178 GeV/c2 and
nominal jet energy scale, and pseudo-experiments were minimized with the two
dimensional likelihood. Figure 9.5 shows the results of measurements in mt, JES
and Cs as a percentage of events with randomly assigned secondary-vertex iden-
tiﬁcation. A negative correlation is observed in all variables. The range shown
indicates a 500% increase in the number of mis-identiﬁed jets and is a consider-
able over-estimate of the expected eﬀect in data. The shift in mt is about 500
MeV over this range. We expect this eﬀect to negligibly contribute to systematic
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uncertainty.
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Figure 9.5: Measurements in mt (upper left), JES (upper right) and Cs (bottom)
as a function of percentage of b quark mis-identiﬁcation.
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CHAPTER 10
Conclusions
This analysis selects events from 955 pb−1 total integrated luminosity of pp¯ col-
lisions at
√
s = 1.96 TeV collected with CDF Run II at FNAL up to February
2006. Events are selected to be consistent with the lepton plus jets decay channel
of top quark pair production: 167 such events meet this requirement in data.
The mass of the top quark is measured using a matrix element analysis technique
with in situ measurement of the largest source of systematic uncertainty, the
jet energy scale. The analysis also ﬁts for the fraction of events consistent with
top quark pair production and is independent from a separate estimate of event
sample composition. It does not apply a priori information in the likelihood ﬁt
to any of the measured parameters. The measured top quark mass is
mt = 170.8± 2.2 (stat.) ± 1.4(syst.) = 170.8± 2.6 GeV/c2, (10.1)
where the statistical error includes uncertainty from the jet energy scale. The
measured jet energy scale and signal fraction parameters are consistent with
expectations. With a fractional error of 1.5%, this represents the single best
measurement to date. It currently dominates the world average top quark mass,
contributing with a weight of about 50%. The world average top quark mass
using the result of this measurement is [66]
mt = 171.4± 2.1 GeV/c2. (10.2)
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APPENDIX A
Details of Probability Density Calculations
A.1 Calculation of Top Quark Decay Width
This section describes the calculation of the decay width of the top quark, t →
Wb→ eνb, from the standard expression for a three-body decay, Equation 6.27
dΓt =
1
27(2π)5
|M |2
mt
(1− m
2
W
m2t
) dm2WdΩWdΩe, (A.1)
To be consistent with the assumptions described in Section 6.3.1, we use the
narrow-width approximation, Equation 6.26, and the decay part of the Matrix
element amplitude from Equation 6.24 expressed as
|M|2 = g
4
w
4
(m2t −m2W )
m2t (1− c2eb) + m2eν(1 + ceb)2
(m2eν −m2W )2 + m2WΓ2W
, (A.2)
where gW is the weak coupling constant, and ceb is deﬁned to be the cosine of
the angle between the electron and b quark. Substituting Equation A.2 into
Equation A.1 and integrating over the decay phase space results in an expression
for the width
Γt =
g4Wm
3
t
29(2π)5
∫ (
1− m
2
eν
m2t
)2 ⎡⎣ 1− c2eb + m2eνm2t (1 + ceb)2
(m2eν −m2W )2 + m2WΓ2W
⎤
⎦ dm2eνd2Ωeνd2Ωe. (A.3)
Integration over the angular d2Ωeν is trivial and results in a factor of 4π. For
purposes of integration over d2Ωe, we choose a reference frame such that the cosine
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of the angle between the b quark and lepton, cbe, is equivalent to the cosine of
the spherical coordinate θ of the lepton, cos θe, where x ≡ ceb = cos θe. In this
case, integration over the φ component of d2Ωe is trivial and results in a factor
of 2π. The remaining expression for the width is
Γt =
g4Wm
3
t
28(2π)3
∫ (
1− m
2
eν
m2t
)2 ⎡⎣ 1− x2 + m2eνm2t (1 + x)2
(m2eν −m2W )2 + m2WΓ2W
⎤
⎦ dm2eν dx. (A.4)
Deﬁning μ ≡ m2eν
m2t
, the relevant integral over x is
(1− μ)2
∫ 1
−1
[
1− x2 + μ(1 + x)2] dx = 4
3
(1− 3μ2 + 2μ3). (A.5)
We make an approximation and set the event mass meν in Equation A.5 equal
to the pole mass mW and remove this term from the integration. The resulting
expression for the width becomes
Γt =
g4Wm
3
t
3 26(2π)3
(1− 3μ2 + 2μ3)
∫ (mt−mb)2
0
dm2eν
(m2eν −m2W )2 + m2WΓ2W
, (A.6)
where μ =
m2W
m2t
. Integration over the event mass squared results in
1
mWΓW
arctan[
(mt −mb)2 −m2W
mWΓW
]− arctan[ −m
2
W
mWΓW
]. (A.7)
The expression for the width is now identical to that of Equation 6.28
Γt =
g4Wm
3
tΘ
3 26(2π)3
1− 3(mW/mt)4 + 2(mW/mt)6
mWΓW
(A.8)
Θ ≡ arctan[(mt −mb)
2 −m2W
mWΓW
]− arctan[ −m
2
W
mWΓW
].
Figure A.1 compares this expression with that of Kuehn [53] after multiplying
by an empirical factor of 9.11 in Equation A.8 to make these expressions ap-
proximately consistent. This scale factor is applied when using the width in this
analysis.
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Figure A.1: Comparison of derived expression for top quark decay width, Equa-
tion A.8, to Kuehn [53].
A.2 Details of tt¯ Variable Change
Section 6.3.2 discusses integration variables in the tt¯ probability density. Details
of the change of variables follow.
On the hadronic side, variables are changed from (pj2, pbh) to (m
2
wh, m
2
th). The
equations governing this transformation are derived from the standard expression
for invariant mass
m2wh = (pj1 + pj2)
2 ∼ 2pj1pj2(1− cosΘ12) (A.9)
m2th = (pbh + pj1 + pj2)
2 = m2b + m
2
wh + 2(EbhEj1 − pbhpj1cosΘb1)
+ 2(Ebhpj2 − pbhpj2cosΘb2). (A.10)
Equation A.9 immediately results in an expression for the momentum magnitude
of the second quark from hadronic W boson decay
pj2 =
m2wh
2pj1(1− cosΘ12) . (A.11)
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Subbing Equation A.11 into Equation A.10 gives solutions for pbh
pbh =
−MC ± P√M2 + m2b(C2 − P 2)
C2 − P 2 . (A.12)
The physical solution is given by the negative term, and M , C and P are deﬁned
M ≡ 1
2
(m2th −m2wh −m2b)
P ≡ pj1 + pj2 (A.13)
C ≡ pj1cosΘb1 + pj2cosΘb2.
The solutions for the variable change on the hadronic side are unique.
On the leptonic side, variables are changed from (pbl, pν z) to (m
2
wl, m
2
tl). So-
lutions are more complicated because pν x and pν y are constrained by integration
over four momentum conservation:
Px = pblsinφbl cosθbl + pνsinφν cosθν +
4∑
pi x (A.14)
Py = pblsinφbl sinθbl + pνsinφν sinθν +
4∑
pi x, (A.15)
but depend on pbl and pν z. The sum is over the remaining four decay products:
the charged lepton, denoted by e; and the hadronic decay products. The mo-
mentum Pi are analogous to p
i
tt¯ used in section 6.3.2. Spherical coordinates are
used for convenience. These equations combine with the standard invariant mass
expressions for the leptonic top quark and W boson
1
2
m2wl = pepν(1− sinφe cosθesinφν cosθν
− sinφe sinθesinφν sinθν − cosθecosθν) (A.16)
1
2
(m2tl −m2wl −m2b) = pblpe(1− cosΘbe) + pblpν(1− sinφbl cosθblsinφν cosθν
− sinφbl sinθblsinφν sinθν − cosθblcosθν). (A.17)
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These four equations are reduced to two coupled second order equations and
ﬁnally a quartic equation, written in terms of sinφν cosθν and sinφν sinθν of the
angles of the neutrino. Solving in this manner is simply a convenient choice.
Using equation A.14 and equation A.15, the momentum magnitude of the
neutrino and leptonic b quark are
pν =
a1b0 − a0b1
b1sinφν cosθν − a1sinφν sinθν (A.18)
pbl =
a0sinφν sinθν − b0sinφν cosθν
b1sinφν cosθν − a1sinφν sinθν (A.19)
where
a0 ≡
4∑
pi x − Px
a1 ≡ sinφbl cosθbl (A.20)
b0 ≡
4∑
pi x − Py
b1 ≡ sinφbl cosθbl.
Using these deﬁnitions, equation A.16 can be re-written as
cosθe cosθν = 1− β1 sinφν cosθν − β2 sinφν sinθν , (A.21)
where
α0 ≡ a1b0 − a0b1
α1 ≡ m2wl / 2 α0 pe (A.22)
β1 ≡ sinφe cosθe + b1 α1
β2 ≡ sinφe sinθe − a1 α1.
The angular term cosθν is replaced using the trigonometry identity
sin2φν cos
2θν + sin
2φν sin
2θν + cos
2θν = 1, (A.23)
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and the ﬁnal result is a second order polynomial in sinφν cosθν and sinφν sinθν
1− cos2θe + sin2φν cos2θν(β21 + cos2θe) + sin2φν sin2θν(β22 + cos2θe) (A.24)
−2β1 sinφν cosθν − 2β2 sinφν sinθν + 2β1β2sinφν cosθν sinφν sinθν = 0
The other second-order polynomial comes from Equation A.17. Substituting
equation A.18 for pν results in
M
pbl
=
γ0 + γ1 sinφν cosθν + γ2 sinφν sinθν
b1 sinφν cosθν − a1 sinφν sinθν (A.25)
where
d0 ≡ pe(1− cosΘbe)
γ0 ≡ α0(1− cosθbl
cosθe
) (A.26)
γ1 ≡ α0 sinφν cosθν(β1 cosθbl
cosθe
− sinφbl cosθbl) + d0b1
γ2 ≡ α0 sinφν sinθν(β2 cosθbl
cosθe
− sinφbl sinθbl)− d0a1.
Substituting equation A.19 results in a second-order equation in sinφν cosθν and
sinφν sinθν
sin2φν cos
2θν(Mb
2
1 + b0γ1) + sin
2φν sin
2θν(Ma
2
1 − a0γ2)
+ 2sinφν cosθνsinφν sinθν(−Ma1b1 − 1
2
a0γ1 +
1
2
b0γ2) (A.27)
− a0γ0sinφν sinθν + b0γ0sinφν cosθν = 0.
Equation A.24 and equation A.24 represent two coupled second order equa-
tions of the form
ax2 + 2bxy + cy2 + 2dx + 2ey + f = 0 (A.28)
Ax2 + 2Bxy + Cy2 + 2Dx + 2Ey = 0
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this can be written as a quartic equation
x4(4ab′2 + 4bα3 + ca′2) + x3(8ab′e′ + 4bα2 + cγ3 + 8db′2 + 4eα3)
+ x2(4ae′2 + 4bα1 + cγ2 + 16db′e′ + 4eα2 + 4fb′2) (A.29)
+ x(4bα0 + cγ1 + 8de
′2 + 4eα1 + 8fb′e′) + (cf 2 + 4eα0 + 4fe′2) = 0
where
a′ ≡ a− c
C
A
b′ ≡ b− c
C
B
d′ ≡ d− c
C
D
e′ ≡ e− c
C
E
α0 ≡ fe′
α1 ≡ 2d′e′ + fb′ (A.30)
α2 ≡ 2d′b′ + a′e′
α3 ≡ a′b′
γ1 ≡ 4d′f
γ2 ≡ 2a′f + 4d′2
γ3 ≡ 4a′d′
Solutions to a quartic equation are described in Appendix B. Due the as-
sumptions of perfect angular resolution and negligible leptonic b quark mass, valid
physical solutions could have small imaginary parts. Machine number accuracy
also introduces errors in the solutions. A loose requirement Im(x) < 10 is placed
on roots. Solutions are further required to be consistent with Equation A.21
|1− (cosθe cosθν + β1 sinφν cosθν + β2 sinφν sinθν)| < 0.01 (A.31)
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Physical solutions are also selected by requiring |pν | < 800 GeV/c and 0 < q1 <
980 GeV/c and −980 < q2 < 0 GeV/c and parton energies less than the transfer
function bounds described in section A.4. Note that the approximation of zero
mass is used for solving the variable change only. The solution for the leptonic
b quark momentum is assumed to be the energy. A a mass of 4.8 GeV/c2 is
assigned to this quark by scaling the magnitude of the momentum appropriately.
A.3 Details of W + Jets Variable Change
Section 6.4.2 discusses integration variables in the W + jets probability density.
Details for the calculation of the longitudinal momentum of the neutrino, pν z,
from the invariant mass of the W boson squared, m2W , follow. Neglecting lepton
and neutrino mass compared to momentum, pe and pν , respectively, the invariant
mass squared is
m2W = 2(pepν − pe · pν). (A.32)
This expression can be written as a quadratic expression in the longitudinal
neutrino momentum
1
2
m2W + pe xpν x + pe ypν y ≡ a = pe
√
p2ν T + p
2
ν z − pe zpν z. (A.33)
The solutions of this quadratic are
pν z =
ape z ± pe
√
(a + pe Tpν T )(a− pe Tpν T )
p2e T
. (A.34)
Either of the two solutions could be the correct momentum. To be physical,
the transverse mass of the combined lepton and neutrino must be less than the
invariant mass of the W boson. This constraint is applied during integration.
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A.4 Parton Energy Integration Limits
The jet energy transfer functions are parameterized with two Gaussian functions,
see Equation 7.4 in section 7.1. Few simulated events populate the tails of dis-
tributions such as the δE distribution, see Figure 7.2. Generally, the transfer
function parameterization of the tails extends far beyond the limit of the sim-
ulated events and is not considered to be physical. Both the tt¯ and W + jets
probability densities set integration limits on parton energies. In the case of the
tt¯ probability density, only the upper limit is used.
The lower and upper bounds are a function of jet energy and are parameterized
with a third-order polynomial describing the parton energy at which the value
of the transfer function is one thousandth the maximum possible value of the
transfer function at a given jet energy. The lower bound is forced to be physical
and not allowed to be less than zero energy. The maximum transfer function
value as a function of jet energy is parameterized with a ninth-order polynomial.
Generally good agreement in ﬁts are shown for light quarks in Figure A.2 and
for b quarks in Figure A.3. Table A.1 lists the parameters describing the lower
bound, Table A.2 lists the parameters describing the upper bound, and Table A.3
lists the parameters describing the maximum transfer function value.
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Figure A.2: Minimum parton energy (right), maximum parton energy (left), and
maximum value of transfer function (bottom) as a function of jet energy in light
quark transfer function parameters.
Table A.1: Parameters describing minimum parton energy in the jet energy trans-
fer Function
light quark jets b quark jets
p0 -334.386 -46.4269
p1 4.03926 0.784917
p2 -0.0108404 0.000961648
p3 1.1617e-05 -1.76734e-06
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Figure A.3: Minimum parton energy (right), maximum parton energy (left), and
maximum value of transfer function (bottom) as a function of jet energy in b
quark transfer function parameters.
Table A.2: Parameters describing maximum parton energy in the jet energy
transfer function
light quark jets b quark jets
p0 66.4827 83.2186
p1 3.94928 3.62891
p2 -0.00224589 0.00123535
p3 2.70608e-06 -8.72611e-07
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Table A.3: Parameters describing maximum value of jet energy transfer function
light quark jets b quark jets
p0 0.0579384 0.024763
p1 0.0750545 0.018406
p2 -0.663452 -0.255494
p3 0.0420245 0.024763
p4 0.0191666 0.0184059
p5 -0.503761 -0.255494
p6 0.0222408 0.0214873
p7 -5.4025e-05 -4.15971e-05
p8 2.0287e-08 -6.25139e-08
p9 5.2199e-11 1.65854e-10
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APPENDIX B
Solutions to Quartic Equation
Solutions to a general quartic equation are based on discussion in [67]. The salient
points are repeated here. A general quartic equation is given by
x4 + a3 x
3 + a2 x
2 + a1 x + a0 = 0. (B.1)
Solutions begin by ﬁnding one real root from the resolvent cubic equation, deﬁned
by
y3 − a2y2 + y(a1a3 − 4a0) + (4a2a0 − a21 − a23a0) = 0. (B.2)
This analysis uses GSL, poly solve cubic, returning at least one real root, y1. We
then deﬁne some useful constants in the complex plane
R ≡
√
1
4
a23 − a2 + y1
D ≡ √c1 + c2 (B.3)
E ≡ √c1 − c2,
where
c1 ≡
⎧⎨
⎩
3
4
a23 −R2 − 2a2 , Re(R) = 0
3
4
a23 − 2a2 , Re(R) = 0
⎫⎬
⎭ (B.4)
c2 ≡
⎧⎨
⎩
1
4
(4a3a2 − 8a1 − a33)R−1 , Re(R) = 0
2
√
y21 − 4a0 , Re(R) = 0
⎫⎬
⎭ .
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Solutions to the quartic are then given by
x0 = −1
4
a3 +
1
2
R +
1
2
D
x1 = −1
4
a3 +
1
2
R− 1
2
D (B.5)
x2 = −1
4
a3 − 1
2
R +
1
2
E
x3 = −1
4
a3 − 1
2
R− 1
2
E.
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APPENDIX C
Likelihood Minimum and Errors
The minimum and errors from the two-dimensional mt-JES minus log likelihood
after minimization of Cs are estimated from a ﬁt with a two-dimensional second-
order polynomial of the form
a0x
2 + a1xy + a2y
2 + a3x + a4y + a5. (C.1)
Setting the partial derivatives in x and y to zero
2a0x + a1y + a3 = 0 (C.2)
2a2y + a1x + a4 = 0
determines the minimum (x0, y0) of this function
x0 =
a1a4 − 2a2a3
4a0a2 − a21
(C.3)
y0 =
2a0a4 − a1a3
a21 − 4a0a2
.
Measured mt and JES correspond to x0 and y0, respectively.
To estimate errors, we translate coordinates to the minimum given in equa-
tion C.3. The relevant equation in terms of translated coordinates is
a0x
2 + a1xy + a2y
2 =
S
2
(C.4)
where S
2
gives the distance from the minimum of the likelihood, and the a0, a1 and
a2 parameters are not aﬀected by coordinate translation. This equation describes
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conﬁdence interval ellipses based on S. The estimated error in this analysis before
scaling corresponds to S = 1 and is determined by a line tangent to this ellipse.
A line in x is given by x = δx. Substituting this value into equation C.4 results
in
a0δ
2
x + a1δxy + a2y
2 − S
2
= 0. (C.5)
Equation C.5 has a single real root when the line is tangent to the ellipse, or
when
a21δ
2
x − 4a2
(
a0δ
2
x −
S
2
)
= 0. (C.6)
The errors are thus given by
δx =
√
2a2S
4a0a2 − a21
(C.7)
δy =
√
2a0S
4a0a2 − a21
,
where δy is derived similarly.
Errors without correlation from the other dimension are obtained by taking
one-half the width of the ellipse along the desired axis. This is accomplished by
setting x = 0 or y = 0 in equation C.4 and results in
δx =
√
S
2a0
(C.8)
δy =
√
S
2a2
.
Note that these deﬁnitions are consistent with the standard σx and σy of
a two-dimensional Gaussian function. The correlation between mt and JES is
estimated from the Gaussian correlation constant ρ given by
ρ = −1
2
a1√
a0a2
(C.9)
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APPENDIX D
Selected Event Likelihoods
The section shows selected event likelihoods calculated from experimental data.
Figures D.1 to D.4 show the two-dimensional likelihood for events after max-
imization of the Cs parameter. Events are sorted according to the calculated
value of the W + jets probability density evaluated at nominal JES (denoted
Pbkg in the plots), and those with lower values are expected to be more signal
like. Also listed are the number of secondary vertex tags in each event.
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Figure D.1: Two-dimensional likelihood for selected experimental data events.
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Figure D.2: Two-dimensional likelihood for selected experimental data events.
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Figure D.3: Two-dimensional likelihood for selected experimental data events.
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Figure D.4: Two-dimensional likelihood for selected experimental data events.
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